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提要 

 

印尼是一個東南亞地區新興國家之一、外國投資流入蓬勃，但是腐敗感知依

然高。這腐敗盛行於政府採購中，使政府支出超出原始發展預算。 國際社會皆同意

腐敗是一種跨國犯罪而需被國際和國內措施根除。這些措施包括國際、多邊的約束

工具，以及國家法律和準則。另外, 此措施也該注意到法律的執行，尤其當實際案件

發生時。顯然的，關於政府採購以及賄賂防治法的有限研究已公佈以遏制腐敗，特

別是涉及外國供應商時。  

本研究探討的主要問題為：「政府採購法如何遏制印尼腐敗？」。 而目標為：

推究印尼針對政府採購的賄賂防治法規，考核印尼對國際協議有關政府採購賄賂防

治的承諾，以及分析印尼政府採購法遏制腐敗的效率。  

本研究使用演繹方法，允許研究者首先採用邏輯解釋或理論的發展，接著蒐集

證據來測試該理論基於初級和次級文獻和數據的使用。初級資料來源為所有有關國

際和國內政府採購、腐敗、賄賂、國際公司、等相關法規、報告、和一些法律案件。

次級資料來源為書籍，期刊，文章，報紙，報導，和電子文本。研究者亦進行了半

結構訪談，而對象為選定的印尼國家官員、國內外廠商的官員，透過訪談探討他們

對印尼政府採購的賄賂防治的經驗和看法。  

本研究締結印尼目前的賄賂防治及政府採購的規則尚未完全有效地遏制住印

尼的腐敗現象，儘管為改善政府採購的制度引進了電子採購。此結論衍生成三個主

要研究結果。首先，印尼的政府採購規則和制度已經顯示有更好的改善。其次，儘

管印尼是幾個國際承諾的締約國員之一，但目前賄賂防治和政府採購規則未完全符

合國際標準。 最後，印尼清廉印象指數仍然低，而政府採購的腐敗案件又持續發生。

這一研究建議印尼政府需要改進腐敗防止、政府採購規則，以及履行對所有相關利

益相關者（包括外利益相關者）更清晰透明的準則；加強採購機構和人員（包括供

應商）的誠信措施；提供有效監控、監督的系統 （包括投訴系統）供公眾參與；為

所有利益相關者建立腐敗防治的文化； 加強改革政府採購和腐敗防治的政治意願；

以及其他確保實行採購系統符合國際規則、承諾的腐敗防治措施。 

 

關鍵詞： 賄賂，腐敗，治外法權， 外賄賂，國際法律，政府採購，透明度 
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Abstract 

 

Indonesia is one of the emerging countries in the South East Asia region that 

received flourish inflows of foreign investment, yet the corruption perception remains 

high.  The prevalence mostly occurred in public procurement that risks government 

spending than initially expected for the development. The international community agreed 

upon corruption as transnational crime and ought to be eradicated by international and 

domestic measures. The measures range from international and multilateral binding 

instruments to national laws and guidelines. Furthermore, the attention needs to be put on 

the enforcement of the laws, especially when the actual cases occurred. Notably, limited 

research has been published on the regulating public procurement and anti-bribery laws to 

curb corruption in particular when the foreign supplier is involved.  

This dissertation examines the main question of: ‘How public procurement 

regulation could curb bribery in Indonesia?’. It aims to study what is Indonesia 

regulation regarding anti-bribery in public procurement; to examine how is Indonesia 

commitment to international agreement regarding anti-bribery in public procurement; and 

to analyse the effectiveness of public procurement regulation to curb bribery in Indonesia.  

The research methodology is deductive approach, which allows researcher moves 

first towards the development of logical explanation or theory and next gather evidence to 

test the theory which is based on the use of primary and secondary literature and data. The 

primary sources are the all relevant international and domestic regulations concerning 

public procurement, corruption, bribery, international corporation and other related 

regulations, reports, and number cases of law. The secondary sources are books, journal, 

articles, newspaper reports, and electronic texts. Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted to selected Indonesian State Officials and selected officers of foreign firms and 

Indonesian firms to explore their experiences and perceptions of Indonesia anti-bribery in 

public procurement.  

This research concluded that Indonesia’s current anti-bribery and public 

procurement regulation are not fully effective to curb corruption in Indonesia although the 

improvement of public procurement system in such e-procurement. This conclusion 

derived into three main findings. First, Indonesia has shown a better improvement of 

public procurement regulation and system. Second, the current anti-bribery and public 

procurement regulation are not fully complying with the international standard, although 

DOI:10.6814/NCCU201900356
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Indonesia is a state party member of several international commitments. Third, Indonesia 

corruption perception index is remained low and the corruption cases in public 

procurement are still occurred. It is recommended for Government of Indonesia to improve 

anti-corruption and public procurement regulation and guidelines that perform more 

clearly and transparent for all relevant stakeholder including foreign stakeholder; to 

strengthen integrity measures for procurement institutions and personnel including 

supplier; to provide effective monitoring and supervision system that accessible for public 

participation including complaints system; to build anti-corruption cultures for all 

stakeholder; to strengthen political will to reform public procurement and anti-corruption; 

and other anti-corruption measures that needed to ensure the implementation of 

procurement system in accordance with regulations and international commitments. 

 

Keywords: bribery, corruption, extraterritorial, foreign bribery, international law, public 

procurement, transparency 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

“Corruption is an insidious plague that has a wide range of corrosive effects on 

societies.  It undermines democracy and the rule of law, leads to violations of human 

rights, distorts markets, erodes the quality of life, and allows organized crime, terrorism 

and other threats to human security to flourish.  

 

This evil phenomenon is found in all countries-big and small, rich and poor but it is in the 

developing world that its effects are most destructive.  Corruption hurts the poor 

disproportionately by diverting funds intended for development, undermining a 

government's ability to provide basic services, feeding inequality and injustice, and 

discouraging foreign investment and aid.  Corruption is a key element in economic under-

performance, and a major obstacle to poverty alleviation and development.” 

 

Kofi A. Annan1 

 

I.1. Background  

  Corruption is accepted fact as a universal problem that affects the democracy, rule 

of law, sustainable development and threat to the international economy. Corruption 

reduces countries economic growth, private investment and limits economic development.2 

As United Nation Secretary General Kofi A. Anan stated in 2003 that corruption is found 

in all countries, although the destructive impact most frequently in the developing world. 

Therefore, international community has agreed that corruption is one of the transnational 

organized crimes and ought to be eradicated together by domestic and international 

measures.3 United Nation Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) came into force in 

                                                
1 Kofi A. Annan. Statement On The Adoption By The General Assembly Of The United Nations Convention 

Against Corruption. UN Secretary General, New York, 31 October 2003.  
2 e.g. Corruption reduces countries’ economic growth rates. See Mauro, P. Corruption and Growth. in the 

Quarterly Journal of Economics, 110 (3), p. 681-712, 1997.; Corruption reduces private investment. See 
Burki, S. & Perry, E. G. Beyond the Washington Consensus: Institution Matter 1998, retrieved from 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/556471468265784712/pdf/multi-page.pdf, last visited on June 

13th, 2017. Corruption limits economic development and well being through depressed per capital income, 

increase child morality, and illiteracy.  See Kaufmann, D., Kraay, A., & Lobaton, P. Governance Matters, 

1999, retrieved from http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/665731468739470954/pdf/multi-page.pdf 

last visited on June 13th, 2017. 
3 UN. United Nation Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNOTC), 2000 
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20054 and has become the remarkable agreement and reference for many States to plan, 

implement and review their anti-corruption measures. 

  Corruption can be found in many forms. UNCAC as the main multilateral treaties 

against corruption called each State Party to adopt such legislative and other measures as 

may be necessary to establish as criminal offence of corruption in the forms of:  (i) Bribery 

of national public official; (ii) Bribery of foreign public official and official of public 

international organization; (iii) Embezzlement, misappropriation or other diversion of 

property by public official; (iv) Trading in influence; (v) Abuse of function; (vi) Illicit 

enrichment; (vii) Bribery in the private sector; (viii) Embezzlement of property in the 

private sector; (ix) Laundering of proceeds of crime; (x) Concealment; and (xi) 

Obstruction of justice.5   

  Corruption in public procurement have become increasingly vulnerable in global 

outlook. Globalization has expanded companies operate their business not only within 

national boundaries where the rules are straightforward and understood but in multiple 

countries, each with its own set of norms and rules. Economic globalization has declining 

trade and investment barrier and has connected countries integrated in global supply 

chains, including to access the public procurement market abroad.  

  The OECD Report in 2007 found that public procurement as major interface 

between the public and the private sectors and provides multiple opportunities for both 

public and private actors to divert public fund for private gain.6 The estimation of bribes or 

kickback can represent between 5% and 25% of the public procurement contracts value in 

                                                
4 UN. United Nation Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC), 2003. 
5 See further on Chapter III. Criminalization and Law Enforcement. Id. 
6 OECD. Integrity in Public Procurement: Good Practices from A to Z, 2007, retrieved from OECD 

Websites: http://www.oecd.org/development/effectiveness/38588964.pdf, last visited January 3rd, 2016 
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international business transactions7. The Transparency International (TI) Survey in 2011 

found that 3,000 business executives worldwide views that no country among the 28 

world’s leading economies whose companies are perceived to be wholly clean do not 

engage in bribery when doing business abroad.8 

Five years later, Souza and Kaufmann in 2013 found that from bribery in public 

procurement utilizing survey of 11,000 enterprises in 125 countries, about one-third of 

managers’ report that firms like theirs bribe to secure a public contract, paying about 8 % 

of the contract value. Larger and foreign-owned firms are less likely to bribe than smaller 

domestic ones. But among bribers, foreign and domestic firms pay similar amounts. 

Multinational firms appear sensitive to reputational risks in their home countries, but 

partially adapt to their host country environments. 9  

The OECD Foreign Bribery Report in 2014 provides additional evidence that 

public procurement10 is vulnerable to corruption with more than half of foreign bribery 

cases occurred (57%) comparing to other purpose of bribes (Figure 1).11 Almost two-thirds 

(59%) of foreign bribery cases occurred in sectors closely associated with contracts or 

licensing through public procurement: the extractive, construction, transportation and 

storage, and information and communication sectors (Figure 2). 12  The direct cost of 

                                                
7 It would seem that for military supplies the bribe may reach 30 per cent in the Gulf region, 10 per cent in 

Africa, 5 to 20 per cent in Latin America and 5 per cent in Taiwan. OECD. Bribery In Public Procurement: 

Methods, Actors And Counter-Measures, 2007, at 47. 
8 The 28 countries and territories in the TI Bribe Payers Index were selected based on the value of their 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) outflows, the value of their exports and their regional significance; the 

index includes all G-20 countries. It scores and ranks countries on a scale of 0 to 10, where a maximum score 

of 10 corresponds with a view that companies from that country never engage in bribery when doing 

business abroad. Hardoon, D. & Heinrich, F., Bribe Payer Index 2011, 2011, retrieved from 

http://www.transparency.org/bpi2011 , last visited February 23th, 2007 
9 Souza, D. & Kaufmann, D., Who Bribes in Public Contracting and Why: Worldwide Evidence From Firms. 

Econ Gov. 14, at. 333-367, 2013. DOI 10.1007/s10101-013-013. 
10 Public Procurement including public institution and state-owned enterprises in procurement goods, service 

and works to carry out their responsibilities and duties. The total volume of public procurement accounted of 

12% GDP and 29% of general government spending in OECD Countries in 2013. OECD. Preventing 

Corruption in Public Procurement, 2016. 
11 OECD. Foreign Bribery Report: An Analysis of the Crime of Bribery of Foreign Public Official, 2014, at 

32. 
12 Id. at 7 
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corruption in public procurement includes loss of public funds through misallocations or 

higher expenses and lower quality of goods, services and works.13 Although it is difficult 

to measure the exact cost of corruption due to its hidden nature, it has been estimated that 

between 10-30% of the investment in publicly funded construction projects per se, may be 

lost through corruption, mismanagement and inefficiency. 14  In terms of indirect costs, 

corruption in public procurement leads to distortion of competition, limited market access 

and reduced business appetite for foreign investors.15  

Figure 1. Purpose of Bribes16  

Figure 2. Sector activity of the 

defendant individual and companies 

sanctions for foreign bribery17 

   

                                                
13 Id.  
14 Id. See also CoST. Press Release, 2012, Retrieved from 

http://www.constructiontransparency.org/documentdownload.axd?documentresourceid=8 , last visit January 

3rd, 2017 (Construction Sector Transparency Initiative (CoST) was launched in 22 October 2012 that 

initiated by the World Bank, The International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC), the ONE 
campaign and the institution of Civil Engineers to commit incorporating CoST to all public construction 

project to create a more transparent and accountable infrastructure sector. This initiative estimated to save 

$2.5Trillion lost by 2020) 
15 Id. 
16 OECD analysis of foreign bribery cases concluded between 15/02/1999 and 01/06/2014. OECD, 2014, at 

32 
17 Id. at.22 
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. 

The prevalence of bribery and corruption yet occurred in South East Asia region – 

public corruption occurred almost in all of the ASEAN’s member countries. This was 

determined from the Transparency International (TI) Corruption Perception Index (CPI) 

from 2014 to 2018 (Table 1) and the World Bank Worldwide Governance Indicators 

(WGI) surveys for control of corruption from 2013-2017 (Table 2). In ASEAN region, 

Singapore perceived as almost very clean country (the highest CPI score) and the best 

control of corruption (highest WGI score). As for Cambodia is vice versa. 

Table 1. TI Corruption Perception Index of AMS in 2014-201818 

No Country 

CPI Score  

0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) 

2015 2016 2017 2018 

1.  Brunei Darussalam N/A 58  62 63 

2.  Cambodia 21 21  21 20 

3.  Indonesia 36 37   37 38 

4.  Laos PDR 25 30   29 29 

5.  Malaysia 50 49  47 47 

6.  Myanmar 22 28 30 29 

7.  Philippines 35 35  34 36 

8.  Singapore 85 84  84 85 

9.  Thailand 38 35   37 36 

10.  Vietnam 31 33  35 33 

 

                                                
18 Author compilation from The Transparency International Corruption Perception Index Worldwide Report 

2015, 2016, 2017, 2018. The CPI offers an annual snapshot of the relative degree of corruption by ranking 

countries and territories from all over the globe. In 2012, Transparency International revised the 

methodology used to construct the index to allow for comparison of scores from one year to the next. The 

2018 CPI draws on 13 surveys and expert assessments to measure public sector corruption in 180 countries 

and territories, giving each a score from zero (highly corrupt) to 100 (very clean), retrieved from 

https://www.transparency.org/cpi2018?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIysDfudrE4AIVkqmWCh26hwwdEAAYASA

AEgL7tPD_BwE#results , last visited March 5th, 2019 
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Table 2. World Bank Percentile Rank of Control of Corruption of AMS in 2013-

201719 

No Country 

Percentile Rank of Control of Corruption  

0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

1.  Brunei Darussalam 72.99 69.71 69.23 70.19 75 

2.  Cambodia 12.80 11.54 12.02 9.13 8.65 

3.  Indonesia 32.70 33.65 39.42 41.83 48.08 

4.  Laos PDR 18.48 21.15 17.79 14.42 15.87 

5.  Malaysia 67.30 66.83 63.46 60.10 58.17 

6.  Myanmar 16.11 20.19 20.67 32.21 32.21 

7.  Philippines 43.60 40.38 39.90 36.06 39.90 

8.  Singapore 96.69 96.15 96.63 97.12 97.60 

9.  Thailand 45.97 38.94 37.02 42.31 42.79 

10.  Vietnam 38.86 40.87 41.83 37.50 31.73 

 

The occurrence of bribes and illegal payment to secure public contract in this 

region also can be determined from the World Economic Forum’s Executive Opinion 

Survey Global Competitive Report 2015-2018 in ASEAN, in particular from the 1st 

governance pillar (Institution) of variable 1.05 Irregular Payment and Bribes with 

question of: In  your country, how common is it for firms to make undocumented extra 

payments or bribes in connection with (1) imports and exports; (2) public utilities; (3) 

annual tax payments; (4) awarding of public contracts and licenses; (5) obtaining favorable 

judicial decisions? In each case, the answer ranges from 1 (very common) to 7 (never 

occurs). 20  The other variable from this survey is 1.07 favouritism in decisions of 

                                                
19 Author compilation from The World Bank. Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) project report 2013-
2017. WGI reports aggregate and individual governance of countries and territories for six dimensions of 

governance: 1) voice and accountability, (2) political stability and absence of violence, 3) government 

effectiveness, 4) regulatory quality, 5) rule of law, and 6) control of corruption. See further on World Bank, 

The Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) project, 2017, retrieved from 

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home, last visited on February 25th, 2019. 
20 WEF. Global Competitive Report 2015-2016, 2015, at 64, retrieved from 

http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-report-2015-2016/ last visited on February 25th, 2019 
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government official with question of: In your country, to what extent do government 

officials show favoritism to well-connected firms and individuals when deciding upon 

policies and contracts? The answer ranges from 1 (show favoritism to a great extent) to 7 

(do not show favoritism at all).21 The result (Table 3) show that firms are commonly to pay 

irregular payment and bribes for public official including to secure public contracts and 

license and the occurrence of favouritism in decision of government official in almost all 

ASEAN Member States (AMS)– except Singapore with score of 5,9 (almost never 

occurred). 

Table 3. WEF Irregular Payments and Bribes and Favouritism in decision of 

Government Official of AMS 2015-201822  

No Country 

1st Pillar (Institution) 

1.05 Irregular Payments and 

Bribes 

Score 0 (lowest) to 7 (highest) 

1.07 Favouritism in decisions of 

government official  

Score 0 (lowest) to 7 (highest) 

2015-

2016 

2016-

2017 

2017-

2018  

2015-

2016 

2016-

2017 

2017-

2018  

1.  Brunei Darussalam N/A 5.1 5.2 N/A 3.4 3.7 

2.  Cambodia 2.9  3.0 3.0 2.8 3.0 2.9 

3.  Indonesia 3.7  3.6 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.0 

4.  Laos PDR 3.3  3.8  4.1 3.7 3.7 3.7 

5.  Malaysia 4.9  4.8 4.8 4.6 4.4 4.4 

6.  Myanmar 2.5 N/A N/A 2.3 N/A N/A 

7.  Philippines 3.5  3.2 2.9 3.0 2.7 2.5 

8.  Singapore 6.6  6.7 6.7 5.5 5.8 5.9 

9.  Thailand 3.7  3.7  3.8 3.0 3.0 3.0 

10.  Vietnam 3.2  3.3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.3 

 

  The aforementioned data show that bribery and corruption in public procurement 

are the government activity that most vulnerable to corruption in almost all of the world’s 

                                                
21 Id. 
22 Author compilation from The World Economic Forum Global Competitive Report 2015-2016, 2016-2017 

and 2017-2018. WEF. Global Competitive Report 2015-2016. Reteved from 

http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-report-2015-2016/ ; WEF. Global Competitive Report 

2016-2017, Retrived from http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GCR2016-

2017/05FullReport/TheGlobalCompetitivenessReport2016-2017_FINAL.pdf  ; WEF. Global Competitive 

Report 2017-2018, Retrived from http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GCR2017-

2018/05FullReport/TheGlobalCompetitivenessReport2017%E2%80%932018.pdf , last visited on March 2nd, 

2019 
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region, including in ASEAN’s Region. On the single country analysis, Indonesia as the 

largest economy and the only one member of G-20 23  is facing similar threats and 

challenges in relevance to enable sound public procurement policies that value for money, 

with integrity and eliminate bribery.  

  Indonesia is one of Asian countries that offer remarkable investment for foreign 

investor24 with fourth largest population25 and more than 53% people in urban area with 

increasing purchasing power, sixteen world economy growth 26 , abundance of natural 

resources, political stability, and attractive investment climate. Indonesia has an active role 

in several international initiatives and partnership to accelerate economic growth and 

international trade inter alia: ASEAN, G-20, WTO, APEC, UNCITRAL Convention on 

the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, World Bank, ADB, IMF, as 

well as several free trade agreement-bilateral and/or as a member of ASEAN e.g. with 

Japan, People’s Republic of China, Australia, New Zealand, India, South Korea, Chile, 

European. Ideally, those international commitments shall be a catalyst for Indonesia public 

policy and regulatory reform toward international standards including in public 

procurement. 

However, the prevalence of corruption in Indonesia can gauged from the corruption 

cases data that enforced by Indonesia Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) from 

                                                
23 The G20 membership comprises a mix of the world’s largest advanced and emerging economies, 

representing about two-thirds of the world’s population, 85 per cent of global GDP and over 75 per cent of 

global trade. Retrieved from http://g20.org.tr/about-g20/g20-members/  
24 Indonesia rank of doing business is getting better from 106 (2016) to 91 (2017). However, corruption and 

weak enforcement still being the biggest challenge for business environment. See further at The World Bank, 

Group Flagship Report, 2016 and Doing Business 2017 Equal Opportunity for all: Economy Profile 2017 

Indonesia, 14th edition. Retrieved from http://www.business-anti-corruption.org/country-profiles/east-asia-

the-pacific/indonesia/snapshot.aspx last visited on May 25th, 2018 
25 Indonesia population is 263.510.146 (2017), placing behind China (1st), India (2nd) and the US (3rd). 

retrieved from http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/population-by-country/ , last visited on June 

3th, 2018 
26 Indonesia is a member of G-20 Countries with Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of US$ 861,934. The 

World Bank. GDP Ranking Table 2015, 2017, retrieved from 

http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf  last visited on June 3th, 2018 
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2004 to 2018 that stated 63 % (564 of 887 cases) occurred in the forms of bribery and 21% 

(188 of 887 cases) in public procurement (see Figure 3). The total state loss as the cost of 

public procurement corruption cases were estimated more than IDR 1 Trillion (US$ 75 

million) in 2015. In addition, the involvement of private sector in corruption offence has 

increased and as the highest number as corruption offender27.  

Figure 3. Indonesia Corruption Cases Prosecuted by KPK in 2004-2018 28 

 

 

 

 

Those data showed the additional evidence of the corruption survey thereof29 that 

can be concluded: (i) Indonesia public official remaining prone to be corrupted, including 

those who has authority on public procurement; and (ii) Firms/private sector remaining 

                                                
27 The number of Indonesia Corruption offender from private sector are 16 (2014), 18 (2015), 28 (2016), 28 

(2017), 56 (2018) with total number from 2005-2018 are 238 of 998 (24%). KPK. TPK Berdasarkan 

Profesi/Jabatan [Corruption by Profession/Position] per 31 December 2018. Retrieved from 

https://acch.kpk.go.id/id/statistik/tindak-pidana-korupsi/tpk-berdasarkan-profesi-jabatan , last visited on May 

5th, 2019 

28 KPK. TPK Berdasarkan Jenis Perkara [Corruption by Type of Criminal Offense] per 31 December 2018 

Retrieved from https://acch.kpk.go.id/id/statistik/tindak-pidana-korupsi/tpk-berdasarkan-jenis-perkara , last 

visited on May 5th, 2019 
29 e.g. TI’s Corruption Perception Index, World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators and WEF Global 

Competitive Report as seen on Table 1 and 1 above.  
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prone to give bribes to beneficial their business - secure public contract. The research of 

KPK in 2015 found that most of the corruption cases occurred in public procurement were 

on the pre-award phase, where in some cases politician/parliament members intervened the 

selection of supplier on his/her favour.30 Furthermore, the cases of bid rigging among the 

suppliers/competitors in public procurement (funded by state/local budgets) that has been 

enforced by the Commission for the Supervision of Business Competition (KPPU) in 

2006-2012 was also high with 75 of 97 cases with IDR 8.6 Trillion project amount 31 

There has been a growing literature and research examining the foreign bribery 

legislation and enforcement including its implication for the supply side country.  Among 

others is Davis and Choi (2014) that examined the rationale of the supply side country (the 

home country of active bribery come from) to enforced its domestic foreign bribery law 

extra-territorial are for mix reason namely: (i) legality, to impose sanction as entitled by 

law; (ii) altruism, to promote economic development and effectiveness; (iii) self-interest, 

for their own national interest; and (iv) coordination, to impose greater sanction for 

defendant in result of foreign regulator enforcement 32 , although the idea to promote 

foreign countries economic development has become more prominent reason recently.33  

The question remains whether this foreign bribery laws (legislation and 

enforcement) has an impact on the demand side country (the host country where the 

foreign public official receives the bribe). This country who mostly suffered by the 

                                                
30 Zulaiha, A.R. Pencegahan Korupsi Pengadaan Barang dan Jasa Pemerintah [Corruption Prevention on 

Public Procuremen]),  KPK, Directorate Research and Development, 2016, Retrieved from 

https://acch.kpk.go.id/images/ragam/makalah/pdf/iibic/day-2/candi-prambanan/2.-Aida-Zulaiha_PBJ-Kajian-

Litbang.pdf last visited on April 2nd, 2017  
31KPPU. 8,6 Triliun Nilai Persekongkolan Tender [ 8,6 Trillion Value of Tender Collusion], 2014 Retrieved 

form http://www.kppu.go.id/id/blog/2013/01/86-triliun-nilai-persekongkolan-tender/ , last visited on April 
2nd, 2017 (Bid rigging may not necessary corruption act when no public official involved. This illegal 

behaviour is regulated by Anti Monopoly and Unfair Business Act (Law No. 5 of 1999), and supervised by 

KPPU) 
32 Choi, S. J. & Davis, K.E. Foreign Affairs and Enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, in 

Journal of empirical Legal Studies, 11 (3), 409-445, 2014 
33 Davis, K.E. Why Does The United States Regulate Foreign Bribery: Moralism, Self-Interest, or Altruism. 

NYU Annual Survey Of American Law, 67, 497-511, 2012 
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corruption (foreign bribery) notably in their public contract that shall be aim for 

accelerating the country development.34 The purposes of this dissertation is to focus on 

Indonesia as the host country that receive flourish inflows of foreign investment including 

in the area of public procurement and the huge amount of state budget, while corruption 

still perceived as the biggest challenge for fair competition – including for foreign 

supplier. 35 

Therefore, this research discussed in three main concern. First, to review what is 

Indonesia regulation on anti-bribery in public procurement as the domestic measures to 

curb corruption. Second, to review how Indonesia’s commitment towards international 

standard. Third, to examine whether regulating public procurement and anti-bribery laws 

are effective measures to curb corruption. Therefore, this dissertation attempts to enrich 

the research on Indonesia public procurement and anti-bribery laws as a tools to curb 

corruption.  

 

I.2. Research Question   

The aforementioned has discussed the backdrop of bribery and corruption in public 

procurement including in Indonesia and why it is important to curb corruption. Therefore, 

the main question of this dissertation is “How does public procurement regulation could 

curb bribery in Indonesia?”.  

From the main research question, this dissertation generates these following questions: 

1. What is Indonesia regulation on anti-bribery and public procurement? 

                                                
34 The StAR report highlight the overwhelming majority of the jurisdictions harmed by foreign bribery are in 

the developing world and that the vast majority of the settlement involve state owned enterprises and public 
procurement contract, including projects that range form tens to hundred of millions of dollars in 

infrastructure and natural resource sector. Oduor, Jacinta A. (Ed.). Left out of the Bargain: Settlements in 

Foreign Bribery Cases and Implications for Asset Recovery, in the Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR), 

World Bank, UNODC, Washington DC, 2014. 
35 Indonesia score of Corruption perception Index is increasing (less corruption) from 36 (2015) to 37 (2016), 

but rank in 90 of 176 countries. Transparency International (TI). Corruption Perception Index 2016. 

Retrieved form https://www.transparency.org/country/IDN , last visited on May 25th, 2017 
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2. How is Indonesia commitment in international agreement regarding anti-bribery in 

public procurement?  

3. Does regulating public procurement is effective to curb bribery in Indonesia? 

 

I.3. Research Objective 

This research is focusing the analysis on Indonesia perspective. Hence, the objectives 

of the research will fall into three aspects:  

1. To study Indonesia regulation on anti-bribery in public procurement. 

2. To analyze Indonesia commitment in international agreement regarding anti-

bribery in public procurement; and 

3. To examine whether public procurement regulation could curb bribery in 

Indonesia. 

 

I.4. Significance and Contribution of the Study   

As one of the emerging economies in ASEAN region, the Government of Indonesia 

(GoI) is continuing offers incentives to attract foreign investments in accelerate the 

country economy growth, including in public procurement. The GoI has presented its plans 

in the National Medium Term Development Plan 2015–2019 (RPJMN 2015-2019) the 

importance of private participation notably to accelerating infrastructure development in 

Indonesia – including for foreign investor/supplier.36 The GoI spending in infrastructure is 

increasing in average of 123,4 % in 2015-2017 comparing to 2011-2014, and 18% of the 

State budget (APBN) in 2017 focusing on construction works such as roads, bridges, 

                                                
36 Approximately IDR 2,877 trillion (60% of total infrastructure funding needs) is required to fill the gap of 

total infrastructure needs, 40% is expected through Public Private Partnership (PPP) schemed as an alternate 

financing. Republic of Indonesia Ministry of National Development Planning (2017). Public Private 

Partnerships: Infrastructure Projects Plan In Indonesia. Retrieved from 

http://www.bappenas.go.id/files/9314/8767/3599/PPP_BOOK_2017.pdf , last visited on May 25th, 2017 
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airports, seaports, railways, and passenger terminal. However, the corruption perception is 

remaining the investment risks for any supplier - local or foreign.  

Currently, Indonesia enacted several regulations regarding public procurement and 

anti-corruption. Whilst some are overlapping, unclear mechanism and authority and loop 

holes’ opportunity that is threat in the regulation implementation. The current Indonesian 

anti-corruption law only criminalized bribery for the Indonesian public official, but not for 

foreign public official.37 Several of foreign bribery cases that has been enforced by other 

jurisdiction (such as US and UK) that involved Indonesian public official as the recipient 

of the bribery (passive bribery) has been prosecuted by Indonesian Authorities but resulted 

in imprisonment of Indonesian public official only and small amount of monetary sanction 

comparing monetary sanction/settlement that has been enforced and received by the active 

bribery country and no consequences for the relevant public contract.38 

 Notably very limited research has been published on whether regulating public 

procurement could effectively curb bribery/corruption in Indonesia and in particular if the 

foreign supplier involved. Hence, this dissertation is expected to fulfil the gap of 

knowledge of public procurement and anti-bribery in Indonesia perspective. In addition, 

the result is credential for international stakeholder who has interest to conduct or doing 

business in Indonesia or with Indonesia stakeholder, for instance: foreign government, 

international development organization, and foreign investor. In particular for Taiwan 

                                                
37 See further on Indonesian Law No. 31 of 1999 on Eradication of Criminal Acts of Corruption as amended 

by Indonesian Law No.20 year 2001 
38 For instance, in Alstom foreign bribery case, Alstom was sentenced to pay criminal fine of US $ 772 

Million for foreign bribery charges to foreign government officials in Eqypt, Saudi Arabia, Bahamas, Taiwan 

and including Indonesia - to win ta $268 million coal-fired power plant in Tarahan, Lampung, 2004. 

However, Indonesia public official who received the bribes only sentenced for three years imprisonment. See 

further on https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/alstom-sentenced-pay-772-million-criminal-fine-resolve-foreign-

bribery-charges and http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2014/04/15/after-pdi-p-politician-conviction-kpk-

continues-with-alstom-case.html , last visited on May 25th, 2017 
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Government with the current Go South Policy (GSP / 南向政策) 39 and for the Taiwanese 

Business (Tai-Shang) that interest to invest in Indonesia as one of the South East Asia 

Countries.40  

 

I.5. Scope and Limitation 

 The nature of this research is in the scope of law literature essentially in the area of 

public law and international law. Thus, it is not cover on economic performance and 

quantitative data analysis.  The discussion chapter is only cover the form of corruption in 

public procurement and bribery that received by Indonesian public official – whether from 

Indonesian or foreign individual/firms. Other bribery forms such as bribery for foreign 

official or international public organization official41, bribery in private sector42, and bid 

rigging (anti-competition law) are not included. The scope of public procurement 

hereinafter is limited to procurement of goods and services and not included for 

                                                
39 The Go South Policy (GSP) refers to initiatives aimed as strengthening relation between Taiwan and 

countries “south” of Taiwan, especially countries in Southeast Asia. President of Taiwan, Tsai Ing Wen 

recalled this new GSP that prior initiated by the two former Taiwan President, Lee Teng-Hui (1998-2000) 

and Chen Shui-Bin (2000-2008). See further on Bing, N.,G., Taiwan’s Go South Policy: Dejavu All over 

Again?, Contemporary Southeast Asia: A Journal of International and Strategic Affairs, Volume 39, 

Number 1, April 2017, pp. 96-126 
40 Taiwanese investment in Indonesia comparing to other key ASEAN Countries are: in 1948-2000, 855 

project (3rd rank) with US$ 12,774.15 million (1st rank) and in 2001-2014.6 with 770 project (2nd rank) and 

US$ 3910.79 (3rd rank). See further on Yang, A.H., and Hsiao, H.H.M, Tai-shang (Taiwan Business) in 
South East Asia: Profile and Issue, in Kim, Y.C. (ed.), Chinese Global Production Networks in ASEAN, 

Springer, 2016, pp. 213-230. http://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783319242309 last visited on May 15, 

2017. FDI Taiwan in Indonesia Quarter I, 2017 is 70 project (rank 9 of 93 countries). See further on 

Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM), Domestic and Foreign Direct Investment Realization in 

Quarter I 2017, April 2017. 

http://www7.bkpm.go.id/images/uploads/file_siaran_pers/Paparan_Bahasa_Inggris_TW_I_2017.pdf , last 

visited on May 15, 2017. 
41 The Official of Public Organization is an international civil servant or any person who is authorized by 

such an organization to act on behalf of that organization. See further Article 2 (c) UNCAC. 
42 Article 21 UNCAC. Bribery in Private Sector. Each State Party shall consider adopting such legislative 

and other measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal offences, when committed intentionally in 
the course of economic, financial or commercial activities:  

(a) The promise, offering or giving, directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage to any person who directs 

or works, in any capacity, for a private sector entity, for the person himself or herself or for another 

person, in order that he or she, in breach of his or her duties, act or refrain from acting;  

(b) The solicitation or acceptance, directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage by any person who directs 

or works, in any capacity, for a private sector entity, for the person himself or herself or for another 

person, in order that he or she, in breach of his or her duties, act or refrain from acting. 
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construction. For the purposes of this research some terms are introduced and mainly used 

in this research are described as below: 

a. Bribery shall mean: the form of corruption and criminal offence, when committed 

intentionally: 1. any act of promise, offering or giving, to a public official, directly 

or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the official himself or herself or another 

person or entity, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in the exercise 

of his or her official duties; 2. The solicitation or acceptance by a public official, 

directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the official himself or herself or 

another person or entity, in order that the official act or refrain from acting in the 

exercise of his or her official duties.43 The first act also termed Active Bribery 

(supply side) and the second act also termed Passive Bribery (demand side). 

b. Public Official shall mean: 1. any person holding a legislative, executive, 

administrative or judicial office of a State, whether appointed or elected, whether 

permanent or temporary, whether paid or unpaid, irrespective of that person’s 

seniority; 2. any other person who performs a public function, including for a 

public agency or public enterprise, or provides a public service, as defined in the 

domestic law of the State and as applied in the pertinent area of law of that State; 3. 

any other person defined as a “public official” in the domestic law of a State.44  

c. Foreign Public Official shall mean: any person holding a legislative, executive, 

administrative or judicial office of a foreign country, whether appointed or elected; 

and any person exercising a public function for a foreign country, including for a 

public agency or public enterprise.45  

                                                
43 Id., Article 15 
44 Id., Article 2 (a) 
45 Id., Article 2 (b) 
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d. Regulation shall mean:  rules or norms adopted by government and backed up by 

some threat of consequences, usually negative ones in the form of penalties.46  

e. Legislation shall mean: The act of giving or enacting laws.47 

f. Enforcement shall mean: Making sure a rule or standard or court order or policy is 

properly followed.48  

g. Sanction shall mean: 1. Official approval or authorization; 2. A provision that 

gives force to a legal imperative by either rewarding obedience or punishing 

disobedience; 3. A penalty or coercive measure that results from failure to comply 

with a law, rule, or order.49  

h. Settlement shall mean: an agreement ending a dispute or lawsuit.50 Also termed 

settlement agreement. 

i. Procurement shall mean: the preparation, award and 

implementation/administration of contracts for goods, works and other services and 

thus covers not just the narrow selection of a contract partner by a purchasing body 

and the actual entering of a contract between the two, but the entire process from 

needs assessment through preparation, award and implementation/ administration 

of contracts for goods, works and other services such as consultant services of a 

technical, financial, legal or other nature.   

j. Public Procurement shall refer to all contracts between a government (government 

department, publicly owned corporation and other types of agencies) and 

companies (public or private) or individuals. It can be applied mutatis mutandis for 

processes for the issuance of licenses (e.g. to operate certain public or quasi-public 

                                                
46 Coglianese, C. Measuring regulatory Performance: Evaluating the Impact of regulation and regulatory 

policy. OECD Expert Paper No.1, 2012, at 8 
47 Black Law Dictionary 2nd edition, retrieved from http://thelawdictionary.org/legislation/ , last visited on 

May 25th, 2017 
48 Id. retrieved from. http://thelawdictionary.org/enforcement/. last visited on May 25th, 2017 
49 Black's Law Dictionary 10th ed. 2014 
50 Id. 
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services), permits (building, restaurant, alcohol or residence or other permits), 

concessions (for the extraction of natural or other resources), and equally in the 

selection of purchasers of public assets in state-operated privatization processes.51  

k. Treaties or Convention shall mean: an international agreement concluded between 

States in written form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a 

single instrument or in two or more related instruments and whatever its particular 

designation.52 

 

I.6.  Chapter Structure  

This dissertation distributed into six chapters. The first chapter introduced the 

background of the research; the objectives, the main research questions; the significance 

and contribution of the study; and the scope of limitation. The second chapter described 

the theory that relevant to this study and derived the research methodology. The third 

chapter  described the international commitment in public procurement and anti-bribery; 

and identified Indonesia public procurement anti-bribery regulation. The fourth chapter 

examined the effectiveness of public procurement regulation in curbing bribery in 

Indonesia. The fifth chapter described the benchmark of anti-bribery and public 

procurement regulation selected AMS. The final chapter concluded the discussion chapter 

and identified  recommendation of this study.  

  

                                                
51 TI. Handbook: Curbing Corruption in Public Procurement. 2006. at 14 
52 Article 2 (1) (a) of The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) 
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Chapter II. Conceptual Framework and Methodology 

 

This chapter first review the relevant theory that contributed to answer the research 

questions which are: (a)  the theory of corruption that described the definition, causes and 

impacts of corruption including key principles in public procurement; and (b) the 

compliance theory international law. Furthermore, this section described the research 

methodology. 

 

II.1. Literature Review 

II.1.1. Theory of Corruption 

Kofi Anan foreword to the UNCAC in 2003 and by today is worth to describe the 

current global phenomenon of corruption that is found in all countries53 – most destructive 

affected to the poor – that undermine democratization, the rule of law and the 

consolidation of market economies.54 One difficulty in combating corruption is to define 

what is corruption.  The term of corruption is used to cover diverse phenomenon in many 

contexts which differ in the prevailing norms of good conduct. Eetymologically the word 

"corruption" comes from the Latin verb corruptus mean "to break"; past participle 

of corrumpere "to destroy" (com-, "together with", intensive prefix + rumpere, "to break"). 

Conceptually, corruption is a form of behavior, which departs from ethics, morality, 

                                                
53 The corruption perception index that annually reported by TI since 1995 resulted that there is no country 
perceived without corruption, although some countries are perceived less corrupted than others. See further 

on TI, Corruption Perception Index. Retrieved from  https://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/overview , 

last visited on May 25th, 2018. 
54 Rose-Ackerman, S. Corruption and Government: Causes, Consequences, Reform. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1999.; Soreide, T. Corruption in Public Procurement: Causes, Consequence, Cures. Bergen: 

CMI, 2002; Nichols, P. Outlawing Transnational Bribery through WTO. Law and Policy in International 

Business. 305, 337, 1997. 
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tradition, law, and civic virtue. 55  Hence, many characterizations of corruption are 

normatively charged and context-dependent.56  

A common misconception, held in both western and developing countries, and even 

among many researchers on corruption, is to confuse what is corrupt with what is legal. 

Laws are defined by values, as are ethical norms, but the two are not equivalent. It was 

legal in some countries to use foreign-paid bribed tax deduction57  – although it was 

arguably unethical and corrupt. The other misconception is to rationalizing corruption 

although unethical but it could have good consequence, mainly for speeding transaction– 

also known as ‘the grease of the wheels’ theory.58 

Probably the most common definition of corruption is “the misuse of public office for 

private gain” 59  that introduced by Rose-Ackerman in 1978 to understands corruption 

within a bureaucratic context and associates corruption with bribery of public officials60 - 

also called as public sector corruption. Corruption are multifaceted and complex include in 

the area of corruption in private sector. Other researchers defined corruption by the types 

of its magnitude and frequency such as grand/big and petty/little/routine corruption61 or by 

                                                
55 Retrieved from http://wordinfo.info/unit/3940/s:an%20introduction , last visited on May 25th, 2018. 
56 Johnston, M. The Search for Definitions: The Vitality of Politics and the Issue of Corruption. International 

Social Science Journal. 48 (149), pp.321–335, 1996. 
57 Foreign bribery as tax deduction is no longer legal/allowed for OECD Member Countries as it is one of the 

prohibited offense cover by OECD Anti Bribery Convention (1997). 
58 See e.g. Heinmann, B & Heinmann, F. The Long War Against Corruption. Foreign Affairs. May/June 

(condemn the idea that corruption may grease the wheels of commerce and speed along governmental 

bureaucracy), (2006); Abhijit V. Banerjee. A Theory of Misgovernance. Quarterly Journal Economy.112. 

1289, 1299, 1993  (explaining why his model considers red tape as the deliberate creation of bureaucrats in 

order to make money); Simeon Djankov et al., The Regulation of Entry. Quarterly Journal Economy, 177, 1, 

2002 (finding evidence in support of their “tollbooth theory” which posits that regulators erect barriers to 

market entry out of self-interest); Daniel Kaufmann & Shang-Jin Wei. Does “Grease Money” Speed Up the 

Wheels of Commerce?. Int’l Monetary Fund Working Paper No. 00/64, 2000  (demonstrating that more rents 

available for illicit capture will tend to lead to more extensive red tape).  
59 This definition also introduced by UN General Assembly (1979) “corruption is implementation of any 

action or inaction by an official in the sphere of his authority for remuneration in any form for giving such 
rewards as violation of official instruction and without”, UNDP (1999) “corruption is the misuse of public 

powers, office and authority for private gain through bribery, extortion, influence peddling, nepotism fraud, 

speed money or embezzlement”; The World Bank “corruption is the abuse of public power for private 

benefit”; and Transparency International “corruption is an abuse of entrusted power for personal gain.” 
60 Rose-Ackerman, S. Corruption: A study in political economy. New York: Academic Press, 1978. 
61 Big corruption contributes the decomposition, dissolution, or disorientation of the constitution. Little 

Corruption reflect to individual moral depravity. Leon, P. Thinking about political corruption. Armonk, New 
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the types of the party involved such as solo actor (e.g. fraud and embezzlement) and 

participation of two or more individuals (e.g. bribery, extortion, collusion, nepotism, and 

clientelism).62  

UNCAC as the main multilateral treaties against corruption called each State Party to 

adopt such legislative and other measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal 

offence of corruption in the forms of:  (i) Bribery of national public official; (ii) Bribery 

of foreign public official and official of public international organization; (iii) 

Embezzlement, misappropriation or other diversion of property by public official; (iv) 

Trading in influence; (v) Abuse of function; (vi) Illicit enrichment; (vii) Bribery in the 

private sector; (viii) Embezzlement of property in the private sector; (ix) Laundering of 

proceeds of crime; (x) Concealment; (xi) Obstruction of justice.63  

Researchers have sought to develop several models to determine the main players, 

causes, motivations, deterrents, and outcomes of corrupt transactions and in 

multidisciplinary. The political theories perceived corruption as a consequence of a 

particular system of government (non democratic and non-accountable nature of political 

regime are more prone for corruption) 64  or a failure of leadership 65 . However, these 

theories cannot explain the corruption that takes place in developed democracies country.66  

                                                                                                                                              
York, London: M.E. Sharpe, 19-20, 1993; Petty corruption refers to the bending of official rules in favor of 

friend. Routine corruption refers to the act of accepting gift by public officials for generated good will, 

nepotism practice in official appointments and contract awarding, official profit from public decisions 

through sideline occupation and clients. Heidenheimer (ed). Political Corruption: Reading in Comparative 

Analysis.2nd end. New York: Transaction Books. at 20-28, 1978. 
62 Carson, L.D.. Laws od Unintended Consequence: The Impact of Anti-Foreign Bribery Laws on 

Developing Countries. Dissertation,  at 12, 2015 
63 See further on Chapter III. Criminalization and Law Enforcement. UNCAC.  
64 Doig, A. & Theobald, R. Corruption and Democratization. 1st Edn, London: Routledge, at 16, 2000; 
Frederich, J. ‘Corruption Concepts in Historical Perspective’ in Heidenmeir, A. Johnston, M. & Levine, V. 

(eds). Political Corruption: A Handbook. 2nd edn. New Jersey: Transaction Publishers, 1989. 
65 Hope, K. ‘Corruption and Development in Africa’, 2000, in Hope, K & Chikulu, B (eds). (2000). 

Corruption and Development in Africa: Lessons from Country Case Studies. New York: St.Martins Press. at 

19; Alatas, S.H. Corruption and the Destiny of Asia. Malaysia: Prentice Hall. at 41, 1999. 
66 Doig, A. & Theobald, R. See n. 50; Treisman, D. The Cause of Corruption: A cross National Study. 

Journal of Public Economics. 76. 399, 2000 
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The social-cultures theories perceive corruption as a consequence of the failing 

inherent in the organization of society, such as failure of capitalism. 67  Some 

anthropologists argued that the notion of corruption is merely a change in the way the 

public views the tradition of gift-giving that perceived as normal and in some cases an 

obligatory act on behalf of the public to show their gratitude and loyalty to their rulers.68 

Corruption comes into play where market forces are unable to efficiently allocate resource 

and ensures that opportunities are allocated to the high bidder. 69 This model analyzes the 

impact of the supply and demand of corruption and their relative costs and benefits on the 

pattern of resource allocation - also known as resource allocation model.70 On the demand 

side, public officials control resource allocation; they can direct public spending towards 

areas that create higher illegal returns for them but may not benefit the general public.71 

For example, spending on a subsidy that benefits certain firms and industries who can 

afford bribes is more beneficial to corrupt public officials than investing in health care 

programs. However, the public official incurs various costs of: (i) the probability of being 

caught, which may entail administrative punishment, dismissal or even jail time; (ii) the 

corrupt official may face competition from corrupt colleagues offering the same service or 

from honest colleagues who can offer the service for free72; and some firms may exit the 

market if asked for bribes or if the bribes increase.73   

                                                
67 Marx, G. When The Guards Guard Themselves: Undercover Tactics Turned Inward. Policing and Society. 

2, 166, 1992 
68 Scott, J. C. Comparative Political Corruption. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1972; 

Hofstede, G. Cultural Constraints in Management Theories, in Academy of Management Executive, 7(1). 81-

94, 1993; Nye, J. S. Corruption and Political Development: A Cost-Benefit Analysis, in American Political 

Science Review. 61(2): 417-427, 1967.  (suggested that public officials' loyalty towards family and relatives 

overcomes their loyalty to the nation and their responsibility for the general public. 
69 Rose-Ackerman, S. Prentice Hall. at.licing and Socitey. 2, 166, New York: St.MaSee, 1999. 
70 Jain, A., K. Corruption: A Review, in Journal of Economic Surveys. 15 (1). 71-121, 2001. 
71 Bardhan, P. Corruption and Development: A Review of Issues. Journal of Economic Literature. 35(3). 

1320-1346, 1997. 
72 Shleifer, A., & Vishny, R. Corruption. The Quarterly Journal of Economics. 108(3): 599-617, 1993. 
73 Bliss, C, & Di Telia, R. Does Competition Kill Corruption?. Journal of Political Economy. 105(5): 1001-

1023, 1997. 
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On the supply side, the firm also faces several costs: (i) the bribe may not provide 

full property rights to the service and a firms may face uncertainty regarding the bribe cost 

and the number of public officials it needs to pay74; (ii) there is the risk of the public 

official defaulting on his or her promise and not honoring the agreement or deciding to 

increase the bribe for the same transaction; (iii) there maybe increased competition in 

terms of bribery from other firms, until the profits generated by corruption do not cover 

bribery costs.75  

The economic theories introduced the agency theory and rent-seeking as most 

dominant relevant to prone of corruption. The agency theory described the problem inside 

the organization and corruption practice from ‘internal’ point of view. The rent seeking 

described the kind of corruption from ‘external’ point of view. The principal-agent model 

ideally when an agent should work in the best interests of the principal and do so 

legally.  However, the principal-agency problem or dilemma treats the difficulties that 

arise under conditions of incomplete and asymmetric information when a principal hires an 

agent, such as the problem that the two may not have the same interest, while the principal 

is, presumably, hiring the agent to pursue the interest of the former.76 This situation can 

lead to the occurrence of corruption, especially when the principals supervision in not 

effective.77  

Rose-Ackerman was among the pioneers in applying this model to the corruption 

literature. She identifies several agency relationships; the politicians and legislators are the 

agents of the public who elect them into the office, while bureaucrats are agents of the 

government or politicians who appoint them. In the case of corruption, public officials will 

                                                
74 Shleifer et al., 1993. Id. 
75 Bliss et al.,, 1997. Id. 
76 Jensen, M. C, & Meckling, W. H. Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership 

Structure. Journal of Financial Economics. 3. 305-360, 1976. 
77 Xu (2007), in Korobkov, D, Yue, M. & Liu, Z. A Comparative Analysis of Business Corruption in Russia 

and China: Quantitative and Qualitative Case Analysis. Lambert Academic Publishing. at 14-15, 2011. 
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act in a manner that maximizes their own benefits regardless of the consequences for the 

public. However, corruption is not only the case where the agent pursues his or her own 

self-interest, rather it can also refer to when an agent "acts illegally or unethically although 

in his principal's interest".78  

The rent-seeking happens when an individual, organization or a firm seeks to earn 

income by capturing economic rent through manipulation or exploitation of the economic 

or political environment, rather than by earning profits through economic transactions and 

the production of added wealth79. Rent seeking explain the prevalence of corruption. The 

typical example is a company gained franchise or competitive price from the government 

through the rent seeking activities (like bribery) to the government official.80 Recently lots 

of rent seeking studies focus on efforts of obtaining special monopoly privileges, such as 

regulation of free enterprises competition from the government,  although the term itself is 

come of the more established practice of appropriating a part of production by obtaining 

ownership or control of a land.81 The corruption related to rent seeking can be also called 

rent seeking corrupt behavior. Bribery is just one type of illegal rent seeking corrupt 

behavior. 

The impact of corruption is massive. It undermines democracy and the rule of law, 

leads to violations of human rights, distorts markets, erodes the quality of human life, and 

allows organized crime, terrorism and other threats to human security to flourish. 82 

Researcher acquainted impact of corruption in various spheres as describes below: 

1. Impact on political and governance institution 

                                                
78 Banfield (1975) in Carvajal, R.. Large-Scale Corruption: Definition, Causes, and Cures. Systemic Practice 
and Action Research. 12(4): 335-353, 1999. 
79 Tullock,  G., The  welfare  costs  of  tariffs,  monopolies,  and  theft.  Western  Economic  

Journal. 5: 224–232, 1967. 
80 Korobkov, D, Yue, M. & Liu, Z., 2011. Id. 
81 Zou, W. Rent-seeking and corruption: theoretical analysis and policy implication. Wuhan University 

Journal. 02, 2007. 
82 UNCAC. 
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The quality of institution plays a substantial role in determining its potential for 

sustainable, broad-based  development and corruption can significantly undermine the 

legitimacy and efficacy of governance institution.83 Corruption threatens the very values 

upon which democracies are founded – accountability, equality, and transparency – and 

empirical analyses have demonstrated that its existence in democratic societies erodes 

public trust and weakens popular sentiment concerning the performance of the state.84   

When corruption begins to erode the legitimacy of the state, it can “become a pervasive 

phenomenon, multiplying its perverse effects and leading a country to a serious political, 

institutional, and economic crisis”.85  

Corruption erodes many of the core institutional features that underlie another element 

of good governance – the rule of law. Using the procedural definition articulated by 

Trebilcock and Daniels,86 the rule of law is grounded in here cluster of values: (1) process 

values (transparency, predictability, stability and enforceability); (2) institutional values 

(independence and accountability), and (3) legitimacy values. Briefly addressing the 

impacts of corruption on these elements, corruption and the secrecy it inevitably entails are 

fundamentally antithetical to the transparent drafting, enactment, application, enforcement, 

and interpretation of laws and regulations. Public officials who allow corrupt motives to 

influence their exercise of official discretion weaken the predictability as well as the 

stability of laws and the overall legal system.87 By threatening the actual and perceived 

                                                
83 Carson, L.D. , 2015, Id.  
84 Id. at 33 
85 Porta, D. & Vannucci. Corrupt Exchanges: Actors, Resources, And Mechanisms Of Political Corruption.at 

12, 1999. (exploring the roots of Italy’s persistent corruption problem) 
86 Trebilcock, M.J. & Daniels, R.J  Rule of Law Reform and Development: Charting the Fragile Path of 

Progress. Northampton: Edward Elgar, 2008. 
87 Carson, L.D., 2015, Id. 
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enforceability of legal rules and commitments, corruption may undermine property and 

contract regimes, thus discouraging investment as well as other economic transaction.88  

2. Impact on Economic 

Numerous studies have confirmed the negative and significant correlation between 

perceived level of corruption and private investment in economy measured by the ratio of 

investment to GDP such as: Brunetti, Kisuno & Weder (1998) using survey data from 

fifty-one developed and developing economies showed that corruption negatively affects 

investment.89 Recent studies have also found the impact of corruption on inward foreign 

direct investment (FDI) such as: foreign investor generally avoid corruption because it can 

create operational inefficiency; 90  corruption as one of the condition that lowers the 

credibility of rules in a society and thus discourages investment;91 and corruption reduces 

FDI more than equivalent levels of taxation because corruption embeds arbitrariness and 

creates uncertainty for foreign investor.92  These studies show that corruption affect lower 

investment in which reduce economic growth.  

Bearing the definition, types, cause and impact of corruption thereof, the critical 

discussion is how to prevent and eradicate corruption. As a consensus has been reached on 

the definition of corruption as the "abuse of public power for private gain", and as credible 

organizations such as Transparency International are seeking to expose corruption across 

the globe and provide credible measures of corruption, many remedies have been 

                                                
88 Tanzi,V. Corruption Around The World: Causes, Consequences, Scope and Cures. IMF Staff papers. 559. 

560-64, 1998 
89 Brunetti, A., Kisuno, G. & Weder, B. Evidence from a Worldwide Survey of the Private Sector, World 

Bank Economic Review. 12: 353, 1998. See also on Campos, E., Lien D., & Pradhan, S. The Impact of 

Corruption on Investment: Predictability Matters. World Development. 27. 1059, 1065, 1999. (demonstrating 

that “more corruption” necessarily means less investment) 
90 Habib, M. & Zurawicki, L. Corruption and Foreign Direct Investment. Journal International Business 

Study. 33: 291, 2002. (examining bilateral FDI flows between seven home and eighty-nine host countries 

between1996 and 1998, and discovering that high levels of perceived corruption had a significant negative 

effect on investment inflows). 
91 Brunetti, A., Kisuno, G. & Weder, B. , 1998. Id. 
92 Wei, S.J. Why is Corruption so Much More Taxing than Tax? Arbitrariness Kills. National Bureau of 

Economic Research. Working Paper No. 6255, 1997. 
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prescribed to eliminate or minimize corruption activities, with each solution reflecting the 

background of the party prescribing it.93 Lawyers, for example, argue that the problem lies 

in the lack of proper law enforcement, and thus, suggest that increasing efficiency of 

courts would help limit corruption.94 Economists believe that minimizing the government 

involvement in economic activities through reform programs such as privatization is the 

perfect solution. 95  Political scientists prescribe several solutions revolving around 

sanctions: political, administrative, legal or criminal, through regulatory efforts or through 

organizational reforms (i.e. choosing the least corrupt form of bureaucracy)96. International 

business scholars point to evidence that the institutional effects of foreign direct 

investment and adjusting MNCs' entry strategies help limit exposure to and engagement in 

corruption.97 Management scholars prescribe good governance, transparency, and internal 

codes of ethics as preventive actions against engagement in corruption.98  

However, as Rose Ackerman (1999) puts it, fighting corruption boils down to two 

methods: "reducing incentives and increasing costs"99. Alhussaini (2010) explained the 

suggested remedies for corruption based on the Rose Ackerman work as describes in Table 

4. 

 

 

                                                
93 Alhussaini, W. Corruption and the Multi-National Corporation: Antecedent to Bribery in a Foreign 

Country. Dissertation, 2010. 
94 Ades,  & Di Telia, R. Rents, Competition, and Corruption. The American Economic Review, 89(4): 982-

993, 1999. 
95 Theobald. Corruption, Development and Underdevelopment. London: Macmillan. at 156, 1990. 
96 Rose-Ackerman, 1978, at. 181.  
97 Kwok, C. C, & Tadesse, S. The MNC as an Agent of Change for Host-Country Institutions: FDI and 
Corruption. Journal of International Business Studies, 37: 767-785, 2006. 
98 Doh, J., P. , Rodriguez, P., Uhlenbruck, K., Collins, J., & Eden, L. Coping with  

Corruption in Foreign Markets. The Academy of Management Executive. 17(3): 114, (2003).; Kaufmann, D. 

Myths and Realities of Governance and Corruption. World Competitiveness Report 2005/2006: World Bank, 

2005.; Wu, X. Corporate Governance and Corruption: A Cross-Country Analysis. Governance. 18(2): 151-

170, 2005. 
99 Rose Ackerman, 1999, Id. at 39-88 
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Table 4. Suggest Remedies for Corruption (Alhusaini based on Ackerman, S.R)100 

Remedy Effect on 

Corruption 

Description 

Public Program 

reform 

Reduce Incentives Reduce bureaucracy and red tape Minimize 

bureaucrat's discretion  

Enhance procurement processes 

Accommodate for clients needs (e.g. Speed)  

Public Program 

Elimination 

Reduce Incentives Remove corruption-infested programs when 

illegal outcomes outweigh benefits (e.g. 

inefficient subsidies)  

Privatization Reduce Incentives Transfer the authority from public officials to 

market-driven private sector   

Enhance salaries  

Anti-corruption 

Laws 

Increase Costs Laws and regulations that entail criminal, 

and administrative sanctions (e.g. jail time, 

dismissal)  

Efficient law 

enforcement 

Increase Costs Fair, honest, quick, and affordable courts 

system enforceable decisions  

Civil service reform Reduce Incentives Revise pay scale  

Update recruitment and promotion schemes  

 

As described on the background chapter, the main discussion of this research is to 

focus on public procurement and anti-bribery regulation to curb corruption. Then, Why is 

it important to focus on public procurement regulation and anti bribery laws? According to 

Rose Ackerman theory thereof, public program reform (e.g. enhance procurement 

process); anti-corruption laws (laws and regulation that entail criminal and administrative 

sanction (eg. jail time, dismissal); and efficient of law enforcement (fair, honest, quick and 

affordable court system enforceable decision) are remedies for corruption, to reduce 

incentives and increase the costs of corruption.  

In addition, regulating public procurement is essential to ensure the procurement of 

goods and service with key objectives of: 101 

                                                
100 Alhussaini, W. , 2010, Id. 
101 Arrowsmith, S. Linarelli, J. Wallace, D. Regulating Public Procurement: National and International 

Perspectives. Hague: Kluwer Law International. at 27-71, 2000; Arrowmith, S (et.all). Public Procurement 
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1. value for money (efficiency) in the acquisition of required goods, works and services;  

2. integrity – avoiding corruption and conflict of interest 

3. accountability 

4. equal opportunities and equal treatment for providers 

5. fair treatment of suppliers 

6. efficient implementation of industrial, social and environmental policies in 

procurement 

7. opening up public markets to international trade 

8. efficiency in the procurement process.  

9. objectives, and outsourcing policies.  

Integrity is important to preventing actual corruption and securing appearance of 

integrity. 102  A range of measures to curb corruption in public procurement such as: 

transparency, conflict of interest rules,  procurement sanctions on bidders, standard of 

integrity for responsible bidder, monitoring, criminal and disciplinary sanctions and anti-

corruption measures by foreign countries.103 Competition, integrity and transparency are 

often viewed as utmost important.104  

 

II.1.2. Compliance-Based Theory of International Law 

Does international law has any impact on state behaviour ? Having the ability 

either to commit or not commit is valuable, then but the ability to choose from a range of 

commitment levels is even more valuable. Compliance is central to international law's role 

in regulating the interaction of nations. The most prominent attempts in the international 

                                                                                                                                              
Regulation: An Introduction. EU Asia Inter University Network for Teaching and Research in Public 

Procurement. at 4-9, 2010. 
102 Id. at 32 
103 Id. at 38-60 
104 Schooner, S.L. Desiderata: Objective for a System of Government Contract Law. Public Procurement 

Law Review. 11:2. 2002, at 104 
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law literature to explain compliance are from traditional legal scholarship and international 

relation perspectives that explains how national behaviour is influenced by international 

law.  

Traditional legal theories argued that compliance of international laws are resulted of 

several condition, such as: (1) managerial model, claims that the enforcement model of 

compliance-through coercive mechanisms such as sanctions-should be replaced and relies 

primarily on “a cooperative, problem-solving approach”. State have a general propensity to 

comply with international law that is the product of three factors. First, compliance avoids 

the need to recalculate the costs and benefits of a decision, and therefore, saves transaction 

costs, generating an efficiency based rationale for compliance.
 
Second, they argued that 

treaties are consent-based instruments that, therefore, serve the interests of the 

participating states.
 
Finally, compliance is furthered by a general norm of compliance105; 

(2) Consent and treaties based theory, claims that states are not subject to any obligation 

to which they did not consent.106 They invokes the oft-repeated statement that states should 

obey treaties107, which leads to compliance
108

; (3) Legitimacy Theory, claims that states 

obey rules perceived to have come into being in accordance with the right process.109 Four 

factors determine whether a state complies with international obligations: 1) determinacy 

(the clarity of the rule or norm); 2) symbolic validation (presence of procedural practices 

                                                
105  Chayes A. & Chayes,A. On Compliance. International Organization, 47: 2, at. 175-205, 1993. 
106 “The rules binding upon states therefore emanate from their own free will .... Restrictions upon the 

independence of states cannot therefore be presumed." S.S. Lotus Case, 1927 P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No. 10, at 18; 

see also Louis Henkin, International Law: Politics, Values and Functions,216 RECUEIL DEs CouRs 

D'ACADEMIE DE DROIT INT'L 9, 27 (1989) ("[A) state is not subject to any external authority unless it 

has voluntarily consented to such authority.") in Guzman, A.T. Compliance-Based Theory of International 

Law. Californa Law Review. 90 (6). at. 1830-1833, 2002 
107 See Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, May 23, 1969, art. 26, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331 ("Every treaty 

in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith."); Chayes & Chayes, 

see n 91, at 185 ("It is often said that the fundamental norm of international law is pacta sunt servanda 

(treaties are to be obeyed).")   
108 Because consent-based theories fail to explain why the theory prevents nations from simply withdrawing 

their consent, critics argue that these theories cannot ultimately explain why international law is binding. See 

L. Brierly. The Law Of Nations: An Introduction To The International Law Of Peace. Sir Humphrey 

Waldock ed., 6th ed. 1963, at. 51-54;  
109 Franck,T.M.. Fairness In International Law And Institutions, 1995, at. 706 
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or rituals that provide a rule with symbolic importance and legitimacy); 3) coherence 

(connection between rational principles and the rule); and 4) adherence (the connection 

between rational principles and the rule). 110  Where these four factors are present, 

legitimacy theory predicts a strong pressure toward compliance, and where they are absent, 

it predicts a very limited impetus in that direction111; (4) Transnational legal process, 

focuses on how public and private actors interact in various fora, on both domestic and 

international levels, to make, interpret, enforce, and internalize rules of transnational 

law. 112  It looks to a wide set of decision makers to explain conduct, including 

multinational corporations, non governmental organizations, international organizations, 

private individuals, and others. Koh argues that as transnational entities-including both 

state and non state actors interact, patterns of behaviour and norms emerge and are 

internalized, leading to their incorporation within the domestic legal institutions of states 

and, in turn, compliance.113 

International relation theories: (1) Neorialist, treat states as unitary actors and as the 

relevant unit in international relations. International relations will exist with respect to a 

particular issued only when it is in the interested of affected states.114 Neorealists posit that 

states primarily seek power and security, and international relations are largely driven by 

power.115  Some scholars concluded that international law has little or no independent 

                                                
110 Id, at. 713-25, 725-35, 751-59, 751-59. 
111 Id. In more general terms, Franck describes legitimacy as "a property of a rule... which itself exerts a pull 

toward compliance., because those addressed believe that the rule or institution has come into being and 

operates in accordance with generally accepted principles of right process." Id. at.24 
112 Koh, H.H. Transnational Legal Process. Faculty Scholarship Series. 2096. 75 NEB. L. REv. 181, 183-84, 

1996 
113 Id., at 204 ("It is through this repeated process of interaction and internalization that international law 

acquires its 'stickiness,' that nation-states acquire their identity, and that nations define promoting the rule of 

international law as part of their national self-interest.").  
114 Grieco, J.M.. Anarchy and the Limits of Cooperation: A Realist Critique of the Newest Liberal 

Institutionalism. International Organization. 42. at. 485, 1988 
115 Id. 
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impact on the behavior of states.116  By this view, compliance with international law is 

explained as a coincidence between international law whose content, in any event, is said 

to be largely controlled by powerful states-and the self-interest of nations.117 International 

law, therefore, is simply an epiphenomenon; (2) Liberal Theory, focus on interest-group 

dynamics within each state. Anne-Marie Slaughter (1907) argues that compliance with 

international law is determined in significant part by the domestic structure of a country.118 

She claims that states with a "liberal" structure, meaning representative government, 

protection of civil and political rights, and a judicial system guided by the rule of law, tend 

to follow international law, at least among themselves.119 The key actors in international 

relations are individuals and private groups, rather than states. Accordingly, the theory is 

interested in the particulars of domestic politics in addition to the interaction of states. A 

focus on subnational entities leads to the study of institutions such as courts, legislatures, 

and administrative agencies.120 An examination of compliance within a liberal framework 

is really an examination of the domestic politics of countries that might lead to a decision 

to comply with international law.; (3) Institutional theory, views states as the primary 

international actors and treats them as rational unitary agents interacting in an anarchical 

world. 121  Institutionalists believe that international cooperation is possible, and that 

international institutions can play a role in facilitating that cooperation. Specifically, 

institutionalists argue that institutions can reduce verification costs in international affairs, 

reduce the cost of punishing cheaters, and increase the repeated nature of interaction, all of 

                                                
116 Bork, R.H. The Limits of "International Law". National Interest. 18: 3, (1989-90). 

Boyle, F.A. The Irrelevance of International Law: The Schism Between International Law  and International 

Politics. California Western International Law Journal. 10: 193-219, 1980. 
117 Guzman, A.T., Compliance-Based Theory of International Law. California Law Review. 90 (6), 2002, at. 
1830-1833. 
118 Id.  
119 Id. at 1838-1839. 
120Heifer, L.I.  & Slaughter, A.M. Toward a Theory of Effective Supranational Adjudication. Yale Law 

Journal. 107: 273, 1997. 
121 Axelrod , R. & Keohane, R. Achieving Cooperation Under Anarchy: Strategies and Institutions. World 

Politic. 38. 226. , 1985. 
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which make cooperation more likely. 122 

Guzman offers compliance based-theory that draws upon the institutionalist tradition 

of international relations to develop a model of compliance with international law. Using a 

repeated-game model of national behavior, it demonstrates that international law can affect 

the behavior of states. Consistent with both neorealism and institutionalism, it assumes that 

states are independent and that they act only in their own self-interest.123 He perceives 

international law to be an effective legal order. He identifies three factors which enhance 

the compliance of states with international law: reputation, retaliation, and reciprocity.124  

The most intuitive factor seems to be reciprocity. Reciprocity works best in bilateral 

situations. If one of the two cooperating states refuses to comply with a legal norm, the 

other may react in the same way so that both states lose the benefit of cooperation. 

However, reciprocity does not work in all cases. In particular norms which concern human 

rights or global public goods cannot be based on a reciprocal basis because reciprocal 

behaviour would either not affect the violating state at all (in the case of human rights) or 

lead to a breakdown of the whole normative system.125 

The possibility of retaliation establishes a decentralized sanction system. A state may 

punish another state for non-compliance. However, this mechanism is also less than 

perfect because imposing a sanction on another state may be very costly for the punishing 

state. Particularly in multilateral situations, states have an incentive to free-ride and to 

hope that another state will punish the violator.126  

Reputational incentives thus form the heart of Guzman’s theory.127 He picks up an 

                                                
122Id. at 246.  
123 Guzman, A.T. (2002). Id at 1840-1841 
124 Guzman, A.T. How International Law Works: A Rational Choice Theory. Oxford: Oxford University 

Press. (2008), at 32-33. 
125 Id. at.65.  
126 Id. at. 66 
127 Petersen, N. How Rational is International Law?. The European Journal of International Law. 10:4. 1247-

1262, 2010. 
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approach developed in international relations theory 128  and argues that reputation is 

important for states because it allows them to make more credible promises. Other states 

may not want to enter into a treaty with an unreliable state, and reliable states may be able 

to extract higher returns for their cooperation.129 Consequently, states will comply with a 

legal norm if the reputational gain (or the prevention of a reputational loss) will outweigh 

the short-term benefits of a norm violation. However, he deems the effect of reputational 

sanctions to be weakened by the fact that reputation is compartmentalized. 130  A state 

which is considered to be reliable in trade or investment agreements may not be harmed by 

human rights violations with regard to future economic cooperation. But sectoral state 

conduct is not perfectly independent. He acknowledges that there may be spillover effects. 

The strength of these depends on how much the different areas are related to each other.131 

 

II.2. Research Methodology  

  This study is qualitative research with deductive approach, which allow researcher 

moves first towards the development of logical explanation or theory and next gather 

evidence to test the theory.132 The approach begin with a broad general theory, make a 

hypothesis on the basis of the theory, test the hypothesis and then use evidence to confirm 

or disconfirm the original theory.133 This research using qualitative data, which is based on 

the use of primary and secondary literature and data. The primary sources of literature 

review are the all related international treaties and domestic regulations concerning public 

                                                
128  Keohane, R.O. After Hegemony. Cooperation and Discord in the World Political Economy. at 105– 106, 

1984    
129 Guzman, A.T. (2008). Id. at 34 
130 Id. at 100-106 
131 Petersen, N. 2010, at. 1249-1250 
132 Remler, D. K. & Ryzn, G. V. Research Methods in Practice: Strategies for Description and Causation. 

California: SAGE, 2011,  at 17-18 
133 Tracy, S, J. Qualititatve Research Methods: Collecting Evidence, Crafting Analysis, Communicating 
Impact. UK: JohnWiley & Son. 2012, at 21-22. 
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procurement, corruption, anti bribery, international corporation and other relevant 

regulations, reports, and number cases of law. The secondary sources for literature review 

are books, journal, articles, newspaper reports, survey, and electronic texts. The 

comparative study also utilizes to benchmark Indonesia anti-bribery in public procurement 

regulations with other AMS’s regulations.  

The topic related to corruption/bribery is business sensitive. Therefore, the most 

practical sampling strategy for this research study was convenience sampling. 

Convenience samples choose samples that are close at hand or easily accessible. 134 The 

Author interviewed selected respondents whom the Author friends or she is personally 

know. Both telephone interviews and face-to-face interviews were included in this 

research study. Face to face interview were for respondent in the same location 

(geographically) with the researcher. Telephone interview were for respondent with the 

different location with the researcher. Telephone interviews were also suitable for sensitive 

topics and hard-to-reach groups. Interviewees generally feel protected and have a higher 

perception of anonymity when talking about sensitive topics, such as bribery, over the 

phone than in person.135 All of the respondent identities were anonymous.136  

 

II.2.1. Interview  

This research study adopts a semi-structured interview that appropriate when 

respondents have information or knowledge that may not have been thought of in advance 

                                                
134 Convenience samples is sometimes referred to as an accidental or availability sample (Babbie, 2007; 

Mutchnick & Berg, 1996; Polit & Back, 2007). This category of sample relies on available subjects-those 

who are close at hand or easily accessible. Under certain circumstances, this strategy is an excellent means of 

obtaining preliminary information about some research question quickly and inexpensively. In other words, 
convenience samples must be evaluated for appropriateness of fit for a given study. Bruce L.Berg, 

Qualitative Research Methods For The Social Science. Seventh Edition, Pearson: 2009, at. 48-50. 
135 Judith E. Sturges & Kathleen J. Hanrahan, Comparing Telephone and Face-to-face Qualitative 

Interviewing: A Research Note, in Qualitative Research 2 Volume 1 Collecting Data For Qualitative 

Research. Alan Bryman Ed. 2007, at 32-33,. 
136 Anonymity means that the subject remains nameless. Bruce L.Berg, Qualitative Research Methods For 

The Social Science. Seventh Edition, Pearson, 2009, at. 90 
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by the researcher.137  It also allows more latitude and freedom for respondents to talk about 

what is interest or importance to them. 138  
The interviews were conducted in Bahasa 

Indonesia for Indonesian respondents and in English for foreigner respondents. The 

narrative of interview transcripts was translated and written in English. The interview is 

aimed in collaborating the data analysing to produce the more objective result on the 

research questions to the selected representative of Indonesian public officials that 

represent Indonesia authority in relevance to the regulation and enforcement of public 

procurement and anti-corruption as following:   

a. Lembaga Kebijakan Pengadaan Barang dan Jasa (LKPP) / Indonesian National 

Public Procurement Agency (NPPO). LKPP main roles are to centralized 

regulation of public procurement, e-procurement, e-catalogue, consultancy and 

certification for Procurement Officer at national and local level. 

a. Badan Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (BKPM) / Investment Coordinating Board. 

BKPM main roles are coordination agency for foreign investment, including the 

issuing principal licence for foreign owned company operating in Indonesia. 

b. Badan Pengawasan Keuangan dan Pembangunan (BPKP) / Supervisory 

and Financial Development Board. BPKP main roles are as national government 

internal auditor to assist the execution of strategic development plans and policies 

to creating supervisory policies and government's internal control system, including 

procurement audit in national and sub-national level. 

c. National Police / Kepolisian Republik Indonesia (POLRI). POLRI main roles are to 

prevent and investigate any criminal crimes including corruption/bribery. 

                                                
137 Biber, S. N. H. & Leavy, P. The Practice Of Qualitative Research. California: SAGE, 2006, at  102-103 . 

It also called as semi standardized interviews that: more or less structured; questions may be reordered 

during the interview, wording of questions flexible, level of language may be adjusted, interviewer may 

answer questions and make clarifications; interviewer may add or delete probes to interview between 
subsequence subjects. Bruce L.Berg, at. 104-109 
138 Id. 
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d. Corruption Eradication Commission / Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi (KPK). KPK 

main roles are corruption prevention (research, education and campaign, Centre of 

Public Official Wealth and Gratification Report) and repressive function 

(investigation and prosecution) at national and sub-national level. 

Semi-structured interview was also conducted with 4 (four) selected four officers 

of foreign firms as representative of foreign entities and one officer of Indonesian firm to 

ask their experiences and perception of Indonesia public procurement regulation and 

implementation. Interview protocols are attached in Appendix 1.  

Table 5. List of Interview  

Respondent Description 

A. Indonesian Public Official  

1. Supervisory and Financial Development Board 

/ Badan Pengawasan Keuangan dan 

Pembangunan (BPKP) (Interviewee 1) 

Phone conversation on January 

14th, 2019.  Respondent in Jakarta 

 

2. National Police / Kepolisian Republik 

Indonesia (POLRI). (Interviewee 2) 

Phone conversation on January 

18th2019. Respondent in Jakarta 

3. Investment Coordinating Board  / Badan 

Koordinasi Penanaman Modal (BKPM).  

(Interviewee 3) 

Face to face in Taiwan on January 

21st, 2019. Respondent in Taipei 

4. National Public Procurement Agency / 

Lembaga Kebijakan Pengadaan Barang dan 

Jasa (LKPP). (Interviewee 4) 

Face to face in Jakarta on March 

22nd, 2019. Respondent in Jakarta. 

5. Corruption Eradication Commission / Komisi 

Pemberantasan Korupsi (KPK).  

(Interviewee 5) 

Phone conversation on February 

8th2019. Respondent in Jakarta 

B. Foreign Firms  

1. Officer of Taiwan Firm experienced to 

invest/business in Indonesia (Company 1) 

(Interviewee 6) 

Face to face in Taiwan on January 

24th, 2019. Respondent in Taipei 

2. Officer of Multi National company operating in 

Indonesia (Company 2) (Interviewee 7) 

Phone conversation on February 

15th, 2019. Respondent in Jakarta. 

3. Officer of Taiwan Firm experienced to 

invest/business in Indonesia (Company 3) 

(Interviewee 8) 

Face to face in Taiwan on 

February 19th, 2019. Respondent 

in Taipei 

4. Officer of Taiwan Firm experienced to 

invest/business in Indonesia (Company 4) 

Face to face in Jakarta on 25 

February 2019. Respondent in 
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Respondent Description 

(Interviewee 9) Jakarta 

C. Indonesian Firm  

1. Officer of Indonesian firm experienced as 

agent and distributor of foreign supplier in 

Indonesia public tender. (Company 5) 

(Interviewee 10) 

Face to face in Jakarta on June 

2nd, 2019.Respondent in Jakarta 

 

II.2.2. Questioner  

There are currently many of previous research and survey regarding corruption 

perception in public procurement that internationally acceptance and recognized i.e. 

Transparency International, OECD, World Bank, World Economic Forum, etc. The Author 

selected several research and survey results that most relevant with this research questions 

and Indonesia context.  

To convey those findings of the previous surveys, the Author distributed 

questioners of corruption perception for Indonesian business firms (owners and 

employees) and Indonesian business association’ members as target respondents. The 

questioner was distributed in March 2019 and April 2019 during the conference regarding 

Introduction ISO 37001: 2016 Anti Bribery Management System for business firms in 

Indonesia while the Author invited as the resource person. The main goal of this one-day 

conference was to introduced anti-corruption regulation and ISO 37001 as one of the 

corruption prevention strategies. The conferences was held in three major cities in 

Indonesia with total respondent were 125 Indonesian individuals. 

Table 6. List of Respondent for Corruption Perception Questioner  

Date Location Total Respondent 

26 March 2019 Ternate 66 

1 April 2019 Surabaya 44 

4 April 2019 Medan 15 

 125 person 
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At the beginning of each conference, the Author asked the participant to answer 

questions using an online questioner at https://quizizz.com/join. The questioner was in 

Bahasa Indonesia and consist of twenty multiple choice questions in total. Three of the 

first questions were related to asked respondent’s experiences and perception regarding 

bribery/corruption when they conduct business in Indonesia, as follows:  

(1) In conducting business, which of this corruption type most often occurred based on 

your experience? ; 

(2) In one recent year, which sector that you experience the occurrence of bribery, kick 

back, commission and illegal payment ? ;  

(3) Have you ever failed of business opportunity because your competitor conducts in 

bribery?.  

All respondent were Indonesian individual that work as owners or employees of 

Indonesian business firm and member of Indonesian business association in three major 

cities in Indonesia. Bearing the questions of corruption experience and perception is 

business sensitive, the participant/respondent is remaining anonymous. The questioner 

result display on this study was translated version from Bahasa Indonesia to English. 
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Chapter III. Regulation of Anti-Bribery and Public Procurement in 

Indonesia: Status and Challenge 

 

This chapter described the international commitment regarding anti-corruption and 

public procurement and which commitment that Indonesia participated as a member.  

Afterward, it reviews and examined Indonesia regulation regarding public procurement 

and anti-bribery.  

 

III.1. International Commitment on Anti-Bribery 

The international community has agreed that corruption is one of the transnational 

organized crimes and ought to be eradicated together by domestic and international 

measures.139 The anti-corruption measures have become increasingly global in outlook 

notably to counter corruption including the foreign bribery that occurred in multi 

jurisdiction. In specific terms, Rose-Ackerman acknowledges that the most common 

corrupt transaction occurs between government officials (usually as bribe takers) and 

private actors (as bribe givers), and it involves power and resource exchanges.140 It is a 

global commitment that combating corruption shall involved measures for both sides, in 

particular when the bribe occurred cross border - commonly the legal person who gives 

bribery (supply side) are from home country and the public official who received bribery 

(demand side) are from the host country. This is also known as as foreign bribery.  

The anti-bribery measures range from enacted of the national laws and guidelines 

to commitment of the international and multilateral binding instruments. The first phase 

was beginning by the United States of America (US) that enacted domestic legislation of 

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) in 1977, containing criminal and civil sanction, 

prohibits U.S. citizens, domestic or foreign companies, and persons acting on behalf of 

                                                
139 UN. United Nation Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime (UNOTC). 2000 
140 Rose-Ackerman, S. Corruption and Government. International Peacekeeping. 15 (3), 2008, at 328–343 
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such companies to make use any means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce to 

corruptly offer pay or offer to pay directly or indirectly, money or anything of value to a 

foreign official in order to obtain or retain business and required companies whose 

securities are listed in the US to keep accounting records that accurately reflect business 

transactions and maintain effective internal control. 141 The US FCPA was passed as a 

result of  the Securities Enforcement Commission (SEC) investigation in the mid-1970s 

and as the follow up of Watergate investigation where over 400 US companies admitted to 

making questionable or illegal payments in excess of US$ 300 million to foreign 

government officials, politicians, and political parties in return for favorable actions.142 

The US FCPA is accepted as the genesis of extraterritorial attempt to controlling 

corruption and provided the impetus for multilateral measures to criminalize foreign 

bribery.143  

The second phase in the establishment of a worldwide set of tools of anti-

corruption in 1990s, when a proliferation of international convention and other texts 

(recommendations, guidelines, common actions, and so on) gave rise to a very rich but 

uncoordinated legal framework. It was not until the historic adoption of the OECD 

Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business 

Transactions adopted in 21 November 1997 (the OECD Anti Bribery Convention).144 The 

Convention obliges states to prevent their citizens from bribing foreign officials (supply 

side), but does not address the acceptance of the bribes by those foreign officials (demand 

side). The second obligation is aimed to prevent accounting and financial recording 

                                                
141 See further on 15 U.S.C. § Section 78dd-2 and 78. 
142 Loughman, P. B, & Sibery, A. R.. Bribery and Corruption: Navigating the Global Risks. New Jersey: 

Ernst & Young LLP, 2012, at 10 
143 See e.g. Posadas, A. Combating Corruption under International Law. Duke Journal of Comparative and 

International Law. 10, 2000, at 345-414;  Deming, S. H. The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act And The New 

International Norms, Chicago: American Bar Association, 2010 
144 Manacorda, S. Towards an Anti-Bribery Compliance Model: Methods and Strategies for a Hybrid 

Normativity. In Manacorda, S, Centonze F. & Forti, G. (Eds), Preventing Corporate Corruption. Springer. 

Switzerland. 2014, at 5-7. DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-04480-4  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mechanism that disguise foreign bribery. The third obligation is to provide mutual legal 

assistance in investigating relevant cases including the extradition where necessary. The 

OECD monitor compliance of the Convention through a process of peer review 

examinations of anti-corruption legislation adopted by each State parties including a 

formal evaluation procedure by the OECD and examination into the enforcement 

mechanism of state parties.145  

Other anti-corruption convention was also established in the regional and sub 

regional level such as:  

i. The OAS Corruption Convention  

The Inter-American Convention against Corruption, adopted by the Organization of 

American States (OAS) on 29 March 1996. The Convention follows the same pattern 

of criminalization of foreign bribery as the OECD convention with a broader scope 

addresses the demand and supply side of corruption, and applies where a corrupt act 

committed in a State party and where the act has effects in State party. It contains 

measures to prevent corruption, the implementation in national system measures in 

government activities, including but not limited to the tax system, the procurement 

system and the civil service and the mechanism to support good accounting practices 

for the firms. It also contains enforcement measures such as extradition of person, 

mutual legal assistance in preventive, investigative and enforcement efforts, including 

assistance in seizure and forfeiture of assets.146 Unlike the OECD Convention, there is 

no monitoring of compliance mechanism.  

ii. The European Corruption Conventions 

The European Corruption Convention adopted by the European Union are: (a) The 

                                                
145 The State parties report on the implementation of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention is available on 

http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/countryreportsontheimplementationoftheoecdanti-

briberyconvention.htm  
146 See further on The Organization of American States (OAS). The Inter-American Convention against 

Corruption (IACAC), 1996 
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Convention on the Protection of the European Communities financial interest (PFI 

Convention) 1995 and its protocol in 1996-1997. It designed to criminalize any act 

which leads to misapplication or wrongful retention of Union funds and ensures that 

business leaders can be made liable for the action of their subordinates where the 

action constitutes as fraud affecting the EU’s financial interest. The protocol defines 

the terms ‘official’ and ‘active’ and ‘passive’ corruption and provide liability of legal 

persons, confiscation of corruptly derived proceeds and cooperation between EU 

Member States and the Commission for the purpose of protecting the Unions financial 

interest;147 (b) The Convention on the Fight against Corruption involving Officials of 

the European Communities or Officials of Member States of the European Union, 

adopted by the Council of the European Union on 26 May 1997. It designed to 

criminalize active and passive corruption by public official of Member States of 

official of EU Institutions, and provide criminal liability of business head; (c) The 

Criminal Law Convention on Corruption, adopted by the Committee of Ministers of 

the Council of Europe on 27 January 1999 and enter into force in 2002.148 It obliged 

State parties to criminalize a wide range of offences, including, but not limited to the 

active and passive corruption of national, foreign and supranational parliaments and 

courts, trading in influence and laundering of the proceeds of corruption, and private 

sector bribery and cooperation among States in the extradition, investigation and 

enforcement. Ratification of the Conventions implies automatic submission to the 

Group of States against Corruption (GRECO), which monitors the evaluation and 

compliance of State parties149; (d) the Civil Law Convention on Corruption, adopted by 

the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 4 November 1999 enter into 

                                                
147 (1995) OJ C316/48 
148 ETS No. 173 
149 The evaluation report conducted by GRECO. See further on 

http://www.coe.int/en/web/greco/evaluations/about , last visited on March 27th, 2017 
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force in 2003.150 It aims to provide civil remedies for citizens of State Parties who have 

suffered damage as result of corruption and obtain compensation where appropriate. 

iii. The African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption  

This convention adopted by the Heads of State and Government of the African Union 

on 12 July 2003 and into force in 2006. It contains criminalize giving or receiving 

bribers or other benefit and the diversion of public funds or state property, private 

sector corruption, the conspiracy, the concealment of fraudulently obtained proceeds, 

the laundering of corruptly obtained property, illicit enrichment, and provide whistle 

blower, international cooperation, mutual assistance and extradition. The monitoring of 

compliance through the Advisory Board on Corruption within the African Union.151 

iv. The United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) 

The UNCAC is the sole international instrument that being open to all members of 

United Nations that entry into force in 2005. In 2016, 140 of 181 States parties has 

signed the UNCAC.152 In addition, this convention is convey the importance of State 

parties to establish appropriate system of public procurement based on transparency, 

competition and objective criteria in decision-making that are effective inter alia in 

preventing corruption.153 The convention provides for a Conference of the State Party 

(CoSP) and cooperation between State Parties to achieve the objective of the 

convention and review its implementation.154  

                                                
150 ETS No. 174 
151 African Union. Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption, 2006 
152 Signatories and ratification status of UNCAC as of 12 December 2016. The scope of the convention in 

four areas, including public procurement provision. See also 

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/signatories.html , last visited on April 7th, 2017 
153 See further on UNCAC, Article 9 Public Procurement and Management of Public Finance. Id. 
154 CoSP has been held for six times since 2006 and latest in November 2015. The 6th COSP resolution 

encourages States parties to promote the implementation of article 9, paragraph 1 of UNCAC, inter alia, 

online platforms for the distribution of information relating to public procurement and tenders as a way to 

prevent corruption, enhance transparency and ensure competition and objective criteria in procurement 

decision-making, in accordance with the fundamental principles of their legal systems. The CoSP’s reports 

are available at http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/CAC-COSP.html.  
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Those international corruption conventions established an obligation on states 

(parties/members) to adopt preventive and repressive anti-corruption measures and set up a 

review mechanism to continually monitor the development of domestic legislation and the 

effective implementation of the conventions. By today, many States has ratified these 

conventions and many have enacted their national laws that prohibited the bribery - both 

for domestic official and foreign public official. Nevertheless, the global enforcement of 

foreign bribery report from 1977 to 2016 in 22 countries only limited number of foreign 

bribery cases was enforced, mostly by US (225 of 325 cases) and UK (32 of 325 Cases) 

(Figure 4) 155. The enforcement on the domestic official who received the bribe (passive 

bribery) was even worst and remaining in the low number of cases156 (See Figure 5). The 

data also showed a lack of parallel enforcement among the relevant jurisdiction where 

bribery occurred. 

Figure 4. Enforcement Actions Concerning Bribery  of Foreign Official by Country 

in 1997-2016157 

 

 

 

                                                
155 TRACE International Inc.. (2017, March). Global Enforcement Report 2016. Retrived from 

https://traceinternational.org/Uploads/.../TRACEGlobalEnforcementReport2016_1.pdf  
156 Id. 
157 Id. 
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Figure 5. Enforcement Actions Concerning Bribery of Domestic Official by Country 

in 1997-2016158 

 

In addition, The Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR) in 2014 found that many 

foreign bribery cases enforcement resolved in settlement rather than full trials. From 395 

settlement of foreign bribery cases in 1999 and mid-2012 resulted in a total of US$ 6.9 

billion in monetary sanction and only US$ 197 million (3.3%) has been returned or 

ordered returned to the countries whose public official were bribed (passive bribery).159  

The rationale of State behavior enforced their foreign bribery laws extraterritorially 

could be derived for mix reasons, among others is from the international law perspective.  

A study from Davis and Choi in 2014 examined the rationale of the US Authorities to 

enforced FCPA resolved from 2004 to 2011 were for mix reasons as following: 

(a) Legality theory views that enforcement reflect factors identified in legislation, 

guidelines, and international conventions;  

(b) Altruism theory views that enforcement as a means of promoting the economic and 

political development of foreign countries;  

                                                
158 Id. 
159 Oduor, Jacinta A. (Ed.). Left out of the Bargain: Settlements in Foreign Bribery Cases and Implications 

for Asset Recovery, in the Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR), World Bank, UNODC, Washington DC, 

2014 
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(c) Self-interest theory views that enforcement influenced by the national economic 

interest; 

(d) Coordination theory views that the enforcement to impose a greater sanction for 

defendant resulted from the collaboration with foreign regulator enforcement. 160  

This study also found that the sanctions in an individual FCPA action are positively 

correlated with the egregiousness and extensiveness of the bribe. The sanctions increase if: 

(i) the ultimate parent company of entities involved in the FCPA violation is foreign; (ii) 

foreign regulators are involved in the action; (iii) the violation occurred in host country 

with a lower GNI per capita and weaker local anti-bribery institutions; and (iv) the home 

country of the ultimate parent company defendant has a greater GNI per capita, stronger 

anti-bribery institutions, and a cooperation agreement with U.S. regulators.161  

Furthermore, credibility and clarity barriers are also relevant factors for the State to 

enforce foreign bribery extraterritoriality. Credibility of US in foreign bribery enforcement 

is rather self-interested practice than a multilateral and collaborative response to global 

economic challenges. On the one hand, extraterritoriality allows the State to prosecute 

Multi- National companies (MNCs) all around the world and offsets the lack of regulatory 

response in jurisdictions that are not able or willing to prosecute the bribery. On the other 

hand, it is unclear when exactly a State should or should not enforce its laws 

extraterritorially bearing several jurisdictional overlaps, differences in legal, cultural, and 

economic aspects of various countries.162 

 

                                                
160 Choi, S. J. & Davis, K.E. Foreign Affairs and Enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, in 
Journal of empirical Legal Studies, 11 (3), 409-445, 2014 and Davis, K.E. Why Does The United States 

Regulate Foreign Bribery: Moralism, Self-Interest, or Altruism. NYU Annual Survey Of American Law, 67, 

497-511, 2012. 
161 Id. 
162 Hock, Branislav. Foreign Bribery Enforcement: Credibility and Clarity Problems. The OECD Integrity 

Forum, 19-20 April, Paris, France, 2016. Retrieved from at https://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/Integrity-

Forum-16-Branislav-Hock.pdf Last visited on July 2nd, 2019. 
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III.2. International Commitment on Public Procurement 

III.2.1. WTO Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA)    

The WTO Agreement on Government Procurement (WTO GPA) has evolved since 

it first entered into force in 1996 and revision in 2014, particularly through regular 

expansions in national commitments. The GPA is a plurilateral agreement, within the 

WTO framework. Initially, only a limited number of WTO Members were signatories; 

however, over the last two decades the GPA membership has more than doubled from 23 

Parties in 1996 to 48 parties in 2018 (counting the European Union and its 28 member 

states, all of which are covered by the Agreement, as one party). Approximately two-thirds 

of the WTO members are not part of the GPA and members are largely comprised of 

OECD countries; in total, 31 OECD members are parties to the GPA. As of 2018, in 

ASEAN region, only Singapore is a party to the GPA and four other AMS are observers: 

Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam.163 

The WTO GPA is a significant and influential tool for promoting international 

trade in public procurement, both by guiding domestic policy reforms and serving as a 

model for procurement chapters in bilateral/regional trade agreements, including in Asia. 

The two versions of the Agreement (1994 and 2014) are based on the same principles, i.e. 

non-discrimination, transparency and procedural fairness, and contain the same main 

elements.164 

Although the primary objective of the WTO-GPA is to ensure free market access 

among State parties, it is relevant to procurement in that it contains provisions that require 

fairness and transparency in government procurement. For example, Article XVI.1 

                                                
163 WTO. Parties, Observers and Accessions of WTO Government Procurement Agreement. Available at  

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/gproc_e/memobs_e.htm , last visited on May 25th, 2019 
164 WTO. (2014). Revised Agreement on Government Procurement. General Principles. Article IV. available 

at https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/rev-gpr-94_01_e.htm , last visited on May 25th, 2019 
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mandates that “a procuring entity shall promptly inform participating suppliers of the 

entity’s contract award decisions [...and], on request, provide an unsuccessful supplier 

with an explanation of the reasons why the entity did not select its tender and the relative 

advantages of the successful supplier’s tender.” 165  Article XVII.1 requires that, upon 

request, “a Party shall provide promptly any information necessary to determine whether 

a procurement was conducted fairly, impartially, and in accordance with this Agreement, 

including information on the characteristics and relative advantages of the successful 

tender.”166 However, WTO-GPA applies only to “covered entities purchasing listed goods, 

services or construction services of a value exceeding specified threshold values.”167 

The WTO GPA is composed mainly of two parts: the text of the Agreement and 

parties' market access schedules of commitments. The text of the Agreement establishes 

rules requiring that open, fair and transparent conditions of competition be ensured in 

government procurement. However, these rules do not automatically apply to all 

procurement activities of each party. Rather, the coverage schedules play a critical role in 

determining whether a procurement activity is covered by the Agreement or not.  168 Only 

those procurement activities that are carried out by covered entities purchasing listed 

goods, services or construction services of a value exceeding specified threshold values are 

covered by the Agreement. 

As a binding international treaty, WTO GPA is administered by the Committee on 

Government Procurement which is composed of representatives of all its parties. The 

enforcement of the Agreement is realized through two mechanisms: the domestic review 

                                                
165 Id. Article XVI. Id 
166 Id. Article XVI. Id 
167 Id. Article II. Id 
168 The coverage schedule of WTO GPA members is available at 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/gproc_e/gp_app_agree_e.htm last visited on May 25th, 2019 
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mechanism at the national level and the WTO dispute settlement mechanism at the 

international level.169  

III.2.2. UNCITRAL Model of Public Procurement Law (MLPP) 

On July 1st, 2011, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 

(UNCITRAL) published the UNCITRAL Model Law on Public Procurement (MLPP).170 

It has been designed as a tool for “modernizing and reforming procurement systems” and 

assisting countries in implementing legislation where none is currently in place. It is an 

extensive, detailed model law (84 pages) and accompanied by a very detailed Guide (419 

pages). 171 

The objectives of the UNCITRAL MLPP are outlined in the preamble: 

a) Achieving economy and efficiency; 

b) Wide participation by suppliers and contractors, with procurement open to international 

participation as a general rule; 

c) Maximizing competition; 

d) Ensuring fair, equal and equitable treatment; 

e) Assuring integrity, fairness and public confidence in the procurement process; and 

f) Promoting transparency.172 

The UNCITRAL MLPP was intended to apply to all types of procurement and 

requires no threshold amount for its application to transactions. The MLPP also provides 

guidance in applying procurement law to security and defence contracts. The MLPP sets 

                                                
169 Id. 
170 UNCITRAL. Model Law on Public Procurement (adopted 1 July 2011). available at 

http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/procurement_infrastructure/2011Model.html , last visited 

on May 25th, 2019 
171 UNCITRAL. (2014). Guide to Enactment of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Public Procurement 

http://www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/procurem/ml-procurement-2011/2011-Model-Law-on-Public-

Procurement-e.pdf , last visited on May 25th, 2019 
172 Id.at. 3 
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out the minimum requirements and essential principles for effective procurement 

legislation: 

a) the applicable law, procurement regulations, and other relevant information are to be 

made publicly available173; 

b) requirements for prior publication of announcements for each procurement procedure 

(with relevant details) 174  and ex post facto notice of the award of procurement 

contracts175; 

c) items to be procured are to be described in accordance with article 10 (that is, 

objectively and without reference to specific brand names as a general rule, so as to 

allow submissions to be prepared and compared on an objective basis); 

d) requirements for qualification procedures and permissible criteria to determine which 

suppliers or contractors will be able to participate, with the particular criteria that will 

determine whether or not suppliers or contractors are qualified communicated to all 

potential suppliers or contractors;176 

e) open tendering is the recommended procurement method and the use of any other 

procurement method must be objectively justified;177 

f) other procurement methods should be available to cover the main circumstances likely 

to arise (simple or low-value procurement, urgent and emergency procurement, 

repeated procurement and the procurement of complex or specialized items or services) 

with conditions for use of these procurement methods;178 

g) a requirement for standard procedures for the conduct of each procurement process;179 

                                                
173 Id. Article 5 
174 Id. Articles 33–35 
175 Id. Article 23 
176 Id. Articles 9 and 18 
177 Id .Article 28. 
178 Id. Chapters II. 
179 Id. Chapters III–VII 
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h) a requirement for communications with suppliers or contractors to be in a form and 

manner that does not impede access to the procurement;180 

i) a requirement for a mandatory standstill period between the identification of the 

winning supplier or contractor and the award of the contract or framework agreement, 

in order to allow any non-compliance with the provisions of the Model Law to be 

addressed prior to any such contract entering into force;181 and 

j) mandatory challenge and appeal procedures if rules or procedures are breached.182 

 

III.3. Indonesia on International Commitment in Anti-Bribery and Public 

Procurement  

Indonesia is a member state of several international initiatives and partnership to 

accelerate economic growth and international trade inter alia: the ASEAN, G-20, WTO, 

APEC, UNCITRAL (Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral 

Awards), World Bank, ADB, IMF, as well as several free trade agreement-bilateral and/or 

as a member of ASEAN (e.g. with Japan, People’s Republic of China, Australia, New 

Zealand, India, South Korea, Chile, European). Indonesia is also a member state of several 

international anti-corruption commitments. Ideally, this shall be a catalyst for Indonesia 

public policy and regulatory reform toward international standards. Indonesia commitment 

to anti-corruption and public procurement are described as the following section. 

III.3.1. UNCAC 

The UNCAC is the sole international instrument that being open to all members of 

United Nation that entry into force in 2005. UNCAC is convey the importance of State 

parties to establish appropriate system of public procurement based on transparency, 

                                                
180 Id Article 7 
181 Id. Article 22 (2) 
182 Id. Chapter VIII 
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competition and objective criteria in decision-making that are effective inter alia in 

preventing corruption. Implementation of the UNCAC is carried out through the 

Conference of the States Parties (CoSP) and Subsidiary Bodies, which are: (a) 

Implementation Review Group-Technical Assistance; (b) Working Group on Asset 

Recovery; (c) Working Group on Prevention; and (d) Expert Meeting on International 

Cooperation. 

Each country is reviewed by two other member countries. One of the two countries 

doing the review is a country in the same geographical location and that has the same legal 

system. Reviews are conducted based on these guiding principles: (a) Transparent, 

efficient, non-intrusive, inclusive and impartial;  Non-adversarial and non-punitive, 

without any form of ranking; Opportunities to share good practices and challenges; 

Technical, promoting constructive collaboration; and Complements existing international 

and regional review mechanisms. 

Indonesia’s implementation of the UNCAC has been reviewed twice, as following: 

a. The first review (2010-2012) was carried out by the UK and Uzbekistan of Chapter III 

– Criminalisation and Law Enforcement and Chapter IV – International Cooperation. 

This produced 32 recommendations for: Criminalisation (5); Law Enforcement (14); 

Extradition (3); and Mutual Legal Assistance (10); 

b. The second review (2017-2019) was carried out by Ghana and Yemen of Chapter II 

Preventative Measures and Chapter V Asset Recovery. It produced 21 

recommendations for: Preventative Measures (14) and Asset Recovery (7).183 

Figure 6. Stages of UNCAC Implementation in Indonesia184 

                                                
183 Susanti, Dwi. et al. Training Module Handling Cases of Corruption The Corruption Eradication 

Commission (KPK). KPK, Jakarta: November 2018 (limited publication), 2018, at. 21-27 
184 Id. 
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There are three obligations in provision of the UNCAC, i.e. : (a) mandatory; (b) 

obligation to consider; or (c) optional. The reviews of the implementation of UNCAC in 

Indonesia found that there are still some provisions in UNCAC that are mandatory and 

obligation to consider that have not been implemented by Indonesia (Table 7). 

Table 7. UNCAC Implementation in Indonesia185 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III.3.2. G-20 Anti-corruption Working Group 

Indonesia is a member of G-20. One of the G-20 anticorruption agreements was to 

form the G-20 Anti-Corruption Working Group (ACWG), which was established in 

Toronto in 2010. The group meets three times a year with the aim of adopting and 

enforcing strong and effective anti-bribery rule; fighting corruption in the public and 

private sectors; preventing access of corrupt persons to global financial systems; 

                                                
185 Id.  
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cooperation in visa denial, extradition and asset recovery: and protecting whistle blowers 

who stand up against corruption. 

The G-20 ACWG has adopted a Biennial Action Plan (2012-2018) and a Triennial 

Action Plan (starting in 2019), which contain agreements on the following: (a) Denial of 

safe haven; (b) Asset disclosure by public officials; (c) Enforcement of foreign bribery 

offence; (d) Combat solicitation; (e) Mutual legal assistance; (f) Corruption and growth; 

(g) Beneficial ownership transparency; (h) Private sector transparency and integrity; (i) 

Open data; (j) Promoting integrity in public procurement; (k) Cooperation person sought 

for corruption; (l) Combating corruption related to illegal wildlife trade; (m) Countering 

corruption in customs; (n) Liability of legal persons; (o) Organizing against corruption; (p) 

Integrity of State Owned Enterprises; and (q) Conflict of interest.186 

 

III.3.3. APEC Anti-corruption and Transparency Working Group 

Indonesia is a member state of APEC. The APEC formed the Anti-Corruption and 

Transparency Working Group (ACTWG) in 2004, initially as a taskforce, and then in 2011 

as a working group. The ACTWG meets twice a year. The function of the ACTWG is to 

coordinate the implementation of the Santiago commitment to fight corruption and ensure 

transparency; APEC course of action on fighting corruption; APEC transparency 

standards; and the Beijing declaration on fighting corruption. 

The ACTWG has adopted a Multi Years Strategic Plan (2013-2021) and also adopts 

Annual Work Plans and other agreements, as follows: (a) APEC Anti-Corruption Code of 

Conduct for Business, September 2007; (b) Conduct Principles for Public Officials, 2007; 

(c) Complementary Anti-Corruption Principles for the Public and Private Sectors, 2007; 

(d) Fighting Corruption through Improved International Legal Cooperation, 2007; (e) 

                                                
186 Id. 
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Singapore Declaration on Combating Corruption, Strengthening Governance and 

Enhancing institutional Integrity, 2009; (f ) APEC Guidelines on Enhancing Governance 

and Anti-Corruption, 2009; (g) APEC Principle for Financial Asset Disclosure by Public 

official, 2011; (h) Vladivostok Declaration, 2012; (i) APEC Principles on the Prevention 

of Bribery and Enforcement of Anti-Bribery Laws and the General Elements of Effective 

Voluntary Corporate Compliance Programs 2014; (j) Cebu Manifesto and Manila 

Declaration 2015; and (k) Lima Statement 2016.187 

 

III.3.4. ADB/OECD Anti-Corruption Initiative 

The ADB/OECD Anti-Corruption Initiative was set up in 1999 by 32 Asia and 

Pacific members (including Indonesia). The Anti-Corruption Initiative is managed by the 

OECD and ADB through various mechanisms, i.e.: Steering Group Meetings and 

Conferences; Policy analysis including thematic reviews and stocktaking; Regional 

Seminars; Public Integrity Network Meeting; Law Enforcement Network Meeting; 

Implementation of Anti-Corruption Action Plan for the Asia and Pacific; Pillar 1 effective 

and transparent public service; Pillar 2 anti-bribery action and integrity in business; Pillar 3 

active public involvement. Indonesia is currently one of the active member on this 

initiative.188 

 

III.3.5. Southeast Asia Parties Against Corruption (SEA PAC) 

SEA-PAC was set up in 2004 by anti-corruption bodies from ASEAN countries to 

establish and strengthen collaborative efforts against corruption, and to increase capacity 

and institutional development. The group has adopted an action plan for 2017-2019. 

                                                
187 Id. 
188 Id. 
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Indonesia through the Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) is currently one of the 

active member on this group.189 

 

III.3.6. The Jakarta Statement on Principles for Anti-Corruption 

Indonesia through KPK together with UNDP and UNODC co-hosted the Jakarta 

Statement on Principles for Anti-Corruption Agencies, on 26-27 November 2012 in 

Jakarta. The event was attended by the heads and former heads of anti-corruption agencies, 

representatives of regional networks, and experts. In 2014, the Jakarta Principles were 

adopted as standard by the Association of Anti-Corruption Authorities (IAACA) at a 2014 

meeting in Panama. The principles were recorded by the UNCAC COSP in the 2013 

Resolutions and 2017 Resolutions and a draft of the Jakarta Principles will be available 

before the 2019 COSP. The Jakarta Principles also function as a compliance framework 

for Article 6 and Article 36 of the UNCAC, a reference for building effective anti-

corruption agencies, and as protection for anti-corruption agencies in implementing their 

mandates.190 

 

III.3.7. The WTO GPA and the UNCITRAL Model Law of Public Procurement  

As aforementioned, the WTO GPA and the UNICTRAL MLPP are two of 

prominent international standard for state to enacted its domestic law on public 

procurement. However, Indonesia status currently is only as observer of the WTO GPA as 

                                                
189 Id. 
190 Id 
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accepted by Committee on 31 October 2012191 and not listed as state adopting UNCITRAL 

MLPP. 192 

 

III.4. Indonesia Regulation on Anti-Bribery  

Indonesia is one of the largest countries in the world, with a land area of 1,919,440 

km2 (world’s 16th largest). It is made up of 34 provinces and 514 districts/municipalities, 

has 17,508 islands, a population of 240 million of more than 300 ethnicities, and 724 local 

languages. As a large country, Indonesia has to deal with the challenges and threat of 

corruption that prevents the state from achieving the goals of national development. 

Numerous independent surveys show that Indonesia is still perceived as one of the world’s 

most corruption nations. The Transparency International in its 2018 corruption perception 

index, ranked Indonesia 89th out of 180 countries, with a corruption perception index of 

38 out of 100. 193  Furthermore, the World Economic Forum in the 2017-2018 Global 

Competitiveness Barometer indicated that corruption is the most systematic problem in 

doing business in Indonesia. 

Indonesia has adopted various national and anti-corruption initiatives. National anti- 

corruption initiatives have been adopted since independence right up to the present day. 

These initiatives include creating statutes prohibiting corruption and setting up 

institutions/agencies specifically to handle cases of corruption. However, these anti-

corruption initiatives were not sufficient to wipe out corruption in Indonesia, and in 1999 

the anticorruption law (Law No.31 of 1999) subsequently amended by Law No.20 of 2001, 

                                                
191 WTO. Parties, Observers and Accessions of WTO Government Procurement Agreement. Available at  

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/gproc_e/memobs_e.htm , last visited on May 25th, 2019 
192 UNCITRAL Status available at 

http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/procurement_infrastructure/2011Model_status.html , 

last visited on May 25th, 2019 
193 Transparency International. Corruption Perception Index 2018, retrieved from 

https://www.transparency.org/cpi2018, last visited on May 6th, 2019 
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and Law No.28 of 1999 on A Clean and Free from Corruption, Collusion and Nepotism 

State Administration were passed. The law enforcement agencies that existed at that time 

(the Police and the Judiciary) were deemed incapable of eradicating corruption, and the 

Corruption Eradication Commission (Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi/KPK) was set up 

based on Law No. 30 of 2002 on Criminal Act of Corruption Eradication Commission. 

Figure 7. History of Indonesia Anti-Corruption Legislation and Measures in 1957-

2002194 

 

There are three law enforcement agencies that have the authority to handle cases of 

corruption: 1) the Police (Kepolisian); 2) the Attorney General (Kejaksaan); and 3) the 

KPK. The KPK is authorised to coordinate and supervise the handling of corruption cases 

by the Police and the Attorney General. All cases of corruption are adjudicated and ruled 

                                                
194 Susanti, Dwi, 2018, Id. at 25 
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on by the Corruption Court, which was set up specifically to deal with cases of corruption 

in Indonesia under Law No. 46 of 2009 on the Corruption Court.195 

Figure 8. Legal System for Handling Corruption Case in Indonesia196 

      

 

The KPK is authorised to carry out pre-investigation, investigation and prosecution of 

corruption that: (a) involves law enforcement officers, state administrators and others 

involved in acts of corruption perpetrated by law enforcement officers or state 

administrators; (b) attracts negative public attention; and/or (c) involves a state loss at least 

IDR 1,000,000,000 (one billion rupiahs).197 

Corruption is illegal in Indonesia and its perpetrators must be prosecuted and punished. 

Several statutory provisions form as the legal basis for corruption eradication and 

prevention as listed below: 

a. Law No. 1 of 1946 on the Code of Criminal Procedure; 

b. Regulation of the Anti-Corruption Task Force No. Prt/Peperpu/013/1950; 

c. Law No. 24 (PRP) of 1960 on Criminal Act of Corruption; 

d. Law No.11 of 1980 on Bribery; 

                                                
195 Id. at 26 
196 Id. 
197 Law No.30 of 2002 on Corruption Eradication Commission (Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi), Article 11 
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e. Law No. 3 of 1971 on Criminal Act of Corruption Eradication; 

f. MPR Decision No. XI/MPR/1998 on Clean and Free from Corruption, Collusion 

and Nepotism State Administration; 

g. Law No. 28 of 999 on Clean and Free from Corruption, Collusion and Nepotism 

State Administration; 

h. Law No. 31 of 1999 on Criminal Act of Corruption Eradication as amended by 

Law No. 20 of 2001; 

i. Law No. 15 of 2002 on Money Laundering as amended by Law No. 8 of 2010; 

j. Law No. 30 of 2002 on Criminal Act of Corruption Eradication Commission; 

k. Presidential Instruction No. 5 of 2004 on Accelerating the Eradication of 

Corruption; 

l. Law No. 7 of 2006 on Ratification of the 2003 United Nations Convention Against 

Corruption (UNCAC); 

m. Law No.13 of 2006 on Witness and Victim Protection as amended by Law No.31 

of 2014; 

n. Law No. 46 of 2009 on the Corruption Court; 

o. Government Regulation No. 71 of 2000 on Public Participation and Awards for 

Corruption Prevention and Eradication as amended by Government Regulation No. 

43 of 2018; 

p. Presidential Regulation No. 55 of 2012 on the 2012-2025 National Long-Term 

Anti-Corruption Strategy and 2012-2014 National Medium-Term Anti-Corruption 

Strategy as amended by Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2018 on the Corruption 

Prevention and Eradication Strategy; 

q. Presidential Instruction No. 10 of 2016 on Corruption Prevention and Eradication 

Action for 2016 and 2017; 
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r. Supreme Court Regulation No. 13 of 2016 on Procedure for Handling Cases of 

Corporate Corruption; 

s. Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2018 on the National Corruption Prevention 

Strategy.198 

Corruption as criminal offense is defined in thirteen articles regulated based on Law 

No. 31/1999 on Criminal Act of Corruption Eradication as amended by Law No 20/2001. 

Based on these articles, 30 forms of corruption are recognised, which can be categorised 

into seven types of corruption (Table 8). Bribery is one of the corruption types according 

to the Law and prohibited if the recipients are:  Indonesian public official/Civil Servant, 

Judge, Police, Attorney General, Lawyer/Advocates. However the law has not prohibited 

bribery to foreign public official and bribery to private sectors. The Law regulated a civil 

servant obligation to report any reception of gratification that related to its function within 

thirty days to KPK. Failure of this reporting obligation is consider as bribery offence. 

Other mandatory obligation for a civil servant is to submit wealth report to KPK.  

Table 8. Types of Corruption Based on Indonesia Law No. 31/1999 on Criminal Act 

of Corruption Eradication as amended by Law No. 20/2001 

                                                
198 Id. at.27 
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Furthermore, Law No. 31/1999 and Law No.20 of 2001 prohibited six articles 

crimes that related to the corruption cases investigation and prosecution (Table 9). 

Corruption offense is also one the predicate crime of Money Laundering.199 Therefore, 

several corruption cases have been prosecuted together with money laundering offense.200 

Table 9. Other Crimes Associated with Corruption Based on Indonesia Law No. 

31/1999 on Criminal Act of Corruption Eradication as amended by Law No. 20/2001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III.5. Indonesia Regulation on Public Procurement  

Public procurement of goods and services in Indonesia is regulated through 

presidential decrees and presidential regulation,201 but not through enacted Law that has a 

higher degree of the legal system.202 Since 1973, Indonesia has regulation related to the 

public procurement of goods and services but is still inserted in the Presidential Decree 

(Keppres) on the Guidelines for Implementing the State Budget. The first Presidential 

Decree issued in relation to the public procurement of goods and services was Presidential 

                                                
199 Law No. 15 of 2002 on Money Laundering as amended by Law No. 8 of 2010, Article 2 
200 There are twenty money laundering cases prosecuted with corruption as predicate crimes handled by KPK 

in the period of 2012 to 2018.  
201 According to Indonesian Law No.10 of 2004 on formation of the legislation as amended by Law No 12 of 
2011 on types and a hierarchy of regulation as follows: (1) Constitution 1945 and its revisions; (2) Law or 

substitute of act; (3) Government regulation; (4) Presidential Regulations; (5) Local Government Regulation 

(Province/City/District). 
202Under Indonesia legal system Law/Act (Indonesian: Undang-Undang) can only be established by the 

People's Representative Council (Indonesian: Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat/the DPR). The executive branch 

(the President) can propose a bill (Indonesian: Rancangan Undang-Undang or RUU) for consideration by the 

DPR. Article Article 5(1) and 20(1), the 1945 Constitution of Indonesia 
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Decree No. 11 of 1973 concerning the Guidelines for Implementing the State Budget. 

Afterward, almost every year in a row new presidential decree was issued as an 

improvement in the implementation of the state budget. It was only after 2000 that 

presidential decree was issued which specifically regulates the public procurement of 

goods and services. 203 

Presidential Decree or Presidential Regulation regarding public procurement of 

goods and service in Indonesia as listed below:  

a. Presidential Decree No. 11 of 1973 on State Finance Implementation  

b. Presidential Decree No. 17 of 1974 on Guideline for State Finance Implementation 

1974/1975 (Keppres no. 17/1974)  

c. Presidential Decree No. 7 of 1975 on Guideline for State Finance Implementation 

1975/1976 (Keppres No. 7/1975)  

d. Presidential Decree No. 14 of 1976 on Guideline for State Finance Implementation 

1976/1977 (Keppres No. 14/1976)  

e. Presidential Decree No. 12 of 1977 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 

12/1977)  

f. Presidential Decree No. 14 of 1979 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 

14/1979)  

g. Presidential Decree No. 14 A of 1980 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres 

No. 14A/1980)  

h. Presidential Decree No. 18 of 1981 on Amended of Precedential Decree No.14 A 

of 1980 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 18/1981)  

i. Presidential Decree No. 29 of 1984 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 

19/1984)  

                                                
203 Simamora, Sogar. Hukum Kontrak: Kontrak Pengadaan Barang dan Jasa Pemerintah di Indonesia. Wins 

& Partners Law Firm dan LbJ. Surabaya, 2013, at 1  
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j. Presidential Decree No. 16 of 1994 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 

16/1994)  

k. Presidential Decree No. 24 of 1995 on Amended of Precedential Decree No. 

16/1994 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 24/1995)  

l. Presidential Decree No. 6 of 1999 on Amended of Precedential Decree No. 

16/1994 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 6/1999)  

m. Presidential Decree No. 17 of 2000 on State Finance Implementation (Keppres No. 

17/2000)  

n. Presidential Decree No. 18 of 2000 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods 

and Service (Keppres No. 18/2000)  

o. Presidential Decree No. 80 of 2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods 

and Service (Keppres No. 80/2003)  

p. Presidential Decree No. 61 of 2004 on Amended of Precedential Decree No. 

80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Keppres No. 

61/2004)  

q. Presidential Decree No. 32 of 2005 on Second Amended of Precedential Decree 

No. 80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Keppres 

No. 32/2005)  

r. Presidential Decree No. 70 of 2005 on Third Amended of Precedential Decree No. 

80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Keppres No. 

70/2005)  

s. Presidential Regulation No. 8 of 2006 on Fourth Amended of Precedential Decree 

No. 80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service h 

(Perpres No. 8/2006)  

t. Presidential Regulation No. 79 of 2006 on Fifth Amended of Precedential Decree 
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No. 80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Perpres 

No. 79/2006)  

u. Presidential Regulation No. 85 of 2006 on Sixth Amended of Precedential Decree 

No. 80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Perpres 

No. 85/2006)  

v. Presidential Regulation No. 95 of 2007 on Seventh Amended of Precedential 

Decree No. 80/2003 on Guidelines for Public Procurement of Goods and Service 

(Perpres No. 95/2007)  

w. Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010 on Public Procurement of Goods and 

Service (Perpres 54/2010)  

x. Presidential Regulation No. 35 of 2011 on Amended of Precedential Regulation 

No. 54/2010 on Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Perpres 35/2011)  

y. Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012 on Second Amended of Precedential 

Regulation No. 54/2010 on Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Perpres 

70/2012)  

z. Presidential Regulation No. 172 of 2014 on Third Amended of Precedential 

Regulation No. 54/2010 on Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Perpres 

172/2014)  

aa. Presidential Regulation No.4 of 2015 on Fourth Amended of Precedential 

Regulation No. 54/2010 on Public Procurement of Goods and Service (Perpres 

4/2015) 

bb. Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018 on Procurement of Goods and Service 

(Perpres 16/2018). 

Historically, the presidential decree or regulation on public procurement of 

government goods and services is a further implementation of the Law on the State 
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Budget. Before the issuance of Law No. 17 of 2003 on State Finance and Law No. 1 of 

2004 on State Treasury, presidential decree or presidential regulation refers to Law No. 9 

of 1968 and the 1945 Constitution in particular Article 23 paragraph (1) which regulates 

finance.204 

There are some important points noted regarding the issuance of regulation on 

public procurement in the period of 1973 – 2000 which are: a) the principle of expenditure 

is savings and efficiency, direction and control in accordance with the functions of each 

department, coordination, integration, synchronization and simplification, not luxurious 

style; b) In 1975, there was a necessity to prioritize domestic production in public 

procurement. Implementation of budget expenditures as far as possible is standardized; c) 

In 1980, the participation of economic groups was weak in public procurement (at least 

50% of Indonesian indigenous company capital, more than half of the Board of 

Commissioners and Directors were indigenous, and total capital and net worth of under 25 

million rupiahs for services trading and under 100 million rupiahs for industry and 

construction; d) welfare equality; e) until 1984 the tender developed into four types; public 

tender, limited tender, direct appointment, and direct procurement; f) In 1984, it prohibited 

the formulation of sanctions for compensation for the government in the agreement, but 

apply only for suppliers.205 

There are some important points noted regarding the issuance of regulation on 

public procurement in the period after 2000 which are:  a) The ratification of the WTO by 

Law No. 7 of 1994 which conveys the main issue of transparency and anti-discriminatory 

in public procurement. Presidential Decree No. 18 of 2000 was the first regulation in 

Indonesia specifically issued to regulate public procurement. The procurement principles 

                                                
204 KPK. Kajian Pencegahan Korupsi pada Pengadaan Barang dan Jasa Pemerintah.(Research on Corruption 

Prevention on Public Procurement of Goods and Service). Direktorat Penelitian dan Pengembangan KPK, 

Indonesia, Jakarta, 2015, a. 27-29 
205 Id. 
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under this regulation are: efficient, effective, competitive, transparent, fair / non-

discriminatory, and responsible; b) The Presidential Decree also stipulates procurement 

ethics for users and providers of goods and services (obligations and prohibitions); c) The 

type of procurement method is adjusted to the type of the procurement objective. It 

required legal opinions from contract lawyers if the procurement amount is above 50 

billion rupiahs. The contract is canceled if there is corruption, collusion and nepotism. 

Sanctions for both parties. Technical guidelines are regulated in appendix of Presidential 

Decree No.80 of 2003; d) Required a certificate of expertise for professional competence 

and capability in the field of procurement of goods and services; and e) the establishment 

of complete procurement entities/organizations.206 

As mandated by Presidential Decree No. 80 of 2003, the National Public 

Procurement Office (NPPO) also known as “Lembaga Kebijakan Pengadaan Barang Jasa 

Pemerintah-LKPP” was established by Presidential Regulation No. 106 of 2007. The 

LKPP is a fully independent body reporting directly to the president and chaired by an 

appointee from the bureaucracy.207 The LKPP is tasked with the development of policies 

related to the public procurement of goods and services. LKPP is mandated to: a) develop 

public procurement strategy, policy, and regulation including procurement with business 

entities in public procurement  cooperation with business entity; b) development strategy 

of the procurement officials skills ; c) conduct monitoring and evaluation; (c) development 

and implement electronic procurement; and (e) provide advice, recommendations, and 

complaint resolution; f) implementation of all administration supporting for LKPP units208   

In August 2010, Indonesia adopted significant changes to the public procurement 

system through Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010. This regulation came into effect on 

                                                
206 Id. 
207 Presidential Regulation No. 106 of 2007 on Lembaga Kebijakan Pengadaan Barang Jasa Pemerintah (The 

National Public Procurement Office) 
208 Presidential Regulation No. 106 of 2007. Article 2 and 3  
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January 1, 2011, replacing Presidential Decree No.80 of 2003. It includes key changes: a) 

Broadens the scope of procurement by including procurement funded not only from the 

state budget, but also from foreign donors and international development loans. b) 

Increases the limit for direct award (sole sourcing) from 50 million to 100 million rupiahs; 

c) Drops the requirement for a bid security deposit in certain circumstances; d) Requires 

the disclosure of the estimated price of a tender; e) Makes e-procurement of all goods and 

services mandatory as of 2012; f) Introduces direct procurement for goods and services 

that have a well-known price list, such as rental cars, hotel prices, and office rents.209  

The Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010 also changes the administration of 

procurement. It divides the duties of procurement officials into three separate units: the 

first is person in charged with planning and carrying out procurements (the “Budget 

Authority” or “PA”) 210 ; the second is person who in charged with determining the 

implementation of individual procurements, such as defining tender specifications, 

evaluating bids and awarding contracts, and monitoring the implementation of contracts 

(the “Procurement Services Unit” or “PPK”)211; and the third is the Project Result Receiver 

Committee in charge of evaluating contracted outcomes (“Panitia Penerima Hasil 

Pekerjaan”).212 

The Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010 was the main legal framework for 

public procurement of good and service that: a) conduct by ministries, institutes, regional 

units, and other institutions funded from state budget - national or regional government 

budgets (Indonesian: APBN/APBD); b) conduct by state-owned enterprises for investment 

                                                
209 Transparency International. 2011. APEC Procurement Transparency Standards in Indonesia: A work in 

Progress. at.16-17 
https://www.coalitionforintegrity.org/archive/news/documents/IndonesiaAPECProcurementStandardsReport

english.pdf  
210 Pengguna Anggaran/PA (Budget Authority) is official holder of the authority to use the budget of 

Ministries / Institutions / Regional Government. Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010, Article 1 (5) 
211 Pejabat Pembuat Komitmen/PPK (Procurement Service Unit) is an official who is in charge for the 

procurement implementation. Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010, Article 1 (7) 
212 Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010, Article 1 (10) 
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or source of fund in part or entirely from  state budget; c) source of fund in part or entirely 

from domestic loans or grants received by the government; d) source of fund in part or 

entirely from international loans or grants (unless the rules of the loan or granting 

organization are different, in which case the parties can agree on the procurement 

method).213 

Accomplishment has been made by this regulation, among other is the roll-out of a 

national e-procurement system which is aimed at increasing transparency and efficiency in 

the procurement actions, and the establishment of procurement service units (ULP’s) with 

accredited personnel at all levels of government. In all public tenders, information is 

published on the procuring entity’s website, the formal notice boards and, increasingly, the 

Electronic Procurement Service (”LPSE”) portals. The key steps are: a) Announcement of 

the pre-qualification process, if applicable; b) Announcement of the request for proposal 

(the notice is published at least seven days before proposals are due); c) Tender 

clarification session to answer bidders’ questions; d) Submission of proposals by bidders; 

5) Opening and evaluation of technical proposals; 6) Opening and evaluation of financial 

proposals; 7) Announcement of the winner; 8) Period for objection; 9) Award of contract 

and publication of the awardee’s name and minutes from the evaluation process. 

Simplified procedure apply to procurements with a maximum value of 200 million rupiahs.  

The Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010, however, does not address a number 

of problems in Indonesia’s procurement system.214 Transparency International noted some 

problems are: a) It does not apply to all state-owned companies, particularly national oil 

and mining companies; b) The interaction between the Presidential Regulation and other 

existing laws applicable to procurement, such as the Construction Services Law (Law No. 

                                                
213 Id., Article 2 
214 Snapshot on Public Procurement in 2007 identified  some problems of Indonesia public procurement 

system. See further on OECD. Indonesia’s Public Procurement System as at JUNE, 2007. Piloting OECD/ 

DAC Procurement JV Baseline Indicator (BLI) Benchmarking Methodology Version 4, 2008. 
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18/1999) and the Law on State-Owned Enterprises, is not clear since both these laws also 

have provisions governing procurement; c) While the Presidential Regulation allows 

bidders to file a protest, there is no clear protest handling mechanism and no clear 

sanctions for violation of the procurement procedures; d) The Regulation also does not 

contain provisions specifically authorizing civil society monitoring of procurements. 

While it requires the signing of an “integrity pact” by bidders and relevant government 

officials, the scope of that pact consists only of a “vow to prevent and not to engage in 

collusion, corruption and nepotism in the procurement of goods/services.”215 

Nevertheless, this regulation is remained exercises a preferential system in favour 

of Indonesian owned firms. Foreign firms only allow to bid in procurement of goods and 

services above IDR 20 billion, for consultancy work above IDR. 10 billion, and for 

construction work above IDR 100 million with the condition that they shall have a 

cooperation with Indonesian owned firm in the form of partnership or subcontract or other 

forms. Foreign bids available below IDR 20 billion for goods and IDR 10 million for 

services, only when no domestically owned company can provide the goods or services.216 

Foreign firm may compete against Indonesian companies for contracts above these 

thresholds, but a preferential percentage margin is accorded to Indonesian firms, for goods, 

it is 15 percent above the lowest foreign bid, and for contract services it is 7.5 percent.217  

On March 2018, the new regulation on public procurement of goods and service 

issued by President Regulation No.16 of 2018 which repealed and replaced President 

Regulation No.54 of 2010 with immediate effect. However, to avoid a lacuna in the legal 

framework, President Regulation No.16 of 2018 provides that the implementing 

regulations of President Regulation No.54 of 2010  remain in force to the extent they are 

                                                
215 Transparency International. 2011. Id. 
216 Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010, Article 104  
217 Presidential Regulation No. 70 of 2012 on second amendment of Presidential Regulation No. 54 of 2010, 

Article 98 
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consistent with President Regulation No.16 of 2018 and until the issuance of replacement 

implementing regulations under President Regulation No.16 of 2018.  

   President Regulation No.16 of 2018 was made with simplification which only 

regulate the main regulation of public procurement and eliminate the explanation 

(annexes). Therefore the detail standards and procedures are regulated in LKPP regulations 

and related sectorial ministry regulations. It enables a simple structure of procurement 

system and adopt best practice. This regulation applies to all public procurement of goods 

and services, including construction projects, procured by the public sector using (a) State 

or regional budgets; (b) domestic loans or grants; or (c) foreign loans or grants. Several 

background of the issuance of President Regulation No.16 of 2018 are:  

a. Implementation of public procurement of goods / services has an important role in the 

implementation of national development to improve public services and the 

development of national and regional economies; 

b. There is a need for a regulation that provides value for money and contributes to 

increasing use of domestic products, increasing the role of the micro, small businesses 

and medium-sized enterprises and sustainable development; 

c. The direction of the President to deregulate and accelerate development in order to 

maximize the absorption of assets, one of which is related to the procurement of goods 

/ services; 

d. Presidential Decree No.11 of 2016 on Preparation Program mandates changes to the 

presidential regulation on the guidelines of public procurement goods / services; 
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e. Follow-up on the results of the Indonesia Government Cabinet limited meeting on 

December 29, 2016, which discussed the revision of the regulation on the of public  

procurement goods / services.218 

The President Regulation No.16 of 2018 role out twelve new provision as described 

below: 

a. Procurement Objectives.  

There are eight public procurement objectives which are: (a) produce the right goods / 

services from every money spent, measured in terms of quality, quantity, time, cost, 

location, and provider (Value for money); (b) increase the use of domestic products; 

(c)  enhancing the participation of Micro, Small Business and Medium Business; (d) 

increasing the role of national business entity; (e)  support the implementation of 

research and utilization goods / services research results; (f) increase the participation 

of creative industries; (g) encourage economic equality; and (h) encourage Sustainable 

Procurement.219 

b. Integrated works.  

It covers all types of procurement: design and build work, IT Solution, EPC, building, 

operation and maintenance works, etc. 

c. Procurement Planning. 

Procurement planning that financed by National State Budget (APBN) is carried out in 

conjunction with the process of developing a Ministry / agency work plan after 

indicative ceilings. Procurement planning that financed Regional Budget (APBD) is 

carried out in conjunction with the process of drafting the Regional Work Plan after the 

                                                
218 LKPP. Bahan Sosialisasi Peraturan Presiden No.16 Tahun 2018 tentang Pengadaan Barang/Jasa 

Pemerintah. Direktorat Pengembangan Strategi dan Kebijakan Pengadaan Umum. Deputi Bidang 

Pengembangan Strategi dan Kebijakan LKPP. http://berkas.dpr.go.id/setjen/dokumen/ittama-Knowledge-

Sharing-Bahan-Sosialisasi-Peraturan-Presiden-Nomor-16-Tahun-2018-tentang-Pengadaan-BarangJasa-

Pemerintah-1524134653.pdf , last visited on May 25th, 2019 and Author Interviewed with LKPP Public 

Official on March 22nd, 2019  
219 Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018, Article 4 
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KUA-PPAS agreement. Procurement planning through providers includes: (a) 

preparation of technical specifications (term of reference); (b) preparation of cost 

estimates (budget plan); (c) packaging of goods / services procurement; (d) 

procurement consolidation (d) preparation of supporting costs. 

d. Procurement Agent. 

UKPBJ is a business actor who carries out part or entirely of procurement goods / 

services process entrusted by the Ministry / Institution / Regional Government as the 

employer of Procurement entity. Procurement Agents can be in the form of UKPBJ in 

other Ministries / Institutions / Regional Government; or Business Actors (Business 

Entities and Individuals). 

e. Procurement Consolidation. 

a strategy for procurement of goods / services that combines several similar goods / 

services procurement packages that carried out by PA220 / KPA221 / PPK222 / UKPBJ223. 

f. Self-Management procurement (Swakelola). 

There are four types of self-procurement: (1) planned, implemented and supervised by 

Ministries / Institutions / Regional Governments who responsible for the budget; (2) 

planned and supervised by the Ministry / Institution / Regional government who in 

charge of the budget and implemented by the Ministry / Institution / Regional 

Government who implementing self-procurement; (3) planned and supervised by the 

                                                
220 Pengguna Anggaran/PA (Budget Authority) is official holder of the authority to use the budget of 

Ministries / Institutions / Regional Government. Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018, Article 1 (7) 
221 Kuasa Pengguna Anggaran/KPA (Budget User Proxies) in the implementation of the National Budget 

(APBN) or Regional Budget (APBD) is the official obtain power from the the PA to implement part of it 

authority and responsibility for using the budget in the relevant Ministry / Institution (for APBN) or relevant 

Regional Government (for Regional Budget). Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018, Article 1 (8) and 1 (9) 
222 Pejabat Pembuat Komitmen/PPK (Procurement Commitment Official )is an official who is authorized by 

PA / KPA to make decisions and / or conduct actions that can result in expenditure of state budget / regional 

budget. Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018, Article 1 (10)  
223 Unit Kerja Pengadaan Barang/Jasa/UKPBJ is a working unit in the Ministry / Institution / Regional 

Government which is the centre of excellence in the Procurement of Goods / Services. Presidential 

Regulation No.16 of 2018, Article 1 (11) 
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Ministry / institution / local government in charge of the budget and carried out by civil 

society organization; (4) planned by the Ministry / Institution / Regional Government 

who in charge of the budget and / or based on community group proposals and carried 

out and supervised by community groups. 

g. Repeat Order. 

Appointment of consulting service providers (repeat orders) through the direct 

appointment process for twice maximum.  

h. E-Reserve Auction 

E-Reserve Auction is repeat price bidding method that can be used in fast tenders or as 

a follow-up to tenders which only have two offers. 

i. Exceptions 

The exceptions applied for Procurement of goods / services at the General Service 

Agency (Badan Layanan Umum); procurement that implements based on widely 

published tariffs; procurement that carried out with established business practices,; 

procurement that are regulated in other laws and regulations. 

j. Research  

Selection of the research personnel is based on competition or assignment. The 

research contract output based. The research personnel can be: individuals / groups of 

individuals; Ministries / Institutions / Regional Governments; College; Community / 

Business Entity  

k. E-Market Place 

E-Market Place is electronic market provided to meet the needs of government goods / 

services. Electronic catalogue types is divided into: (a) national catalogue; (b) sectoral 

catalogue; and (c) local catalogue. 
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l. Dispute Resolution 

LKPP provides alternative dispute resolution on the contract implementation dispute. 

However, the President Regulation No.16 of 2018 remaining exercises a preferential 

system in favour of Indonesian owned companies. It increase threshold for foreign bidder 

to allow bid for goods and services above IDR 50 billion, for consultancy work above 

IDR. 25 billion, and for construction work above IDR 100 billion with the condition that 

they shall have a cooperation with Indonesian owned company in the form of partnership 

or subcontract or other forms. 

 

III.6. Indonesia Electronic Procurement System  

As aforementioned, Indonesia regulation on public procurement has enable 

Indonesia government to established INAPROC (Indonesia Procurement), a national e-

procurement system to procure and deliver goods and services electronically.  E-

procurement is an online system that can streamline the procurement process.224 There are 

three types of electronic procurement in Indonesia, they are e-tendering, e-catalog, and e-

purchasing. E-tendering is process to select suppliers, conducted transparently and all of 

the suppliers have a chance to offer their goods and services via online.225 E-catalog is 

electronic information system which contains information about the product in detail.226 E-

purchasing is process to purchase goods and services through e-catalog system.227  

The potential benefits of e-procurement are greater transparency and improve 

accountability228 and reducing corruption risks.229. E-procurement is thought potentially to 

                                                
224 S. Rotchanakitumnuai, The Governance Evidence Of E- Government Procurement, in Transform. Gov. 
People, Process Policy , vol. 7, no. 3, pp. 309–321, 2013 
225Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010, Article 1 (39) 
226 Id. Article 1 (40) 
227 Id. Article 1 (41)  
228 J. C. Bertot, P. T. Jaeger, and J. M. Grimes, Using ICTs to create a culture of transparency: E-government 

and social media as openness and anti-corruption tools for societies, in Gov. Inf. Q. , vol. 27, no. 3, pp. 264–

271, 2010. 
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address three common concerns with manual/traditional procurement practices: (a) lack of 

access to bid information; (b) collusion among bidders; and (c) corruption. 230  E-

procurement can increase the number of bidders by lowering the costs of obtaining 

information about a tender process, thus increasing the number of firms who can bid. 

Likewise, e-procurement can reduce collusion among bidders by providing information 

about tenders to firms outside a local cartel, allowing non-cartel firms to participate and 

breaking up local bidding cartels. E-procurement can also potentially mitigate corruption 

by reducing the degree to which government official selectively withhold information or 

refuse to take bids from non-favored bidders.231 Moreover, by ensuring public access to all 

procurement data, e-procurement enhances transparency and the possibility of public 

oversight system since the e-procurement has reduced delays in the completion of public 

works projects and strengthened competition among bidders with more and more winning 

bidders come from outside the region where the work takes place. 

However, it is also plausible that in low income settings, where information 

technology coverage and other aspects of state capacity remain low, e-procurement can 

only effect limited change and can potentially make things worse. Potential contractors 

(who are currently not in the system) may continue never to learn about available tenders, 

and cartels and corrupt officials may continue to use strong-arm tactics to prevent entry by 

such contractors. If many small firms have limited access to the internet, requiring 

electronic bids could actually harm competition. 232 

LKPP (2018) also noted other challenges of E-procurements system, particularly to 

monitor and evaluate the system which are: (a) Distributed and autonomous e-procurement 

                                                                                                                                              
229 A. Neupane, J. Soar, K. Vaidya, and J. Yong. Willingness to adopt e-procurement to reduce corruption, in 

Transform. Gov. People, Process Policy , vol. 8, no. 2, pp. 283–308, 2014. 
230 Faupel, S.L., Neggers,Y., Olken, B.A & Pande, R.. Can Electronic Procurement improve infrastructure 

provision? Evidence form Public Works in India and Indonesia. Working Paper 20344. Cambridge, USA, 

2014 
231 Id, at. 2 
232 Id, at. 2 
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system; (b) Data collection issues; (c) Lack of awareness to entirely complete procurement 

data; (d) Lack of IT Leadership; (e) The existing technology is not fully supportive to 

comprehensive procurement Monitoring & Evaluation; and (f) The data ownership 

issue.233  

The LKPP developed and provided Smart Report that presents the recapitulation of 

SPSE database processing (Electronic Procurement System), which spread across the 

Electronic Procurement Service (LPSE) that located in many local government offices and 

institutions all over Indonesia and connected through the internet. Data retrieval from the 

LPSE server runs automatically once per day and will be updated once a week, so the data 

will remain updated every week. The data retrieval process from LPSE server to the 

National LPSE report conducted with the approval of the local LPSE manager, then 

following the configuration steps to run automated scripts to send the data. Until now, 

from all of the entire servers, there are LPSE servers that are still in the process of 

withdrawal of approval and configuration data. LPSE name that appears on this application 

is the LPSE system provider, or the LPSE who has SPSE own server. To LPSE service 

providers, or the LPSE who do not have servers, it's procurement data is stored in the 

SPSE database inside the LPSE system providers that hosting the LPSE service provider. 

The type of data displayed is the data that processed through the SPSE electronic 

procurement, including the number and ceiling of the procurement package, efficiency, 

and the number of procurement suppliers. However, it does not include the data of 

manually processed procurements (not electronically).234  

The implementation of e-procurement in Indonesia is increase gradually as such: 

(a) The LPSE System provider increase from 11 provider in 2008 to 620 in June 2019; (b) 

the LSPE Service Provider  increase from 0 provider in 2008 to 15 in June 2019; (c) LPSE 

                                                
233 World Bank, 2018, Id. 
234 LKPP. Smart Report LPSE. http://report-lpse.lkpp.go.id/v2/beranda# , last visited on June 18, 2019 
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increase from 11 in 2008 to 688 in June 2019; (d) Provider Service Coverage growth from 

9 in 2008 to 34 in June 2019. It means it is now available in all 34 province of Indonesia; 

(e) User Agencies increase from 11 in 2008 to 731 in June 2019 (See further Table 10).  

The increasing numbers of the relevant stakeholders involved in the e-procurement 

system provide evidence of better transparency in Indonesia public procurement that 

aligned with corruption reduction efforts. It enables a competitive environment in all 

stages of public procurement, reduces interaction with public official, speeding up 

decision, and reducing human errors. 235  It also allows public access and real-time 

information for public oversight that could reduce the ability of the public official to 

demand bribes.236 

Table 10. E-Procurement Implementation Progress 2008-June 18, 2019237 

 

Furthermore, the volume and amount of state and regional budget absorbed using 

e-tendering is also growing significantly. According to the LKPP smart report from 2008 

to June 18th, 2019 the total volume of e-tender reach 951.933 with the total contract 

awarded is IDR 1.626 Billion. The data also showed that the e-tendering reach a cost 

saving of 11,94% (IDR 220 Billion) within nine years of the implementation. (See further 

                                                
235 Hopper, T.; Tsamenyi, M; Uddin, S.; Wickramasinghe, D. Management accounting in less developed 

countries: what is known and needs knowing in Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal, vol. 22, n. 

3, 469-514. 2019, DOI: 10.1108/09513570910945697 
236 Mistry, Jamshed & Jalal, Abu. An Empirical Analysis of the Relationship between e-government and 

Corruption in The International Journal of Digital Accounting Research, 2012. DOI: 10.4192/1577-8517-

v12_ 
237LKPP.  Id. this report accessed on June 18th, 2019. 
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on Table 11). The financial cost saving aligned with the value of money objective and can 

be seen as evidence of the impact of the e-procurement system in reducing corruption. This 

conclusion does not include procurement on the most advantageous tender basis.238 The e-

procurement platform might be used only to inform the results of any initial evaluation of 

the elements of its tender where the contract is to be awarded on the basis of the most 

advantageous tender.239 

The impact of Indonesia e-procurement system to reduce corruption is also 

reflecting by some studies. A research conducted by Neupane, A., Soar, J., Vaidya, K. 

Yong, J. in 2012 found that Indonesia e-procurement system has fulfilled five of twelve 

anti-corruption factors whereas: (1) Avoid unnecessary purchase/project; (2) Real-time 

access information or real-time bidding; (6) Standardization enactment (more consistency 

in procurement phase); (10) Transparency and accountability; and (12) Obtain the best 

quality/price ratio.240 A quantitative research using questioners from 100 participants from 

the employees of The Electronic Procurement Agency (LPSE) and Procurement Services 

Unit (ULP) at six districts in West Java Indonesia in 2017 also found that e-procurement 

system has a positive relationship and significant to fraud (including corruption) 

prevention.241 

 

                                                
238 The most advantageous tender is procurement which allows the evaluation criteria not solely upon the 

price basis but also other specific evaluation criteria set forth in the notices or tender documentation. See 

Further The WTO GPA, Article XII: 1 (b), XIII: 1, XV: 5 (a).  
239 Id. Article XIV: 1(b) 
240 The public e-procurement anti corruption factors are: (1) Avoid unnecessary purchase/project; (2) Real 

time access information or real time bidding; (3) Automation of procurement process; (4) Increase 

competition among the bidders or suppliers; (5) Reduce human intervention in bidding process; (6) 

Standardization enactment (More consistency in procurement phase); (7) Monitoring and tracking 

application; (8) Efficient and secure document transmission; (9) Managerial control and collaboration; (10) 
Transparency and accountability; (11) Make a procurement process faster and easier; and (12) Obtain the 

best quality / price ratio. See further Neupane, A., Soar, J., Vaidya, K. Yong, J. Role Of Public E-

Procurement Technology To Reduce Corruption In Government Procurement. International Public 

Procurement Conference, Seattle, Washington, August 17-19, 2012.  
241 This study also noted that the internal audit has a positive impact to fraud prevention. Wicaksono, A.P, 

Urumsah, S., Asmui, F. The Implementation of E-procurement System: Indonesia Evidence, in SHS Web of 

Conferences, Les Ulis  Vol. 34, EDP Sciences 34, 10004, 2017, DOI:10.1051/shsconf/20173410004  
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Table 11. E-Tendering Transaction Status  2008-June 18th,2019242 

 Notes: * : cumulative     ** : black listed supplier (INAPROC) 

 

This chapter can be concluded into three findings. First, Indonesia has actively 

involved as a member and participant of several international commitments regarding anti-

bribery and public procurement. However, Indonesia domestic legislation in this two areas 

is still under development to fully comply with the international commitments, i.e.: the 

                                                
242 Id. this report accessed on June 18th, 2019. 
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criminalization of foreign bribery and bribery in private sectors as stipulated by UNCAC; 

and the public procurement standard to open access for foreign supplier equal with local 

supplier (non-preferential). This condition showed that Indonesia prefers self-interest in 

regulating its anti-bribery and public procurement system. Second, although Indonesia 

currently is not an accession party of the WTO GPA and the UNCITRAL MLPP, 

Indonesia public procurement regulation has adopted key principles and systems that 

introduced by those international standards, i.e.: e-procurement system. Third, the e-

procurement system has enabled greater transparency, real-time and cost saving while 

enabling public access to oversight the procurement system that could reduce corruption 

incident. However, the regulation and e-procurement system themselves could not ensure 

that collusion and corruption are fully eliminated and no longer existed. Therefore, the 

effectiveness of procurement and anti-bribery regulation performance is discussed 

furthermore in chapter IV.  
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Chapter IV: The Effectiveness of Public Procurement Regulation to curb 

Bribery in Indonesia 

 

This chapter review the effectiveness of public procurement regulation to curb 

bribery in Indonesia by examine: (1) the analysis of current Indonesia regulation with 

international standard; (2) the occurrence of corruption cases in public procurement 

including foreign bribery in Indonesia; and (3) the corruption perception on public 

procurement in Indonesia.  

 

IV.1. Analysis of Indonesia Regulation on Anti-Bribery in Public Procurement with 

International Standard 

As discuses on the chapter III aforementioned, the current Indonesia public 

procurement and anti-corruption regulation has provide a comprehensive legal basis for 

Government of Indonesia to established, implement and monitor public procurement 

system that value for money, transparent and fair competition.  

The UNCAC as the sole international agreement for anti-corruption specified 

public procurement clause as one of the anti-corruption measure. UNCAC Article 9 

Paragraph 1 stated that: 

 “Each State Party shall, in accordance with the fundamental principles of its legal 

system, take the necessary steps to establish appropriate systems of procurement, based on 

transparency, competition and objective criteria in decision-making, that are effective, 

inter alia, in preventing corruption. Such systems, which may take into account 

appropriate threshold values in their application, shall address, inter alia:  

(a) The public distribution of information relating to procurement procedures and 

contracts, including information on invitations to tender and relevant or pertinent 

information on the award of contracts, allowing potential tenderers sufficient time to 

prepare and submit their tenders;  

(b) The establishment, in advance, of conditions for participation, including 

selection and award criteria and tendering rules, and their publication;  

(c) The use of objective and predetermined criteria for public procurement 

decisions, in order to facilitate the subsequent verification of the correct application of the 

rules or procedures;  
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(d) An effective system of domestic review, including an effective system of appeal, 

to ensure legal recourse and remedies in the event that the rules or procedures established 

pursuant to this paragraph are not followed;  

(e) Where appropriate, measures to regulate matters regarding personnel 

responsible for procurement, such as declaration of interest in particular public 

procurements, screening procedures and training requirements.”  

 

In 2013, UNODC issued a guidebook on anti-corruption in public procurement and 

the management of public finances good practices in ensuring compliance with article 9 of 

the UNCAC implementation under Article 9 (1) thereof. UNODC suggested five 

indicators as addition of assessing transparency, competition and objective criteria of 

decision making as the fundamental principles which are: Public distribution of 

information; Publication of conditions for participation; Use of objective and 

predetermined criteria for decision-making; Effective systems of domestic review; and the 

responsibilities of public officials.  

According to the second UNCAC Implementation Review Result of Indonesia in 

2018, success and good practice of Indonesia public procurement that relevant to Article 9 

(1) UNCAC are: (a) The Integrity Pact in Government Procurement; and (b) Indonesia’s 

electronic procurement system.243  However, some challenges noted for Indonesia are: (a) 

take steps towards enacting a comprehensive law on public procurement with clear 

provisions regulating the complaint handling procedure (including an appeals mechanism 

to an independent body) and sanctions for violations; (b) consider establishing a system for 

procuring entities to report to a relevant authority, such as LKPP, on the results of their 

internal supervision and audits, and consider establishing mandatory or periodic external 

audits of public procurements. (c) continue to ensure the consistent application of open 

                                                
243 CAC/COSP/IRG/2018/CRP.5. Review of Implementation of the United Nations Convention against 

Corruption: Indonesia. Implementation Review Group, Ninth Session, Vienna, 4-6 June 2018. at.5- 8 
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tenders as the norm for regular public procurements; (d) consider strengthening integrity 

measures for procurement personnel.244 

In 2017, The World Bank Report issued the Benchmarking Public Procurement: 

Assessing Public Procurement Regulatory System in 180 Economies Report. This 

assessment covers two thematic pillars which are: (a) The procurement process, from the 

needs assessment to the implementation of the procurement contract; and (b) The public 

procurement complaint review mechanisms.245 The indicators divided in eight key areas of 

the public procurement process which are:  (1) Needs assessment, call for tender, and bid 

preparation; (2). Bid submission phase; (3) Bid opening, evaluation, and awarding phase; 

(4) Content and management of the procurement contract; (5) Performance guarantee; (6) 

Payment of suppliers; (7) Complaints submitted to the first-tier review body during the 

pre-award stage; and (8) Complaints submitted to the second-tier review body before the 

awarding of the contract.246  

According to this report, Indonesia has met some part of the required indicators. In 

the first pillar, Indonesia scores 64 for needs assessment, call for tender, and bid 

preparation; 67 for Bid submission; 50 for bid opening, evaluation and award; 73 for 

content and management of procurement contract; 58 for performance guarantee; and 33 

for payment of suppliers.247 However, the assessment result for the second pillar showed 

that Indonesia only fulfil one indicator of the compliant review mechanism in which the 

                                                
244 Id. 
245 The World Bank. (2017). Benchmarking Public Procurement: Assessing Public Procurement Regulatory 
System in 180 Economies. At. 20-21. Available at 

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/121001523554026106/BPP17-e-version-Final-compressed-v2.pdf , last 

visitid on June 18th, 2019 
246The guidelines for the benchmark indicator sores as attached on the Appendix A. Id. at 44-48.  
247 Data collections are based on primary data collected from surveys administered to expert contributors in 

180 economies. The dataset for the current report was collected from March 1, 2016 to June 1, 2016. 

Amendments in the law after this date are not considered for the purposes of this report. Id. At. 122-123.  
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availability of post award complaints. 248 This assessment was taken based on Presidential 

Regulation No.54 of 2010 and its amendments. Unfortunately, the new Presidential 

Regulation No.16 of 2018 maintains the same provision of complaint mechanism that can 

only available for post award contract. These findings are aligned with the UNCAC 

Implementation Review thereof.  

The other international guideline for assessing the performance of public 

procurement regulation was issued by OECD Methodology For Assessing Procurement 

Systems (MAPS).249 This assessment covers four main pillars which are: (a) Legislative 

and Regulatory Framework; (b) Institutional Framework and Management Capacity; (c) 

Procurement Operations and Market Practices; and (d) Integrity and Transparency of the 

Public Procurement System. In 2008, Indonesia conduct self assessment of public 

procurement system based on OECD MAPS Version 4 and scores: 62,5 % on the first 

pillar; 55.5% on the second pillar;  59.3 % on the third pillar; and 69% on the fourth pillar 

(Figure 9).250 The assessment was based on the Presidential Decree No. 18 of 2000 as 

amendment in 1994. Since 2008 to onward as describes on previous chapter, Indonesia 

public procurement regulation and system has improved significantly towards international 

standard. Although there is no updated of the specific assessment using OECD MAPS 

indicators, LKPP (2018) based on the Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018 noted several 

improvement of public procurement reform towards OECD MAPS (Figure 10).251   

                                                
248 Data collections are based on primary data collected from surveys administered to expert contributors in 

180 economies. The dataset for the current report was collected from March 1, 2016 to June 1, 2016. 

Amendments in the law after this date are not considered for the purposes of this report. Id. At. 122-123.  
249 OECD. The Methodology for Assessing Procurement Systems (MAPS) version 4, 2010, available at 

https://www.oecd.org/gov/ethics/benchmarking-assessment-methodology-public-procurement-systems.htm , 
last visited on June 18th, 2019 
250 OECD. Snapshot on Indonesia’s Public Procurement System as at June, 2007. Piloting OECD/ DAC 

Procurement JV Baseline Indicator (BLI) Benchmarking Methodology Version 4, 2008 
251 LKPP. Bahan Sosialisasi Peraturan Presiden No.16 Tahun 2018 tentang Pengadaan Barang/Jasa 

Pemerintah. Direktorat Pengembangan Strategi dan Kebijakan Pengadaan Umum. Deputi Bidang 

Pengembangan Strategi dan Kebijakan LKPP, 2018, retrieved from  

http://berkas.dpr.go.id/setjen/dokumen/ittama-Knowledge-Sharing-Bahan-Sosialisasi-Peraturan-Presiden-
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Figure 9. Indonesia Procurement System Based on OECD MAPS Version 4 in 2008252 

 

 

Figure 10. Indonesia Public Procurement Reform 2008 – 2018253 

                                                                                                                                              
Nomor-16-Tahun-2018-tentang-Pengadaan-BarangJasa-Pemerintah-1524134653.pdf last visited on May 1th, 

2019 
252 OECD, 2008, Id. 7 
253 World Bank. The Third ASEAN Public Procurement Knowledge Exchange (APPKE) Forum. Bali, 

Indonesia. October 24-25, 2018. available at  https://www.worldbank.org/en/events/2018/09/26/3rd-asean-

public-procurement-knowledge-exchange-forum , last visited on May 1th, 2019 
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In addition, The LKPP Official explained that the new procurement regulation 

(Presidential Regulation No. 16 of 2018) backdrop was to enable a better system and 

procedure of public procurement that more transparent and to reach the main goals of 

public procurement, particularly value for money and optimize Indonesian product and 

Indonesian firms contribution. The draft was based on the need analysis of Government of 

Indonesia on public procurement and compared it (benchmark) with other Asian’s 

countries public procurement system i.e. Korea, Japan, Philippine and Vietnam.  However, 

the new regulation has not adopted all of the WTO GPA and UNCITRAL MLPP clauses, 

especially to open all market access for foreign supplier due to the national economic 

priority.254 On 11-15 March 2019, this issue also has been discussed in the the 7th round of 

negotiations European Union - Indonesia comprehensive economic partnership agreement 

in Brussels regarding which clauses of WTO GPA that will be adapted by both parties.255  

Although the current status of Indonesia on the WTO GPA is only as observer and 

not listed as state who adopted the UNCITRAL MLPP, it can be concluded that from the 

UNCAC implementation Review (2018), the World Bank Benchmarking Regulatory on 

Public Procurement (2017); and the Snapshot of OECD MAPS (2008) and LKPP (2018) 

thereof as evidences that Indonesia public procurement regulation in some part are comply 

with international standard. However, the provision of the new regulation that limit foreign 

                                                
254 LKPP Official, Interviewed by Author on March 22nd, 2019  
255 The EU is negotiating a Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) with Indonesia with 
the objective to facilitate and create new market access, increase trade between the EU and Indonesia as well 

as to expand direct investment. The EU officially launched negotiations with Indonesia on 18 July 2016. 

The 7th round of negotiations with Indonesia, that took place in Brussels from 11 to 15 March 2019, brought 

about good progress across the board, particularly on the chapters on sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures, 

rules of origin and investment. The chapters on trade remedies and customs are now close to completion at 

technical level. The 7th round of negotiation with Indonesia Report and Press Release are available at 

https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/philippines/53277/eu-indonesia-cepa-negotiations_hu 
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access to Indonesia public procurement showed that national priority is the first choice of 

Government of Indonesia policy comparing to it international commitment.256  

 

IV.2. Indonesia Corruption Cases in Public Procurement  

In 2015, the KPK reported their systemic research result on the Indonesia public 

procurement based on the enrolment of Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010 and its 

amendment. The report found several problems in Indonesia public procurement system 

that prone to corruption as described below: 

a. Regulation: The current public procurement regulation is overlapping, multi-

interpretation, weak legal basis (only under Presidential Regulation, not Law), and 

not applicative.  

b. Planning and Budgeting: Weak integrity of relevant procurement stakeholder; and 

Planning process is not transparent.  

c. Operational/Implementation: Weak integrity of government procurement entities; 

intervention from external parties; government procurement entities is now 

independent; weakness of human resource system; limitation of access for market 

price; collusion among vendors; screening system failed to access the vendor 

integrity; and intervention on the selection of vendor. 

d. Supervision: supervision system is reactive (not proactive) only based on the 

reporting system.257  

The KPK’s report also concluded that each of the public procurement phase are 

vulnerable for corruption risks, and the procurement planning phase (pre award) is the 

                                                
256 This choice is aligned with international law compliance theory as described on the Chapter II. 
257 KPK Official. Interviewed by Author on February 8th, 2019. See further detail the research report on 

KPK. (2015). Kajian Pencegahan Korupsi pada Pengadaan Barang dan Jasa Pemerintah.(Research on 

Corruption Prevention on Public Procurement of Goods and Service). Direktorat Penelitian dan 

Pengembangan KPK, Indonesia, Jakarta. Available at https://acch.kpk.go.id/id/berkas/litbang/kajian-

pencegahan-korupsi-pada-pengadaan-barang-dan-jasa-pemerintah last visited on May 5th, 2019; KPK 

Official, interviewed by Author on February 8th, 2019 
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utmost vulnerable. This conclusion was based on the analysis of 142 corruption cases in 

public procurement that prosecuted by KPK since 2006 to 2014. There were at least three 

modus operandi of corruption in public procurement which are: budget procurement 

planning phase; procurement phase (selection of suppliers); and procurement audit/ 

supervision phase. The data shown that corruption occurred also in monitoring and 

supervision phase. 258  This corruption in public procurement also involved in the form of 

bribery for Indonesian public official who has authority that relevant to the procurement 

process and decision. 

Figure 11. Conclusion of Modus Operandi of 142 Corruption in Public Procurement 

Cases from 2006 to 2014 259 

Based on the corruption cases data that prosecuted by KPK since 2006 to 

December 2018 the total corruption in public procurement is 188 cases.260 If associated 

this corruption data with the date of Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010 and 

                                                
258 The 142 corruption cases analysis available at the Annex of the research report. Id. at 1-15 
259 Id, at.17 
260 KPK. (2018). Rekapitulasi Tindak Pidana Korupsi berdasarkan Jenis Tindak Pidana Korupsi. Available at 

https://acch.kpk.go.id/id/statistik/tindak-pidana-korupsi, last visited on March 7th, 2019 
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Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018 on public procurement enactment, these regulation 

does not have a significant impact in reducing corruption/bribery. 

Furthermore, the Police Official respondent explained that the procurement system 

and regulation based on the Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010 has impact many 

changes and improvement comparing to the previous regulation (Presidential Regulation 

No. 80 of 2003) e.g. E-Procurement and E-Catalogue. This system was designed to enable 

transparency and minimized the fraud/corruption/bribery occurrence because the 

system/method and the technology are more complex. He explained that based on the 

corruption cases data that investigated by the National Police in national and regional 

level, corruption in public procurement is the most frequent corruption cases comparing to 

other type of corruption. However, the number of corruption in public procurement is 

gradually decreasing. The decrease number of corruption cases in public procurement 

could be happen because of two reason: (1) the current procurement regulation and system 

is effectively curb corruption/bribery; or (2) the lack of competency of Investigator to 

prove the occurrence of corruption/bribery because the procurement system and 

transactions are more complex. 261 

Respondent from the Internal Auditor Office also explained that corruption in 

public procurement is the most frequent modus operandi of corruption in Indonesia 

whether the source of fund was from national state budget or regional budget. In 

Indonesia, most of the corruption cases occurred because of collusion. Therefore, 

regulation on public procurement shall be implement in transparently. He said that 

currently, the regulation on the public procurement has set a certain rule and tight 

procedure for all parties involved. In addition, Indonesia has implemented innovation of 

procurement system i.e. e-procurement and e-catalogue that enable the procurement 

                                                
261 Indonesian Police Officer. Interviewed by Author, January 18th, 2019 
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process more transparent and accessible for all parties. However, the implementation of 

the regulation needs to be monitor periodically to ensure the procurement process is in 

accordance with the prevailing regulation.262 

Respondent from the LKPP Official also noted that the current public procurement 

and anti-corruption regulation normatively is sufficient to curb corruption in Indonesia. 

However, some challenge in public procurement that prone to bribery/corruption are: a) 

Some regulations are overlap and loopholes in implementation; b) integrity of the 

Procurement Entities personnel behaviour. Some province has set up a better incentive 

(income) for their procurement entities such as Province of DKI Jakarta and Banten, but 

other province/district has not yet implement this policy; c) The Government procurement 

entities behaviour. Up to February 2019, only 43% of government expenditure available 

on SIRUP (Information System of Public Procurement). Some Province and District 

Government has not submitted their procurement to this system and no sanction yet apply 

to them; 4) The Supplier behaviour. There are some of supplier mind set that e 

bribery/kick back/gift as nature of business to win the public procurement contract.263  

Furthermore, the bribery for Indonesian public official not only came from 

Indonesian individual/firms but also from foreign supplier. There are at least three of 

major foreign bribery cases that can be shown as evidences where the foreign supplier is 

also prone to bribes Indonesia Official in public procurement as describes in the following.  

Case Study I. Alstom SA and Marubeni Corporation in Power Plant Construction 

Project Contract PT. PLN Tarahan Lampung (2004) 264 

 

                                                
262 Indonesian Supervisory and Financial Development Board (BKPP) Official. Interviewed by Author, 

January 14th, 2019 
263 LKPP Official. Interviewed by Author, March 22th, 2019 
264 US Department of Justice, Alstom Sentenced to Pay $772 Million Criminal Fine to Resolve Foreign 

Bribery Charges. Press Release, 13 November 2015. Retrieved from  https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/alstom-

sentenced-pay-772-million-criminal-fine-resolve-foreign-bribery-charges , last visited on November 25th, 

2018. 
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Alstom S.A., a French power and transportation company, was sentenced today to 

pay a $772,290,000 fine to resolve criminal charges related to a widespread corruption 

scheme involving at least $75 million in secret bribes paid to government officials in 

countries around the world, including Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the Bahamas and 

Taiwan.265 

Assistant Attorney General Leslie R. Caldwell of the Justice Department’s 

Criminal Division, First Assistant U.S. Attorney Michael J. Gustafson the District of 

Connecticut and Assistant Director in Charge Paul M. Abbate of the FBI’s Washington 

Field Office made the announcement. 

Alstom was sentenced by U.S. District Judge Janet Bond Arterton of the District of 

Connecticut.  Alstom pleaded guilty on Dec. 22, 2014, to a two-count criminal information 

charging the company with violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) by 

falsifying its books and records and failing to implement adequate internal controls. 

In addition, Alstom Network Schweiz AG, formerly Alstom Prom AG (Alstom 

Prom), Alstom’s Swiss subsidiary, which pleaded guilty on Dec. 22, 2014, to a criminal 

information charging the company with conspiracy to violate the anti-bribery provisions of 

the FCPA, was also sentenced today pursuant to its plea agreement.  Alstom Power Inc. 

and Alstom Grid Inc., formerly Alstom T&D Inc., two U.S. subsidiaries, both entered into 

deferred prosecution agreements on Dec. 22, 2014, admitting that they conspired to violate 

the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA. 

According to the companies’ admissions, Alstom, Alstom Prom, Alstom Power and 

Alstom T&D, through various executives and employees, paid bribes to government 

officials and falsified books and records in connection with power, grid and transportation 

projects for state-owned entities around the world, including in Indonesia, Egypt, Saudi 

Arabia, the Bahamas and Taiwan.  In Indonesia, for example, Alstom, Alstom Prom and 

Alstom Power paid bribes to government officials—including a high-ranking member of 

the Indonesian Parliament and high-ranking members of Perusahaan Listrik Negara, the 

state-owned electricity company in Indonesia—in exchange for assistance in securing 

several contracts to provide power-related services valued at approximately $375 

million.  In total, Alstom paid more than $75 million to secure more than $4 billion in 

projects around the world, with a profit to the company of approximately $300 million.   

Alstom and its subsidiaries also attempted to conceal the bribery scheme by 

retaining consultants who purportedly provided consulting services on behalf of the 

companies, but who actually served as conduits for corrupt payments to the government 

                                                
265 In Taiwan, between 2001 and 2008 Alstom and its subsidiaries began bidding on transport-related 

projects with various entities responsible for the construction and operation of the metro-rail system in 

Taipei, Taiwan including Taipei's Department of Rapid Transit System, known as “DORTS”, including one 

of the command control room (CCR) worth USD 15 Million. Alstom Transport S.A. retained a Taiwan based 

company (Consultant J) to be purported consultant and sub contractor on the project, but the real purpose 

was allegedly to funnel bribes. The consultant has no relevant experience of the power industry, rather listed 

as wholesaler of cigarettes, wines and pianos.  In total Alstom paid approximately $380,000 in connection 

with this project. US DOJ sanctioned Alstom for knowingly failed to implement a system of internal controls 

to prevent Consultant J could not be used to make improper payment to Taiwanese official.  

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/criminal-fraud/legacy/2015/01/09/DE-1-Information-for-SA.pdf , 

last visited on June 30th, 2019.  
It is not clear who was the Taiwanese Officials that has been involved in this case. Democratic Progressive 

Party (DPP) Legislator Lin Chun-hsien placed criticism to the government agencies that continue allow 

Alstom in large-scales domestic contracts (e.g. Kaohsiung’s Light Rail lines, New Taipei City’s Ankeng 

Light Rail project, Taipower’s maintenance project for its Dalin factory in Chiayi County and a 2017 

renovation of former Taipower factories) although Alstom admitted paid bribes in 2014.  

http://www.asianews.eu/content/lawmaker-demands-investigations-french-firm-bribing-taiwanese-

government-officials-30236  
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officials.  Internal Alstom documents refer to some of the consultants in code, including 

“Mr. Geneva,” “Mr. Paris,” “London,” “Quiet Man” and “Old Friend.” 

The sentence, which is the largest criminal fine ever imposed in an FCPA case, 

reflects a number of factors, including: Alstom’s failure to voluntarily disclose the 

misconduct, even though it was aware of related misconduct at a U.S. subsidiary that 

previously resolved corruption charges with the department in connection with a power 

project in Italy; Alstom’s refusal to fully cooperate with the department’s invest igation for 

several years; the breadth of the companies’ misconduct, which spanned many years, 

occurred in countries around the globe and in several business lines, and involved 

sophisticated schemes to bribe high-level government officials; Alstom’s lack of an 

effective compliance and ethics program at the time of the conduct; and Alstom’s prior 

criminal misconduct, including conduct that led to resolutions with various other 

governments and the World Bank. 

After the department publicly charged several Alstom executives, however, Alstom 

began providing thorough cooperation, including assisting the department’s prosecution of 

other companies and individuals. 

To date, the department has announced charges against five corporate executives 

for alleged corrupt conduct involving Alstom.  Frederic Pierucci, Alstom’s former vice 

president of global boiler sales, pleaded guilty on July 29, 2013, to conspiring to violate 

the FCPA and a charge of violating the FCPA for his role in the Indonesia bribery 

scheme.  David Rothschild, Alstom Power’s former vice president of regional sales, 

pleaded guilty on Nov. 2, 2012, to conspiracy to violate the FCPA.  William Pomponi, 

Alstom Power’s former vice president of regional sales, pleaded guilty on July 17, 2014, to 

conspiracy to violate the FCPA.  Lawrence Hoskins, Alstom’s former senior vice president 

for the Asia region, was charged in an indictment in connection with the Indonesia bribery 

scheme, and is pending trial in the District of Connecticut in April 2016.  The charges 

against Hoskins are merely allegations, and he is presumed innocent unless and until 

proven guilty.  The high-ranking member of Indonesian Parliament was also convicted in 

Indonesia of accepting bribes from Alstom, and is currently serving a three-year prison 

term.  In addition, Marubeni Corporation, which partnered with Alstom on the Indonesia 

project, pleaded guilty on March 19, 2014 to a criminal information charging conspiracy to 

violate the FCPA and seven counts of violating the FCPA, and was sentenced on May 15, 

2014, to pay an $88 million criminal fine.   

 

Case Study 2: Roll Royce in Total Care Agreement for the Trent 700 Airbus Powered 

Engine A330-300 Aircraft PT. Garuda Indonesia Airlines (2008) 266 

The engineering giant Rolls-Royce has apologised after it was found to have paid 

bribes including a luxury car and millions of pounds’ worth of cash to middlemen to 

secure orders in six countries, including Indonesia, Russia and China.  

Britain’s leading multinational manufacturer made the admissions on Tuesday at 

the high court in London, a day after it was revealed that it would pay £671m in penalties 

                                                
266 Watt, H., Pegg, D., Evans, R., Rolls-Royce apologies in court after settling bribery case, in Guardian, 

January 17th, 2017, Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/jan/17/rolls-royce-

apologises-bribery-671m-uk-us-brazil, last visited on November 25th, 2018.  See further detail of the case on 

UK Serious Fraud Office. Deferred Procurement Agreement with Roll Royce LC, available at 

https://www.sfo.gov.uk/cases/rolls-royce-plc/ , last visited on November 25th, 2018 
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to settle long-running corruption allegations. In a statement read out in court, the firm said 

it “apologised unreservedly for the conduct which has been uncovered”. 

The settlement was reached with investigators from three countries – the UK, US 

and Brazil – who five years ago started to scrutinise allegations that the firm had hired 

middlemen to pay bribes to win contracts. 

Richard Whittam, a QC for the Serious Fraud Office, detailed the findings of what 

he said was the “largest individual investigation conducted by the SFO to date”. 

The agreement between the firm and the SFO – called a deferred prosecution 

agreement – revealed systemic and long-running use of middlemen over three decades. 

The court heard that: 

• In Indonesia, Rolls-Royce gave $2.25m (£1.8m) and a Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit 

car to an individual in exchange for a “favour to Rolls-Royce on a contract” for Trent aero 

engines to be provided to Garuda Indonesia. Separately Rolls-Royce paid a representative 

from a rival bidder to deliberately submit an uncompetitive bid on a contract Rolls-Royce 

successfully secured. 

• In Thailand, the firm paid more than $36m between 1991 and 2005 to agents to 

help it secure three separate contracts to supply Trent aero engines to Thai Airways. 

• In India, where the use of agents to secure defence contracts is prohibited, Rolls-

Royce disguised its use of middlemen as “general consulting services”. The company also 

admitted paying to retrieve a leaked list of intermediaries after they were obtained by the 

Indian tax authorities.  

• In Nigeria, Rolls-Royce failed to prevent bribery in relation to two contracts for 

which it was bidding. A middleman hired by the company paid bribes to public officials, 

although Rolls-Royce later pulled out of both deals, in part due to concerns raised over the 

fact that it had obtained confidential information from a competitor. 

• In China, Rolls-Royce failed to prevent bribery in relation to the extension of a 

£5m cash credit to China Eastern Airlines in exchange of the purchase of engines for 

aircraft in 2013. Some of the funds paid were intended to be used for employees of CEA to 

attend a two-week MBA course at Columbia University, including what Whittam 

described as “four-star accommodation and lavish extracurricular activities”. 

• In Russia, Rolls-Royce won a contract to supply equipment to the state-owned 

energy company Gazprom by making payments to a senior Gazprom official. 

 

 

Case Study 3 : US SEC Charges Innospec for Illegal Bribes to Iraqi and Indonesian 

Officials267  

Innospec, a specialty chemical company incorporated in Delaware with principal offices 

in the U.S. and United Kingdom, agreed to a $40.2 million global settlement with the 

SEC, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s 

Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), and the United Kingdom’s Serious Fraud 

Office (SFO). 

According to the SEC’s complaint, filed in U.S. District Court for the District of 

                                                
267 US Securities and Exchange. SEC Charges Innospec for Illegal Bribes to Iraqi and Indonesian Officials. 

Press Release, March 18th , 2010. Retrieved form  https://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-40.htm  , 

August 9th, 2015 
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Columbia, Innospec routinely paid millions of dollars in bribes to sustain its sales of 

tetraethyl lead (TEL) to state-owned refineries and oil companies in Iraq and Indonesia. 

Innospec also paid kickbacks to Iraqi officials in order to obtain contracts under the 

United Nations Oil for Food Program.  

“This investigation exposed more than $9.2 million in illegal bribes paid or promised to 

officials in Iraq and Indonesia,” said Robert Khuzami, Director of the SEC’s Division of 

Enforcement. “This enforcement action makes clear that law enforcement authorities 

within the U.S. and across the globe are working together to aggressively monitor 

violators of anti-corruption laws.” 

Cheryl J. Scarboro, Chief of the SEC’s Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Unit, added, 

“Innospec’s long-standing practice of bribing government officials was particularly 

egregious given the role of management, which authorized and condoned the 

misconduct.” 

The SEC’s complaint alleges that Innospec’s internal controls failed to detect the illicit 

conduct, which took place from 2000 to 2007. Innospec made illicit payments of more 

than $6.3 million and promised an additional $2.8 million in illicit payments to Iraqi 

ministries and government officials as well as Indonesian government officials. The 

contracts that Innospec obtained in exchange for the bribes were worth approximately 

$176 million.  

The SEC alleges that Innospec obtained five Oil-for-Food Program contracts for the sale 

of TEL to the Iraqi Ministry of Oil and its component oil refineries. Innospec paid 

kickbacks on three of the contracts equaling 10 percent of the contract value, and the 

company promised kickbacks on the other two contracts. Innospec increased its agent’s 

commission as a means to funnel the payments to Iraq, and artificially inflated its prices 

in the contracts. The Oil-for-Food Program ended shortly before Innospec was to pay 

the promised kickbacks on the two remaining contracts, Innospec kept the promised 

payments as part of its profit. Innospec then continued to pay bribes to Iraqi officials to 

win more business. One Innospec agent wrote in an internal e-mail: “We are sharing 

most of our profits with Iraqi officials. Otherwise, our business will stop and we will 

lose the market. We have to change our strategy and do more compensation to get the 

rewards.”  

According to the SEC’s complaint, Innospec paid lavish travel and entertainment 

expenses for Iraqi Ministry of Oil officials, including the seven-day honeymoon of one 

official. Innospec supplied mobile phone cards and cameras, and paid thousands of 

dollars in cash to officials for “pocket money.” Innospec also paid bribes to ensure the 

failure of a 2006 field test of MMT, a fuel product manufactured by one of Innospec’s 

competitors.  

The SEC alleges that Innospec had several schemes to pay bribes to Indonesian 

government officials to win contracts. More than $2.8 million in bribes was funneled 

through an Indonesian agent. One scheme involved bribes paid annually to a senior 

official at BP Migas and another scheme involved “special commissions” paid to a 

Swiss account. Innospec’s bribes to Indonesian officials supported the company’s 

efforts to maintain TEL sales in Indonesia at a time when the country was planning to go 

unleaded. According to the SEC’s complaint, one official indicated that he would assist 

Innospec in obtaining TEL sales but that he wanted more than just “cents” in return.  

According to the SEC’s complaint, Innospec violated Section 30A of the Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934 by engaging in bribery of government officials in Iraq during the 

post-Oil for Food period and government officials in Indonesia. Innospec violated 

Section 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act by failing to maintain internal controls to 

detect and prevent bribery of officials in Iraq and Indonesia as well as the illicit Oil for 
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Food Program kickbacks. Innospec violated Section 13(b)(2)(A) of the Exchange Act by 

improperly recording all of the illicit payments in its books.  

Without admitting or denying the SEC’s allegations, Innospec has consented to the entry 

of a court order permanently enjoining the company from future violations of Sections 

30A, 13(b)(2)(A), and 13(b)(2)(B) of the Exchange Act. The company agreed to comply 

with certain undertakings regarding its FCPA compliance program, including an 

independent monitor for a period of three years. Innospec agreed to pay $11.2 million in 

disgorgement to the SEC, a criminal fine of $14.1 million to the DOJ, and a criminal 

fine of $12.7 million to the U.K.’s SFO. Innospec will pay $2.2 million to OFAC 

 

From those three case studies, it can be concluded that: a) bribery in public 

procurement can be occurred in multi jurisdiction;  b) bribe giver could be from foreign 

entities nor domestic/local entities; c) modus operandi in which although the bribery 

financed by the foreign firm, the negotiation and the delivery of the bribes to Indonesian 

public official were thorough Indonesian individual/firms. However, it is unclear whether 

the occurrence of foreign bribery has a direct correlation with market access restriction.  

The current Indonesia public procurement regulation is remained set limitation of 

market access for foreign supplier. The previous regulation on public procurement 

(Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010) and the new regulation Presidential Regulation 

No.16 of 2018 set a limitation for foreign entities to bid in Indonesia public procurement, 

i.e. the foreign entities shall have a corporation with Indonesia/local company and 

regulation related the mandatory used of domestic good preference. The rationale of this 

policy is to optimized Indonesian firms involvement  in Indonesia public procurement that 

contributes to national economic growth. Four of five Indonesian public official 

respondent (LKPP, BPKP, POLRI, BKPM) whom interviewed by the Author also said the 

same statement when the question was to asked their opinion regarding this issue. They 

said that the current Government of Indonesia public procurement policy is on the right 

track that to prioritized the national economic by optimized the Indonesian firms 

involvement as government supplier. (See Appendix 2). 
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On the other hand, all of the four officers from foreign firms respondent said that 

the market access limitation for foreign supplier and preference treatment for local 

(Indonesian) firms and products policy has made barriers for foreign supplier to be a direct 

supplier for Government of Indonesia. Therefore, their business strategy was to have 

cooperation with Indonesian firms that served as their agent/distributors or they served as 

subcontract for Indonesian firms who won the government auction/tenders.268  

It can be concluded that corruption risks in public procurement can not be solved 

only by regulating public procurement.  This statement also derived from four Indonesian 

public officials’ respondent that interviewed by the Author (See Appendix 2). However, 

when the same question was asked to those respondents from firms, their answers were 

diverse. Two of the respondents from foreign firms explained that they don't know about 

the current procurement laws because their business strategy currently focuses for private 

project or other country (not in Indonesia). The other three respondent explained that the 

current public procurement regulation is more transparent comparing to previous years. 

However, one respondent noted that sometimes the system not display all of public 

procurement information. The other respondent noted that there is a lack of monitoring and 

supervision of government to the procurement implementation. The Indonesian company 

officer respondent informed that they often experiences with public official who asked for 

illegal payment269 

Therefore, although Indonesia public procurement regulation has shown several 

significant improvements that enable transparency (e.g. e-procurement system), it can be 

concluded that to curb corruption in public procurement could not accounted on the public 

procurement regulation provision only, but it need to be strengthen with other anti-

corruption measures.  

                                                
268 Interviewed by Author, 2019. 
269 Interviewed by Author, 2019 
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IV.3. Corruption Perception in Public Procurement  

As described on the background chapter (See Table 1, 2 and 3 on Chapter I above),  

Indonesia corruption perception index is still perceived Indonesia as one of the corrupted 

country. The World Bank Enterprises survey based on more than 135 firms  capture 

prevalence of business making unofficial payment or gift to ‘gets things done270 including 

in Indonesia. Based on this survey there are two indicators related to public procurement 

(government contract which are: (a) Percent of firms expected to give gifts to secure 

government contract and; (b) Value of gift expected to secure a government contract (% of 

contract value). For the first indicator, the percentage of firms expected to give gifts to secure 

government contract are decrease from 53% in 2009 to 33% in 2015. However the 

percentage of value of gift expected to secure a government contract increase from 1.8% of 

contract value in 2009 to 2.9% of contract value in 2015. If correlating this data with the date of 

Presidential Regulation No.54 of 2010 and Presidential Regulation No.16 of 2018 on public 

procurement enactment, these regulation does not have a significant impact in reducing corruption 

or at least to reduce business enterprises of bribery in public procurement. 

Table 12. The World Bank Enterprises Survey in Indonesia 2009 and 2015271 

Indicator 2009 2015 

Bribery incidence (percent of firms experiencing at least one bribe 

payment request) 

26.9 30.6 

Bribery depth (% of public transactions where a gift or informal 
payment was requested) 

23 27.1 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts in meetings with tax 

officials 

14 21.6 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to secure government 

contract 

53 33 

Value of gift expected to secure a government contract (% of 

contract value) 

1.8 2.9 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to get an operating license 25.9 19.3 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to get an import license  19.5 45.7 

                                                
270 The World Bank Enterprises  survey available at 

https://www.enterprisesurveys.org/data/exploretopics/corruption#south-asia , last visited on February 25th, 

2019 
271 Id. 
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Indicator 2009 2015 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to get a construction permit 37.1 45.5 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to get an electricity 
connection 

23.2 3.6 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to get a water connection 22.3 1.3 

Percent of firms expected to give gifts to public officials "to get 

things done"  

14.9 21 

Percent of firms identifying corruption as a major constraint 14.1 13.6 

Percent of firms identifying the courts system as a major 
constraint                          

5.1 3.5 

 

 

In addition to those corruption perception survey, the Author conduct the corruption 

perception questioner to total of 125 Indonesian individual who work as business owner or 

officer and member of Indonesian business association on March and April 2019 in three 

Indonesia major cities (Medan, Surabaya and Ternate). This questioner resulted that: 30 % 

of respondent experience bribery, kick back, and commission when conducting business in 

Indonesia; 22% of respondent experiences bribery, kick back, commission and illegal 

payment in public procurement; and 35% respondent experience failed to business 

opportunity because their competitor conduct in bribery (Table 13).  

The Author also asked all officer from firms respondent regarding they experiences 

of corruption in public procurement and they said that they had never have direct 

interaction with Indonesian public official who asked or received kick 

back/gratification/bribery. Three of respondent from foreign firms heard that their local 

(Indonesian) firm counterpart faced this same issue. One of the this two respondent who 

work in construction industry said that the amount of the kick back could reach up to 15-

20 % of the contract value.272 The other respondent said that there were some marketing 

fee to win the tender or during contract implementation/payment that could reach seven 

percent of the contract value at minimum, but it will depend on their demand and 

negotiation. The percentage of illegal payment could be more higher in the remote area 

                                                
272 Interviewed by Author, January 24th, 2019 
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because maybe the lack of supervision. 273  The other respondent who work in health 

industry did not said the amount of the kick back but the source of funds were from the 

margin discount that received by their local distributor/agent (the principal gave 

agent/distributor discount up to 25% from the price list). 274 In addition, the respondent 

from Indonesian firm who served as agent/distributor of foreign company explained that 

Indonesian public official who work in the field asked small payment for the handover 

paper signatories, but it mostly occurred in every transaction; the higher public official 

might asked a bigger amount that could reach up to 10-15% of the contract amount. They 

can provide this because they received 25-30% discount from their principal (foreign 

supplier), so they still gain a profit margin.275  

Therefore, the corruption perception questioners and interviews result conveys that 

corruption/bribery in public procurement is still occur in Indonesia. Hence, the current 

public procurement regulation is not effectively to curb corruption in Indonesia.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
273 Interviewed by Author, February 25th, 2019 
274 Interviewed by Author, February 15th, 2019 
275 Interviewed by Author, June 2nd , 2019 
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Table 13. Corruption Perception Questioners conducted by Author   

1. In conducting business, which of this corruption type most often occurred based on 

your experience? 

Answers Medan Surabaya Ternate Total  

A. Bribery, kick back, 

commission 
8 14 15 30% 

B. Extortion 2 2 6 8% 

C. State loss 0 4 8 10% 

D. > 1 answer 3 24 11 30% 

E. No response 2 0 26 22% 

 
15 44 66 125 (100%) 

 

2. In one recent year, which sector that you experience the occurrence of bribery, kick 

back, commission and illegal payment? 

Answers Medan Surabaya Ternate Total  

A. Public Procurement 7 9 11 22% 

B. License 4 8 9 17% 

A. Tax/ Export Import 1 0 1 2% 

B. Education/Health/Basic 

Service 
0 1 4 4% 

C. Law enforcement 1 3 7 9% 

D. > 1 answer 2 6 9 14% 

E. No response 0 17 25 34% 

 
15 44 66 125 (100%) 

 

3. Have you ever failed of business opportunity because your competitor conduct in 

bribery?  

Answers Medan Surabaya Ternate Total 

A. Yes  9 13 22 35% 

B. No 5 10 13 22% 

C. No response 1 21 31 42% 

 
15 44 66 100% 
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Chapter V. Benchmark of Anti Bribery in Public Procurement: Lesson 

Learn from ASEAN Countries 

 

This chapter benchmark the anti-bribery in public procurement regulation with 

other ASEAN Member States (AMS).  

 

V.1. Overview of ASEAN  

  The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, or ASEAN, was established on 8 

August 1967 in Bangkok, Thailand, with the signing of the ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok 

Declaration) by the Founding Fathers of ASEAN, namely Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Brunei Darussalam then joined on 7 January 1984, 

Viet Nam on 28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997, and Cambodia on 30 

April 1999, making up what is today the ten Member States of ASEAN.276 

  This regional commitment aims and purposes are: a) To accelerate the economic 

growth, social progress and cultural development in the region through joint endeavours in 

the spirit of equality and partnership in order to strengthen the foundation for a prosperous 

and peaceful community of Southeast Asian Nations; b) To promote regional peace and 

stability through abiding respect for justice and the rule of law in the relationship among 

countries of the region and adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter; c) To 

promote active collaboration and mutual assistance on matters of common interest in the 

economic, social, cultural, technical, scientific and administrative fields; d) To provide 

assistance to each other in the form of training and research facilities in the educational, 

professional, technical and administrative spheres; e) To collaborate more effectively for 

the greater utilisation of their agriculture and industries, the expansion of their trade, 

                                                
276 ASEAN’s official website. Retrieved from https://asean.org/asean/about-asean/overview/, last visited on 

June 3rd, 2019 
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including the study of the problems of international commodity trade, the improvement of 

their transportation and communications facilities and the raising of the living standards of 

their peoples; f) To promote Southeast Asian studies; and g) To maintain close and 

beneficial cooperation with existing international and regional organisations with similar 

aims and purposes, and explore all avenues for even closer cooperation among 

themselves.277  

  ASEAN has been a major destination of global foreign direct investment (FDI) 

with 18 per cent (US $123 billion) in 2016 rose to 20 per cent (US$137 billion) in 2017 

(Figure 12). 278 The establishment of ASEAN economic integration through ASEAN free 

trade area since 1992279 and later formalized as the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 

in 2015 280  has foster FDI inflows intra ASEAN countries and notably with its 

neighbouring countries, such as: Japan, China, Hongkong (China) and Korea (Figure 12). 

281 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
277 Id. 
278 The ASEAN Secretariat and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. ASEAN 

Investment Report 2018: Foreign Direct Investment and the Digital Economy in ASEAN. Jakarta, November 

2018.  
279 The AFTA agreement was signed in 28 January 1992 by six members (Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand) and later join by Vietnam (1995), Laos and Myanmar (1997) 

and Cambodia (1999). The primary goals are to increase ASEAN’S competitive edge as production base in 

the world marker through elimination within ASEAN of tariffs and non tariff barriers (through the Common 

Effective Preferential Tariff Scheme/CEPT) and attract more FDI to ASEAN. See further on Ahmad, M.P. 
(2003). Realizing the AFTA Strategies and Plans among the ASEAN Countries: Impact on Procurement in 

the Region. ASEAN. Retrieved from http://asean.org/?static_post=realizing-the-afta-strategies-and-plans-

among-the-asean-countries-impact-on-procurement-in-the-region-by-pengiran-mashor-pengiran-ahmad  
280 ASEAN. ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015. Retrieved from http://www.asean.org/wp-

content/uploads/images/archive/5187-10.pdf 
281 ASEAN. Foreign Direct Investment Statistic per 5 October 2016. Retrieved from 

http://asean.org/storage/2015/09/Table-27_oct2016.pdf , last visited on 5 January 2017  
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Figure 12. FDI Inflows in ASEAN, 1995-2017 (billion of dollars)282 

 

 

Figure 13. Top Ten Sources of FDI inflows in ASEAN283 

 

   

  As a third largest population with 629 million people and as sixth largest economy 

with GDP of US$ 2.4 trillion284 , South East Asia is a region with great economic and 

politically diversity. However, as highlighted by Transparency international ‘it [ASEAN] 

                                                
282 Id. The ASEAN Secretariat, at. XVII 
283 Retrieved from  https://asean.org/storage/2018/11/ASEAN-Investment-Report-2018-for-Website.pdf , last 

visited on January 5th, 2019 
284 ASEAN. ASEAN Economic Community at a glance, 2015. Retrieved from 

http://asean.org/storage/2012/05/Binder-AEC-at-a-Glance.pdf , last visited on December 8th, 2018 
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has some of the richest and fastest-growing economies, as well as some of the planet’s 

poorest people’. 285  It is essential that AMS’s governments support new global 

development commitments, the sustainable development goals (SDGs) - in particular Goal 

12 ‘ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns’ and Goal 16 ‘promote 

peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for 

all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels’. In such 

measures are to promote sustainable public procurement, as well as to to reduce all forms 

of corruption and bribery and to develop effective, accountable and transparent institution 

at all level.286  

 By today, all of AMS has signed and ratified the UNCAC287 that covers four main 

issues of: (i) the prevention of corruption; (ii) the criminalization of corruption, including 

criminalization bribery of public official and foreign public official; (iii) the international 

cooperation; and (iv) asset recovery.288 This convention is convey the importance of State 

parties to establish appropriate system of public procurement based on transparency, 

competition and objective criteria in decision-making that are effective inter alia in 

preventing corruption.289 The UNCAC played significant roles in the development of the 

UNCITRAL Model Law on Public Procurement (UNCITRAL Model of Law) and has 

been used as a template by numerous governments around the world for drafting national 

public procurement legislation.290  As aforementioned in the previous chapter, the UNODC 

(2013) issued a guidebook on anti-corruption in public procurement to ensure compliance 

                                                
285 TI. ASEAN Integrity Community: A Vision for Transparent and Accountable Integration. 2015, at 6 
286 UN. Sustainable Development Goals, 2015  Retrieved from 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld , last visited on December 8th, 2018 
287 Signatories and ratification status of UNCAC as of 12 December 2016. See further on 

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/signatories.html , last visited on December 8th, 2018 
288 UNCAC, Id.  
289 See further on UNCAC, Article 9 Public Procurement and Management of Public Finance. Id. 
290 UN. Guidebook on anti-corruption in public procurement and the management of public finances: Good 

practices in ensuring compliance with article 9 of the United Nations Convention against Corruption. Vienna, 

September, 2013. at. 2-3 
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of Article 9 UNCAC.291 The guidelines acknowledge the WTO Government Procurement 

Agreement and UNCITRAL Model Law on Public Procurement as references for member 

States to established public procurement that could curb corruption based on the UNCAC 

principles. However, in until 2018 in ASEAN, only Singapore whom as accession party to 

the WTO GPA292  and only Myanmar who has adapted UNCITRAL Model of Public 

Procurement Law for its domestic law on public procurement 293  

Each of ASEAN Member States have different legal systems as described below:294 

Table 14. ASEAN Member States Legal System295 

Country Legal System 

1. Brunei Darussalam Mixed: Common law/Muslim law/Customary law   

2. Cambodia Civil law  

3. Indonesia Mixed: Civil law/Muslim law/Customary law 

4. Laos Civil law 

5. Malaysia Mixed: Common law/Muslim law/Customary law 

6. Myanmar Mixed: Common law/ Customary law 

7. Philippines Mixed: Common law/Civil law 

8. Singapore Common Law 

9. Thailand Civil law  

10. Vietnam Civil law 

 

Sirait, N. (2016) noted some challenge to establish regional standard for ASEAN 

Member e.g. standard for competition law. Several reasons of this condition are: a) 

ASEAN members are very diverse in their political background, economic systems, 

economic developments, legal environments, priorities etc.; b) National and regional 

interests are very different: for example Indonesia is facing issues of autonomy versus 

                                                
291 Id. 
292 Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam are the Observer. See further on WTO. Parties, Observers and 

Accessions of the Agreement of on Government Procurement. Last visited on June 18, 2017 from 
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/gproc_e/memobs_e.htm  
293 UN. Status UNCITRAL Model Law on Public Procurement, 2011. 

http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/procurement_infrastructure/2011Model_status.html, last 

visited on June 18, 2017 
294 Sirait, Ningrum N. (2016). Potensi Konvergensi Hukum Persaingan Usaha (Potential Convergence of 

Competition Law). Limited Discussion KPPU, Jakarta, 28 Maret 2016.  
295 Id. 
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facing regional competition; c) Not all of ASEAN members agreed to put competition as 

the priority, some are still dealing with domestic issues such as politics, economic 

development, natural disasters, employment etc.; d) These issues are also relevant to the 

member’s economy system and economic stability especially in perceiving Competition 

Law; e) the question of what will be the incentives to have the economic integration 

among the members and would competition be the good bridge to share the objectives?.296   

Those condition were conveyed with the response from the ASEAN Secretariat Officer 

in Jakarta who explained that currently there is no agreement to prohibited entry barrier 

among ASEAN Member States by regulating public procurement that limited foreign 

supplier access. 297This issue has not included in The ASEAN Competition Action Plan 

(ACAP) 2016-2025 that details the strategic goals, outcomes and initiatives on 

Competition Policy and Law in ASEAN.298 Therefore until now, it is not mandatory for 

ASEAN Member States to open their public procurement access to other ASEAN Member 

States.  

 

V.2. ASEAN Member States Public Procurement and Anti-Corruption System  

All of the ASEAN Member States (AMS) are the member states of UNCAC (Table 

15).  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
296 Id. 
297 Email Corresponded by Author to the ASEAN Secretariat Officer on February 12th, 2019 
298 ASEAN. Available at https://asean-competition.org/read-publication-asean-competition-action-plan-acap-

2016-2025  
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Table 15. UNCAC Signature and Ratification Status per April 2015299 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benchmark of anti-corruption among AMS can be derived into four indicators: (1) 

Anti-corruption Laws; (2) Criminalization of Bribery of Public Official; (3) 

Criminalization of Foreign Bribery Public Official; and (4) The establishment of 

independent Anti-corruption Agency (Table 16). All of the AMS has criminalized bribery 

for its public officials as corruption offense, but only Malaysia’s anti-corruption laws 

prohibited foreign bribery. It means that there is not mandatory for AMS-except for 

Malaysia to enforce and sanction whenever its national individual or company bribes other 

AMS public officials. An anti corruption agency were established in each AMS to role out 

the anti-corruption functions, although the authorities of each agencies are different. 

Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi (KPK) is noted as one of the most powerful anti-

corruption agency in ASEAN and received international recognition as the recipient of 

Magsaysay Award in 2013.300 

                                                
299 Id.  
300 KPK awarded as a fiercely independent Indonesian government body that serves as a symbol of hope and 

reform with the conviction to eradicate corruption – an extraordinary problem that needs to be tackled by 

extraordinary means. Retrieved form https://www.rmaward.asia/awardees/komisi-pemberantasan-korupsi-

corruption-eradication-commission/ . last visited on June 28th, 2018. 

Country Signature Ratification, acceptance (A), 
approval (AA), accession (a), 

Succession (d)

Brunei Darussalam 11 Dec 2013 2 Dec 2008

Cambodia - 5 Sep 2007 a

Indonesia 18 Dec 2013 19 Sep 2006

Lao PDR 10 Dec 2003 25 Sep 2009

Malaysia 9 Dec 2003 24 Sep 2008

Myanmar 2 Dec 2005 20 Dec 2012

Philippine 9 Des 2003 8 Nov 2006

Singapore 11 Nov 2005 6 Nov 2009

Thailand 9 Des 2003 1 Mar 2011

Vietnam 10 Dec 2003 19 Aug 2009
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Table 16. ASEAN Member States  Comparison of Anti-Corruption per June 2019301  

Country Anti 

Corruption 

Laws 

Criminalization 

of  Public 

Official Bribery 

Criminalization 

of Foreign 

Public Official 

Bribery 

Anti 

Corruption  

Agency  

1. Brunei 

Darussalam 

Yes Yes No ACB (Anti-

Corruption 

Bureau)302  

2. Cambodia Yes Yes No ACU (Anti 

Corruption 

Unit)303 

3. Indonesia  Yes Yes No KPK (Komisi 

Pemberantasan 

Korupsi)304 

4. Laos PDR Yes Yes No GIAA 

(Government 

Inspection 

Authority and 

Anti-

Corruption)305 

5. Malaysia Yes Yes Yes MACC 

(Malaysian 

Anti 

Corruption 

Commission)
306 

6. Myanmar Yes Yes No ACCM (Anti 

Corruption 

Commission 

Myanmar)307 

7. Philippine Yes Yes No Office of the 

Ombudsman308 

8. Singapore Yes Yes No CPIB (Corrupt 

Practices 

                                                
301 Susanti, Dwi. The Key Challenges towards the Foreign Bribery Act Standard in ASEAN Community. 

Paper presented in Asian Criminological Society 7th Annual Conference in Hongkong, June 2015. 
302 See further detail on http://www.bmr.gov.bn/Theme/Home.aspx Last visited on June 30th, 2019. 
303 See further detail on http://www.acu.gov.kh/en_index.php Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
304 See further detail on https://www.kpk.go.id/id/splash Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
305 See further detail on  https://uncaccoalition.org/files/official-documents/country-review-report-lao.pdf 

Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
306 See further detail on https://www.sprm.gov.my/index.php/en/korporat/divisions/malaysia-anti-corruption-

academy-maca Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
307 See further detail on http://www.accm.gov.mm/acc/ Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
308 See further detail on  http://www.ombudsman.gov.ph/ Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
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Country Anti 

Corruption 

Laws 

Criminalization 

of  Public 

Official Bribery 

Criminalization 

of Foreign 

Public Official 

Bribery 

Anti 

Corruption  

Agency  

Investigation 

Bureau)309 

9. Thailand Yes Yes No NACC 

(National Anti 

Corruption 

Commission)
310  

10. Vietnam Yes Yes No The 

Government 

Inspectorate311 

 

Despite the development of anti-corruption international commitment and the 

establishment of anti-corruption regulation and anti-corruption agencies in each of AMS, 

corruption is remaining the obstacle of economic development. As discussed in chapter I 

aforementioned, according to the TI Corruption Perception Index of AMS in 2014-2018 

(Table 1), the World Bank Percentile Rank of Control of Corruption of AMS in 2013-2017 

(Table 2) and the WEF Irregular Payments and Bribes and Favouritism in decision of 

Government Official of AMS 2015-2018 (Table 3), corruption in public procurement is the 

most prevalence form of corruption in almost of ten AMS, except for Singapore. It also 

can be highlighted that Singapore, Brunei Darussalam and Malaysia are three States that 

perceived with less corruption comparing to other AMS. It is also interesting to note that 

all of these three States are commonwealth members312 and former of the British colonies. 

In the case of Myanmar (Burma) even though former British colonies, the current status is 

not a commonwealth  member and the corruption perception is among the worst in this 

region. 

                                                
309 See further detail on https://www.cpib.gov.sg/ Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
310 See further detail on https://www.nacc.go.th/main.php?filename=index Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
311 See further detail on http://www.thanhtra.gov.vn/Pages/Home.aspx Last visited on June 30th, 2019 
312 Singapore, Brunei Darussalam and Malaysia are members of the fifty three commonwealth countries. 

Retrieved from http://thecommonwealth.org/member-countries. Last visited on July 2nd, 2019. 
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 There is no specific study found a direct relationship of commonwealth legal 

system with the successful performance in corruption reduction. The cause of corruption 

can be gauged from many factors. In the ASEAN context, the colonization factor is among 

the factors of the corruption caused. All of AMS were under Western Colonial rules (Table 

17). The main political and economic legacy of colonialism was the monopoly of political 

and economic activities. The monopoly of power and wealth has limited the chance for the 

indigenous to gain experience in governance and business. This becomes contributed 

factor to corruption. The roots of corruption in colonial era continue in the post-colonial 

with the prevalent in the forms of political corruption, bureaucratic corruption, and 

foreigner corruption.313  

  Jon S.T. Quah following Leslie Palmer theory (1985) identified several important 

factors as the cause of corruption in Asia region including in South East Asia whereas:  (a) 

low salaries; (b) opportunities for corruption and red tape; (c) low risk of detection and 

punishment; (d) cultural factors; and (e) lack of political will. Culture contributes 

corruption in a country when cultural practices like gift-giving is common in many Asian 

Countries.314 For instance, in Thailand, civil servants are only promoted if they provide 

gifts and service to their superiors and considered as gifts of goodwill. Thais also do not 

view bribes as a form of corruption as long no one is hurt.315  

 

 

 

                                                
313 Ahmad, Fethi.  The dilemma of corruption in Southeast Asia. University of Malaya Press Kuala Lumpur  

2005, at. 134-145 
314 Quah, Jon. S.T. Curbing Corruption in ASIAN Countries: An Impossible Dream?. In Research in Public 

Policy Analysis and Management, Vol. 20, Emerald, 2011, at. 20-22.  
315 Id. at. 289-292 
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Table 17. Colonial Rule over South East Asia316 

 

Furthermore, Jon S.T. Quah examined Singapore’s anti-corruption strategies that 

could be a lesson learn for other AMS whereas: (1) strengthen the anti-corruption 

legislation and administrative to reduce the opportunities of corruption; (d) established 

CPIB as an independent anti-corruption agency that equipped with enforcement power, 

competent personnel and proper budget; and (3) increase the political leaders and civil 

servant salaries.317 In addition, he also reported that TAN Ah Leak, a former CPIB Deputy 

Director attributed the success in curbing corruption in five factors: (1) Singapore cultural 

climate which oppose corruption; (2) a well paid civil service which discourage civil 

servant from being corrupt; (3) effective administrative measures such as disciplinary 

proceeding by the Public Service Commission, careful scrutiny of government expenditure 

by the Auditor-General’s Department and the Public Account Committee of Parliament, 

and the Ministry of Finance’s control of public spending; (4) a highly literate and 

sophisticated society, which readily reports corrupt behaviour with no fear of reprisal; and 

                                                
316 Croissant, A., Lorenz, P. Comparative Politics of Southeast Asia: An Introduction to Government and 

Political Regimes, Springer, 2018, at. 1 - 4. 
317 Quah, Jon. S.T. Combating Corruption Singapore-Style: Lesson For Other ASIAN Countries. In 

Maryland Series in Contemporary Studies, Number 2-2007 (189), at. 16-35 
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(5) the CPIB’s ability to investigate prominent persons, when in turns has enhances its 

credibility among Singaporeans.318  

The benchmark of public procurement regulation in selected AMS can be gauged 

form the recent study of OECD in 2018 on Mapping the OECD Government Procurement 

Taxonomy with International Best Practices: An Implementation to ASEAN Countries. 319  

This study has examined the gap analysis of regulation on public procurement in four 

ASEAN Countries including Indonesia against international good practices (other 

Countries are: Philippines, Malaysia and Vietnam). The mapping used the WTO GPA and 

UNCITRAL Model Law Provision as the international good practice benchmark.  

The mapping exercise has shown that all non-administrative type of provisions of 

the GPA can be mapped with OECD Taxonomy entries and that all trade related articles of 

the Model Law are mapped with the Taxonomy. The study concluded that none of each of 

four pilot ASEAN Countries has applied all provision that described on WTO GPA and 

UNCITRAL Model of Law Provision. The result of mapping on ASEAN market access 

restriction including for foreign supplier on public procurement are as described below 

(Table 18). However, the study was not concluded whether the existence of market barrier 

to national public procurement has a direct impact of the corruption perception.  

Table 18. ASEAN Market Access Restriction320 

To National Supplier 

Philippines Bidding is restricted to Filipino citizens/sole proprietorships, partnerships, or 

organizations with at least sixty percent (60%) interest or outstanding capital 

stock belonging to citizens of the Philippines, and to citizens or 

organizations of a country the laws or regulations of which grant similar 

rights or privileges to Filipino citizens 

Indonesia Prior to the granting of the license to use a foreign vessel, the tender shall 

prioritize (i) Indonesian-flagged vessels and (ii) foreign-flagged vessels if the 

purchase by an Indonesian individual or entity is financed by a leasing 

                                                
318 Id. 
319 Gourdon, J. Mapping the OECD Government Procurement Taxonomy with International Best Practices: 

An Implementation to ASEAN Countries, in OECD Trade Policy Papers, No. 216, OECD Publishing, Paris, 

2018. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/1bd4d59a-en  
320 Id. at 21-25. The analysis of Indonesia Regulation is based on the Presidential Regulation No 54 of 2010.  
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company pursuant to a capital lease. 

Vietnam Under Prime Minister's Directive No. 494/2010/CT-TTg of 20 April 2010, 

Viet Nam should only use international bidding if domestic goods, materials, 

and equipment do not meet the specifications of the tender package, or 

cannot be provided locally. In May 2010, the Ministry of Industry and Trade 

issued a list of machinery, equipment, and materials that can be produced 

domestically.222 The procurement of such imported goods is thus 

discouraged in projects involving the use of state funds, and Ministries and 

People's Committees are to instruct tendering bodies under their authority to 

apply this list in the evaluation of bids. 

Malaysia As stated in WTR from WTO (2018), foreign suppliers are not allowed to 

participate in domestic tenders; international tenders are called if there are no 

domestically produced supplies or services available. 

To Joint Ventures with national supplier 

Philippines Often the Department of Public Work and Highway includes a clause 

restricting bidding to Filipino citizens/sole proprietorships, partnerships, or 

organizations with at least seventy five percent (75%) interest or outstanding 

capital stock belonging to citizens of the Philippines. 

Foreigners are allowed to bid in infrastructure procurement if JV of two or 

more with Filipino interest or ownership in JV be at least 75% or if less than 

75% if technical requirements are not possessed by Filipino with 75% of 

interest but need to be at least 25% of Filipino interest or ownership 

Indonesia As stipulated in PR54 (Article 104), foreign companies may only bid in 

cooperation with a national company (unless no national company has the 

ability to provide the goods and services requested) 

Vietnam Requirement of partnership with domestic contractor if foreign tenderer 

when participating in international bid in Viet Nam unless domestic 

contractors have not full capacity to participate. 

The Law on Tendering (Article 14) stipulates that preferential treatment shall 

be accorded to partnership contractors that include partners defined in Article 

14, clause 1 that undertake work worth more than 50% of the contract 

Malaysia For specific works, if domestic contractors do not have the expertise and 

capability, tenders may be called on a joint- venture basis between domestic 

and foreign contractors to encourage the transfer of technology. 

Commercial presence required 

Vietnam The Law on Tendering (Article 14) stipulates that preferential treatment shall 

be accorded to contractors established in Viet Nam under the Enterprise Law 

and the Investment Law 

Malaysia A foreign company is mandated to have a local subsidiary to be eligible to 

bid. 

Access based on reciprocity 

Philippines Foreign bidders are allowed to participate in procurement when a) When 

provided for under any Treaty or International or Executive Agreement or 

when the foreign supplier is a citizen, corporation or association of a country, 

the laws or regulations of which grant reciprocal rights or privileges to 

citizens, corporations or associations of the Philippine 

Exclusion for national security and safety issues 

Malaysia There may also be a restriction to bid for tenders pertaining to national 
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defence, hazardous waste disposal, and security services etc. however this 

depends on sector specific regulations and policies which may have local 

equity requirements. 

Thresholds 

Philippines Foreigner to have access only for procurements above a certain threshold (1 

million pesos) or for certain contract 

Indonesia Foreign bidders are eligible to submit bids only above a certain threshold or 

for certain contracts. Procurement of goods and services above Rupiah 20 

billion, consultation services above Rupiah 10 billion and construction 

services above Rupiah 100 billion 

Malaysia A locally incorporated foreign company may not submit bids for tenders 

relating to construction work below the value of RM 30 million nor bid for 

tenders open only to Bumiputera companies. 

 

The result of mapping on ASEAN offset measures on public procurement are as 

described below (Table 19) 

Table 19. ASEAN Offset Measures321 

Local content requirements on input 

Philippines Cooperatives have preferential right to supply government institutions and 

agencies with rice, corn and other grains, fish and other marine products, 

meats, eggs, milk, vegetables, tobacco and other agricultural commodities 

produced by their own members 

Indonesia In October 2012, the government of Indonesia announced a change in the 

local input requirements for the participation in certain public purchases 

According to the latest TPR, PR54 (Article 97) mandates the use of domestic 

products in government procurement if there are providers offering goods or 

services with a local content exceeding 40%. 

Vietnam If bidder uses 25% (or more) of domestic production, it will be granted 

preferential treatment. 

In international tendering, the Law on Tendering (Article 14) stipulates that 

preferential treatment shall be accorded to contractors participating in bids 

when the domestic production costs represent 30% or more of the 

procurement. 

Decree No. 85/2009/ND-CP (Article 4) establishes that when bids of foreign 

contractors are ranked equal, a higher rank will be given to the bid proposing 

higher domestic content. 

Malaysia Government agencies are encouraged to use locally produced supplies or 

service available 

Local content requirement on services 

Indonesia Procuring entity to direct projects to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), 

and small cooperatives if the value of the project is up to Rupiah 2 500 000 

000. This requirement is waived if the project requires technical competence 

that SMEs or small cooperatives do not have. The Procurement of 

                                                
321 Id. 
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Construction Work, and Consultancy Services Regulation similarly requires 

construction work with a value up to Rupiah 2 500 000 000 to be allocated to 

small enterprises, unless technical competence that a small enterprise may 

not have is required 

According to the latest TPR, PR54 (Article 97) mandates the use of domestic 

products in government procurement if there are providers offering goods or 

services with a local content exceeding 40%. 

Vietnam Decree No. 85/2009/ND-CP (Article 4) establishes that when bids of foreign 

contractors are ranked equal, a higher rank will be given to the bid proposing 

higher domestic content. 

Malaysia Government agencies are encouraged to use locally produced supplies or 

service available 

Local content requirement on staff 

Indonesia The use of expatriate personnel is allowed for certain positions and areas of 

expertise that cannot be fulfilled by Indonesian personnel. These positions 

are controlled by the regulator, and Indonesia plans for these positions are 

reviewed annually. Specific regulations detail the procedure to be followed, 

including the obtaining of approval from the regulator 

Domestic companies operating in the downstream sector are required to give 

priority to local employment, which shall be done in coordination with the 

regional government and shall favour employment in the area of operation 

Companies must give preference to qualified Indonesian personnel and train 

such personnel for staff positions including in administration and executive 

management 

Vietnam Decree No. 85/2009/ND-CP (Article 4) outlines the specific preferences, 

which are aimed to encourage the use of 

local labour and to enhance the capability of domestic contractors to compete 

for international tenders 

Other Offset 

Malaysia The offset policy, known as the Industrial Collaboration Programme (ICP), 

was reviewed in December 2014. An ICP may take place in the form of 

helping the recipients: develop their capacity; manufacture products related 

to the procured equipment; jointly develop and enjoy new technology and 

know-how; use local products; access the global market via the offset 

provider's network; and attract FDI 

 

Singapore public procurement policy and as the only one of State in ASEAN with 

current status as acceding party of the WTO GPA could be also a lesson learn for other 

AMS to curb corruption. In 1997, Singapore became a signatory to the WTO GPA – one 

of the initial groups of countries to accede. The main provisions of the Agreement which 

affected Singapore were incorporated into Singapore law through the Government 

Procurement Act of 1997. The key objective of the GPA is to liberalize the public 
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procurement market and enable foreign suppliers to compete for government contracts on 

equal terms with local suppliers. Under its terms, no discrimination may be practiced even 

indirectly against foreign companies, including locally based companies with foreign 

affiliation or ownership and those supplying goods and services originally produced in 

another country. By the same token, there is no requirement on foreign suppliers to include 

any domestic component in the products or services to be procured.322 

The procurement policy of the Singapore government is shaped by three key 

principles. The first is fairness so as to create a level playing field for all would-be 

suppliers. The second principle is value for money to ensure that the goods and services 

purchased represent the most effective and efficient use of public revenue. The third 

principle is probity, so as to keep the procurement process as free as possible from all 

forms of bribery and corruption323 

Government Procurement Regulation 2014 as the implementation regulation of 

Government Procurement Act prohibited any contracting authority to impose offsets. In 

this regulation, Offsets means any condition or undertaking  that encourage local 

development or improves the  Government’s balance-of-payments accounts, by means of : 

(a) domestic content; (b) licensing of technology; (c) investment; (d) counter-trade; (e) 

other similar action or requirement.324 

Furthermore, David Jones assessed the limited impact of the public procurement 

reforms in most of AMS-except Singapore in curtailing corruption, and conclude two 

reasons for this. The first reason was that the reforms were not sufficiently comprehensive 

and precise in tackling the entire spectrum of corruption in procurement and in creating the 

necessary legal powers for watchdog and enforcement bodies when dealing with such 

                                                
322 Jones, David S. The Feature and recent reforms of government procurement in Singapore, in Louse 

Knight, et. all. Public Procurement: International Cases and Commentary, Routledge, London, 2007. at. 117-

135 
323 Id. 
324 Singapore Government Procurement Regulation 2014, Chapter 120, Article 9 
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practices. Second, there were serious weaknesses in the implementation of these reforms, 

especially in translating legal provisions into everyday practice. Of particular importance 

are the limited capacity and status of watchdog and enforcement bodies, and the extent to 

which they are also compromised through corruption.325  

He then suggested lesson learnt for public procurement in AMS: (1) minimize the 

loopholes and ambiguities in the procurement laws under which competitive bidding may 

be avoided and limited sourcing and direct contracting adopted in certain states of the 

region; (2) avoid ambiguities in defining corrupt offences (for example ambiguity in 

defining a bribe by not delineating all the types of benefits associated with it); (3) 

undermining integrity in procurement by government agencies in certain states of the 

region is the lack of transparency; (4) transparency is necessary but insufficient for curbing 

corruption in procurement; (5) the failure to properly address conflicts of interest in the 

procurement process has created temptations and opportunities for leaders and officials to 

favour their own business connections or those of their relatives in contract awards. It is 

therefore necessary to compel leaders and officials to declare and relinquish their business 

connections, or alternatively to be excluded from the procurement process, where those 

connections could influence a contract award; (6) the effectiveness of accountability 

institutions engaged in watchdog, enforcement and judicial functions relating to 

procurement corruption has been undermined in several states by capacity constraints, 

frequent bribing of key personnel in these institutions, including judges and lack of 

genuine independence due to interference by political leaders and other power brokers; (7) 

overcoming corruption in procurement and other sectors of public administration depends 

equally upon inculcating a culture of integrity in the public service and in business life; (8) 

The pattern across the region has been an on-going failure to translate the reforms on paper 

                                                
325 Jones, David S. Curbing Corruption in Government Procurement in Southeast Asia: Challenges and 

Constraints, in Asian Journal of Political Science Vol. 17, No. 2, August 2009, pp. 145-172. 
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into day-to-day practice, with the formal rules and procedures to enhance such safeguards 

side-stepped or ignored; (9) the necessity that a political leadership be fully determined to 

root out corruption, not least in procurement. Here Singapore stands out as an example. 

Over the years, the public commitment of the Peoples Action Party government of 

Singapore to combat corruption has been matched by effective action in bringing to book 

any politician, official or business leader involved in corruption through the enforcement 

work of its anti-corruption agency, the CPIB.326 

 

  

                                                
326 Id. 
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Chapter VI. Conclusion 

This chapter concluded the discussion chapters above and the finding of the main 

research question. It can be concluded that Indonesia current anti-bribery and public 

procurement regulation are not fully effective to curb corruption and bribery in Indonesia 

although the improvement of public procurement system in such e-procurement. This 

conclusion derived from three main reasons as following: 

First, Indonesia has shown a better improvement of public procurement regulation 

and system. One of the significant reform is the establishment of e-procurement since 2008 

that contributed cost saving of state budget of 11,94% (IDR 220 Billion) within almost 

nine years of the implementation. The Indonesian anti-corruption laws criminalized almost 

all forms of corruption as mandated by UNCAC although foreign bribery and bribery in 

private sector has not regulated under this provision. The LKPP is established in 2008 and 

performs as the key institution for public procurement policy, advocacy and reform 

including e-procurement system. The Corruption court is established specializes for 

corruption cases proceeding that been investigated or prosecuted by the KPK, the Police 

(POLRI) and the Attorney General (Kejaksaan RI). 

Second, the current anti-bribery and public procurement regulation are not fully 

complying with the international standard, although Indonesia is state party member of 

several international commitments. The current regulation remains exercise preferential 

treatment to Indonesian firms and products, despite this could be vulnerable to foreign 

bribery risks. However, the backdrop is because Government of Indonesia currently 

prioritise its national interest, in particular to booster Indonesian firms to be involved as 

government supplier.  

Third, Indonesia corruption perception is remains low and the corruption cases in 

public procurement still occurred. Among the crucial reason of this condition is the lack of 
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integrity of Indonesian public official and the suppliers – both domestic and foreign 

supplier.  

It is recommended for the Government of Indonesia to take further key steps to 

curb corruption in public procurement as follows: 

a. To improve anti-corruption and public procurement regulations and guidelines that 

more clearly and transparent for all relevant stakeholder including for foreign 

stakeholder, i.e. to stipulated public procurement guidelines into the Government 

Procurement Act (Undang-Undang) that have a higher degree comparing to current 

Presidential Regulation and could impose the criminal sanctions;  to eliminate 

provision of the law  and regulation that allows the market barriers, preferential 

threshold and offsets; to harmonize the government procurement regulation provision 

that overlap with other regulation, per se in Construction Law; to impose sanction for 

procurement entities who failed to utilize the e-procurement as procurement platform; 

etc.: 

b. To strengthen integrity measures for procurement institutions and personnel including 

for supplier, i.e: to increase the salary or incentives of public official especially for 

those who in charge in public procurement; to select the procurement entity not only 

under competency based but also through due diligence to ensure the probity of the 

personnel; to have a clear incentives mechanism for a good supplier and sanction 

mechanism for bad supplier, etc.; 

c. To provide effective monitoring and supervision system that accessible for public 

participation including complaints system, i.e. to strengthen the role of internal auditor 

as gatekeeper to ensure the procurement process is in accordance with the regulation; 

to conduct audit with corruption risk assessment based periodically; to role out probity 

audit especially for procurement with high risk of corruption; to enable clear 
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mechanism for complaint and report, real-time information of the follow up process, 

and ensure protection of whistle blower from retaliation, etc.; 

d. To build anti-corruption cultures for all stakeholder, i.e. socialization, training and 

education of anti-corruption programme should be planned and organized periodically 

not only to the procurement entities and suppliers as the target participant but also to 

the society to enable them for public oversight role; 

e. To have a strong political will from political leader to support the public procurement 

reform and anti-corruption efforts; and   

f. Other anti-corruption measures that needed to ensure the procurement system 

implementation in accordance with regulations and international commitments. 
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Appendix 1. Interview Protocol  

 

A. Interview Protocol for All Respondents 

Issues Conceptual Framework 

(1) Indonesia Public 

Procurement and Anti-

Bribery Law 

Limitation access for Foreign Entities in public procurement 

and mandatory in cooperation with national company could 

prone to foreign bribery. 

(2) Indonesia commitment 

in international 

agreement 

Indonesia committed in international agreement but not full 

complied in order to protect its national priorities. 

(3) Effectiveness of Public 

Procurement to curb 

corruption/foreign 

bribery in Indonesia 

Public Procurement Laws could effectively curb foreign 

bribery in Indonesia. 

 

B. List of Indonesian Public Official Respondents and Questions 

No Institution Questions  

1.  

 

National Public 

Procurement Agency 

-Lembaga Kebijakan 

Pengadaan Barang 

dan Jasa/LKPP 

 

 

1. Does the new public procurement regulation (President 

Regulation-PR No.16/2018) adopting international 

guidelines (e.g. WTO Government Procurement 

Agreement (GPA) and UNCITRAL Model Law for Public 

Procurement 2011? ? Why and Why Not? (Notes: 

Indonesia is observer of WTO GPA) 

2. Why the new regulation ruled limitation for foreign 

ship/corporation as direct supplier for government 

procurement ? (Notes: foreign supplier is mandated in 

corporation with local supplier for public tender, vide 

Article 63 PR No.16/2018 and LKPP Regulation No. 

10/2018). Is there  any exception for foreign supplier from 

ASEAN Member States? 

3. How is LKPP roles in preventing corruption/bribery in 

public procurement? Does it works? Why and why not? 

4. How is the current public procurement and anti-bribery 

regulation could effectively curb corruption in Indonesia 

in particular to prevent foreign bribery offense? Why and 

Why not? 

2. Investment 

Coordinating Board 

(Badan Koordinasi 

Penanaman 

Modal/BKPM) 

 

1. Why Indonesia public procurement market has limitation 

for foreign supplier?  

2. What is the frequently questions of foreign corporation in 

relevance of corruption/bribery risk in Indonesia? 

3. What is the sanction mechanism for foreign corporation 
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No Institution Questions  

. that involves in corruption/bribery cases? 

4. Do you think the current public procurement and anti-

bribery regulation is effective to attract foreign investment 

in Indonesia? Why and Why not? 

3. Supervisory 

and Financial Develo

pment Board (Badan 

Pengawasan 

Keuangan dan 

Pembangunan/BPKP

) 

 

 

1. Based on BPKP’s experiences in auditing corruption 

offense in public procurement, What is the main reason 

for the foreign supplier involved in such corruption cases?  

2. Do you think the regulation that mandated foreign supplier 

in cooperation with local supplier in public procurement is 

one of the reason?  

3. How is BPKP roles as government internal auditor in 

preventing corruption/bribery in public procurement? 

Does it works? Why and why not? 

4. Do you think the current public procurement and anti-

bribery regulation is effective to curb corruption in 

Indonesia? Why and Why not? 

4. Corruption 

Eradication 

Commission - 

Komisi 

Pemberantasan 

Korupsi 

 

 

1. Based on KPK’s experiences in handling corruption cases 

in public procurement, What is the main reason for the 

foreign supplier involved in such corruption cases?  

2. Do you think the regulation that mandated foreign supplier 

in cooperation with local supplier in public procurement is 

one of the reason?  

3. How is KPK roles in preventing corruption/bribery in 

public procurement? Does it works? Why and why not? 

4. Do you think the current public procurement and anti-

bribery regulation is effective to curb corruption in 

Indonesia? Why and Why not? 

5. National Police- 

Kepolisian Repulik 

Indonesia 

1. Based on Police’s experiences in handling corruption 

cases in public procurement, What is the main reason for 

the foreign supplier involved in such corruption cases?  

2. Do you think the regulation that mandated foreign supplier 

in cooperation with local supplier in public procurement is 

one of the reason?  

3. How is national police roles in preventing 

corruption/bribery in public procurement? Does it works? 

Why and why not? 

4. Do you think the current public procurement and anti-

bribery regulation is effective to curb corruption in 

Indonesia? Why and Why not? 
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C. List of Foreign Firm Officer Respondents and Questions 

Respondent Questions 

(1) Officer of Taiwan Firm 

in construction industry 

who have experienced of 

investment / business in 

Indonesia (Company 1) 

1. Do you have experiences and/or interest to invest in 

Indonesia? Why and Why not?  

2. Do you have experiences and/or interest to bid in 

Indonesia public procurement? Why and Why not? 

3. Do you have experiences and/or interest to bid in other 

ASEAN Countries? Why and Why not? 

4. Based on your experiences, what is the most prevalence 

risk to invest/bid/conduct business in Indonesia?  

5. Please specify your challenge in relation to Indonesia 

Public Official and Indonesia company! 

6. What is your strategy to mitigate the corruption/bribery 

risks? 

7. Do you think the Indonesian Current Public Procurement 

Laws could effectively curb foreign bribery in 

Indonesia? 

8. What is your expectation for Indonesia Government to 

attract your investment in particular to bid in Indonesia 

Pubic Procurement?  

(2) Officer of Multi 

National Firm in health 

industry operating in 

Indonesia (Company 2) 

(3) Officer of Taiwan Firm 

in construction industry 

who have experienced of 

investment / business in 

Indonesia (Company 3) 

(4) Officer of Taiwan Firm 

in construction industry 

who have experienced of 

investment / business in 

Indonesia (Company 4) 

 

 

D. Indonesian Firm Officer Respondent and Questions 

Firm Questions 

Officer of Indonesian firm 

who have experienced as 

agent and distributor for 

foreign supplier in Indonesia 

Tender. 

1. Do you have experiences as distributor/agent of foreign 

supplier to participate Indonesia government tender? 

2. Based on your experiences, what is the most prevalence 

risk to participate in government tender? 

3. Did your foreign partner know about those 

marketing/illegal fee for public official? 

4. What is your role to curb bribery/corruption in public 

procurement? Have you ever report that illegal payment 

to any government/law enforcement institution? 

5. Do you think the Indonesian current public procurement 

laws could effectively curb foreign bribery in 

Indonesia? 
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Appendix 2. Interview Result  

A. Indonesian Public Official Respondents 

 

Issue Questions LKPP  BKPM BPKP POLRI KPK 

Public 
procurement 

Regulation to 

curb 
corruption/br

ibery 

(including 

bribery from 
foreign 

entities) 

Do you think 
the current 

public 

procurement 
and anti-

bribery 

regulation is 

effective to 
curb 

corruption in 

Indonesia? 
Why and 

Why Not? 

Yes, normatively 
current public 

procurement and 

anti-corruption 
regulation could 

curb corruption in 

Indonesia 

However, some 
challenge in public 

procurement that 

prone to 
bribery/corruption 

are: a. Some 

regulation are 
overlap and 

loopholes in the 

implementation.  

b. The 
Procurement 

Entities Officer 

behaviour.  
c. The Government 

procurement 

entities behavior.  
d. The Supplier 

behavior. There are 

some of supplier 

mind set to give 

I don't know about the 
specific law. There were 

some information from 

Taiwan company related 
to Indonesia Immigration 

officer (Labour Permit) 

and  Police officer, but 

not specifically related to 
public procurement.  

Public procurement 

regulation that limit 
foreigner with diplomatic 

relation with Indonesia 

will make Taiwan 
Company more difficult 

to be a direct supplier of 

Indonesian Government. 

Yes, the current regulation 
could curb 

corruption/bribery in 

Indonesia because the 
procurement system is 

transparent and accessible 

for any parties (e-

procurement/e-catalogue). 
However, 

corruption/bribery in 

Indonesia occurred 
because of collusion. 

Therefore, other measures 

i.e. detection, prevention, 
investigation and 

education are also 

important. 

Yes, the current public 
procurement regulation 

could curb corruption 

including bribery from 
foreign entities. The 

current technology e.g. 

E-procurement. E-

catalogue make more 
difficult for 

fraud/corruption/briber

y.  However, the 
supplement of 

procurement technical 

guidelines issued by 
relevant technical 

Ministry is needed.  

We face the difficulty 

to gather evidence to 
proof the direct 

involvement of foreign 

entities in the 
corruption/bribery 

scheme e.g. to inquiry 

foreigner in overseas.  

To curb 
corruption in 

public 

procurement 
could not only 

account on the 

regulation, as 

the regulation 
itself still have 

overlapping 

and loopholes 
in the 

implementatio

n. Some 
problem still 

occurred on 

regulation, 

planning & 
budgeting, 

Implementatio

n and 
supervision.  
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Issue Questions LKPP  BKPM BPKP POLRI KPK 

bribery/kick 

back/gift as nature 

of business to win 
the public 

procurement 

contract. 

Foreign 

access to 

public 

procurement 

Indonesia is 

a member of 

WTO, but 

Why 
Indonesia 

Public 

Procurement 
regulation set 

limitation for 

foreign 
entities to 

access 

Indonesia 

public 
procurement 

with 

requirements 
which 

mandate in 

cooperation 

with local 
companies 

and the use 

of goods on 
domestic 

preferences 

basis? 

Because 

government is 

prioritizing to 

optimize the 
contribution of 

Indonesia company 

as supplier for 
public procurement 

that give impact on 

the national 
economic. Foreign 

supplier could use 

the option to have 

cooperation with 
Indonesian 

company or to 

establish Indonesia 
Foreign Investment 

limited Liability. 

Investment Negative List 

(PP no.44/2016) has set 

which market/sector that 

open/closed for Foreign 
investment in Indonesia. 

There is no 

data/information 
regarding how many 

Taiwan Companies 

involved in Indonesia 
public procurement. 

Within 5 years (2013-

2018), Taiwan Foreign 

Direct Investment in 
Indonesia mostly in 

industry manufacturer 

and the form of legal 
entities is fully 

ownership (rarely on 

joint venture).  

The regulation is one the 

right track because its 

align with Indonesia 

Political economy to 
optimize local company 

participation that also 

impact the national 
economy. 

In the corruption/bribery 

case that involved 
foreigner in public 

procurement need to be 

analyse whether the home 

country law of the 
foreigner forbid foreign 

bribery and what is their 

Authority done in if this 
condition occurred. 

The regulation is one 

the right track because 

the public procurement 

is aim to optimize local 
company participation 

that impact the national 

economy. 
There was a 

corruption/bribery case 

that criminal liability 
only enforced for 

Indonesia company that 

appointed by foreign 

company as they 
distributor/agent. This 

happen because the 

foreign company did 
not direct involved in 

procurement process 

but through their 

distributor/agent.  

Our research 

not 

specifically 

cover this 
issue. 
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Issue Questions LKPP  BKPM BPKP POLRI KPK 

Other anti-

corruption/br

ibery 
measure to 

curb 

corruption 

What is your 

role to curb 

corruption in 
Indonesia?  

We provide public 

procurement 

system that enable 
transparency and 

fair competition 

through IT system 
e.g. e-procurement, 

e-catalog, and the 

up coming market 
place (currently in 

the set up phase), 

SIKAP for vendor 

management 
system; 

certification for 

public procurement 
entities, alternative 

dispute resolution; 

black list sanction; 
expert witness. 

 We assist government 

institution in capacity 

building for internal 
auditor to strengthen their 

oversight function, 

conduct probity audit (real 
time on going 

procurement), 

investigative audit, and 
education for government 

official, companies, and 

society/community.  

In 2019, we will 

establishes new 

anticorruption task 
force that not only 

authored for 

investigation but also 
for corruption 

prevention. This 

function will allow us 
to follow up any report 

of suspicious 

corruption/ bribery in 

public procurement 
even thought the 

procurement is still on 

going. Other measures 
is to train/educate 

government official 

about which 
procurement that could 

be fall as corruption 

act. 

We 

concluded 

two major 

recommendat

ions for a 

better public 

procurement 

system 

(systemic and 

technical).  

In general 

aligned with 

our mission 

as corruption 

eradication 

commission, 

we conduct 

prevention 

efforts e.g. 

systemic 

research on 

the selected 

topic 

(national 

priorities); 

public 

campaign and 

education to 

report any 

corruption 
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Issue Questions LKPP  BKPM BPKP POLRI KPK 

indication; 

compliance 

of 

gratification 

and wealth 

report. In 

2018, KPK is 

the secretariat 

of National 

Strategy for 

Corruption 

Prevention 

Team that 

focusing on 

design of the 

national 

prevention 

strategy and 

monitor the 

implementati

on including 

in the public 

procurement 

issue. We 

also conduct 

investigation 

and 

prosecution 

of any 

corruption 
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Issue Questions LKPP  BKPM BPKP POLRI KPK 

cases 

reported to us 

including in 

public 

procurement. 

 

B. Officer of Foreign and Indonesian Firms Respondents 

Issue Questions Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 Company 5 

Public 

procurement 
Regulation to 

curb 

corruption/brib

ery (including 
bribery from 

foreign 

entities) 

Do you think the 

current public 
procurement and 

anti-bribery 

regulation is 

effective to curb 
corruption in 

Indonesia? Why 

and Why Not? 

I don't know about 

the current 
regulation. Our 

strategy to mitigate 

the 

corruption/bribery 
risks in Indonesia is 

not to be the 

direct/main supplier 
for Government but 

through other 

company (as sub 
contractor).  

Yes, public 

procurement 
regulation could 

curb corruption 

because the 

system is more 
transparent. 

However 

government 
should strengthen 

monitoring of the 

regulation 
implementation.  

I don't know the 

current law, but I 
think Indonesia 

government 

should make the 

regulation more 
transparent and 

ensure the 

implementation of 
the public 

contract.  

10 years ago, we 
need to deal with 

the request from 

government but 

this all conduct by 
our local partner. 

The current 

procurement system 
such as e-

procurement is better 

comparing to few 

years ago, although 
the published 

information not 

display all 
information, such as: 

100 participants in 

one tender but we 
don't know who are 

the 100 participants.   

 

The current public 

procurement 

procedure is more 

transparent and allows 

only those vendors 

who had experience 

could have won the 

tender. However, as I 

explained thereof, 

there are still some of 

public official who 

asked for 

marketing/illegal fee 

to won the contract or 

during the project 

implementation. So I 

think the current 

regulation itself is not 

enough to curb 

corruption in 
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Issue Questions Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 Company 5 

Indonesia.  

Foreign access 
to public 

procurement 

Indonesia is a 
member of WTO, 

but Why Indonesia 

Public Procurement 

regulation set 
limitation for 

foreign entities to 

access Indonesia 
public procurement 

with requirements 

which mandate in 
cooperation with 

local companies 

and the use of 

goods on domestic 
preferences basis? 

Indonesia market is 
profitable. We had 

major project in 

Indonesia long time 

before, but now we 
only have minor 

project and not 

direct bid to tender 
but through other 

company (as sub 

contractor).  

As principal, We 
had experience to 

bid in Indonesia 

public 

procurement 
through our 

distributor/agent 

tender. The 
selection to give a 

letter of support 

for them is 
selective and base 

don the due 

diligence. We will 

not issue any of 
supporting letter 

if the agent have a 

bad record (e.g. 
corruption/ family 

relation with 

public official) 

We had the public 
procurement 

experienced in 

Indonesia through 

our local partner 
(joint operation). 

Foreign company 
could only bid in 

government tender 

with amount of 

minimum of IDR 
100 billion. Project 

tender with this 

amount mostly won 
by Indonesian State 

Own Enterprises 

(SOE).  
Very strict 

requirements on the 

prequalification 

phase of tender 
(administration) e.g. 

SKA (Surat 

Keterangan Ahli) 
from other countries 

(except ASEAN 

Countries) are not 
acceptable as tender 

requirements. It is 

difficult for foreign 

expert to get 
Indonesian SKA; all 

tender document 

must be present 
originally or 

legalized from the 

issuing institution of 

As distributor/agent of 
foreign supplier, We 

will asked them to 

issued letter of 

recommendation as our 
principal  to participate 

in government tender. 

We will get 
distributor/agent 

discount.  
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Issue Questions Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 Company 5 

the certificate (notary 

stamp is no longer 

accepted). 

Other anti-

corruption/brib

ery measure to 
curb 

corruption 

What is your role to 

curb corruption in 

Indonesia?  

We have our 

internal procedure 

of managing gift, 
including gift for 

public official.   

We have our 

internal procedure 

to select and 
control the 

involvement of 

our 

distributor/agent 
in tender, e.g. 

SoP, training, 

monitoring, 
investigation.  

We selected local 

partner that is a 

big corporation 
and have capacity 

to bid and 

implement the 

public contract. 

We were not 

involved in the 

direct bid and 
relationship with the 

Indonesian public 

official. When we 

have partnership 
with local 

(Indonesian) 

company, we will 
selected company 

who has the 

competency to bid 
and deliver the 

project (such as: the 

company have the 

equipment that 
relevant to the 

project and local 

skill labour/SKA. 
We will provide the 

financial/capital and 

the skill labour 

(expertise). Some of 
Indonesian State 

Owned Enterprises 

who won 
government contract 

(APBN) will offer 

other companies to 

We participate the 

government 

procurement tender as 

stipulate on the 

procedure. We not 

always won the tender 

even though we were 

the main distributor of 

foreign product 

(supplier) that met 

with the procurement 

specification. We 

never report any of the 

illegal payment for 

public official because 

could face the risk of 

losing our business 

opportunity.  
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Issue Questions Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Company 4 Company 5 

be their subcontract. 

In this case, if we 

think the price is not 
profitable, we will 

not take the project. 

Currently, our 
project are more 

often for private 

sector (non 

government).  
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